
Industrial chart recorders can be recorder for the job. Should you 
used to monitor almost anything use a galvanometric recorder or 
-from manufacturing processes a potentiometric unit? Forced-fluid 
to environmental pollution levels. writing or a heated stylus? For 
The trick is to choose the right help in deciding, turn to page 48. 



A good 
inductor 
source ... 
just got 
better! 

Dale is moving quickly to qualify as your preferred inductor source. 
In recent months we have: 

DOUBLED our line of standard PC mount toroids (Mil-T-27C, Type 
TF5SX20ZZ). Standard inductances now available from .05 µh to 20h , 
in a wide selection of Q vs frequency ranges. 

ADDED Pulse Transformers in DIP configurations. Machine and hand 
insertable models (14,16 pins) are available containing up to four 
pulse transformers. Inductance range : 1 µh to 2 mh ; Tolerance -+-20%; 
Leakage inductance: As low as.2% of total inductance; lnterwinding 
capacitance : As low as 3 pf ; ET product: Up to 10 volts-µsec. 

EXTENDED the values and frequencies available in molded inductors 
(Mil-G-15305D, Grade 1, Class A,B) and roll-coated chokes. Induc
tance : .10 µh to 1000 µh . Seit-resonant frequency: 680 to 3.5 Mhz. 

This increased ability to supply standard inductors (many direct from 
stock) balances well with our custom capabilities in bobbins, rf trans
formers, chokes and toroids. For a fast quote or immediate design help 
get in touch with Dale-lots of people are! Call today: 605-665-9301 



Take the price you'd normally pay to measure 
one nanosecond and 550 MHz. 
Now divide by two. 

Now for less than half the price of 
alternative solutions you can measure 
frequencies up to 550 MHz and time 
intervals from 0.15 nanoseconds to 109 

seconds. You get the best resolution too, 
<50 picoseconds. Only HP's unique 
type of time interval averaging permits 
these measurements with such economy. 

And you get all the other functions 
you expect in universal timer/ counters. 
Features such as totalizing, period, ratio 
and conventional time interval measure
ments. They' re the most program-
mable counters of their type as well. 

This series also includes the only 
counters with built-in 
digital voltmeters. 

So you can set trigger levels digitally and 
better than an oscilloscope can for 
accurate time interval measurements. 
Use the DVM to check out de voltages 
too, or add an HP 11096 probe for ac. 

For more accurate measurements 
you can option for a high stability time 
base of 5 parts in 10 10/ day. Or to 
measure low level signals, we can offer 
input sensitivities as high as 25 mV. 

llJ .. , l
·~ · -i 

The HP 5327 Series is ideal for 
testing logic timing, cable delays, low
power circuits, and crystal oscillators-as 
well as calibrating frequency and pulse 
generators. Prices of the three models in 
the HP 5327 Series range from only 
$1495 to $2150. Or, if a 50 MHz will 
do your job, there's the companion 5326 
Series from just $950 to $1595. 

Sound too good to be true? Ask your 
local HP field engineer about these 
outstanding counter values. Or for more 
information, write to Hewlett-Packard, 
Palo Alto, California 94304; Europe: 
1217 Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland. 

0211 7 

HEWLETT. PACKARD 

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS 



Our MKL metallized lacquer capacitors 
handle peak voltages four times their rated voltages. 

And that means you can use a 
much smaller capacitor for any 
given application. This is just one 
of many Siemens innovations. Our 
double anodized foil aluminum 
electrolytics are 30% smaller than 
competitive units. And our unique 
MKM metallized polycarbonate 
construction makes possible a 

dramatic reduction in the size of 
film capacitors. 

Our capacitor line is one of the 
most extensive available. Film and 
metallized film dielectrics of paper, 
lacquer, polyester, polycarbonate, 
polypropylene and polystyrene. 
Tantalum and aluminum electro
lytics. All for immediate delivery. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 3 

More and more engineers are 
designing in Siemens capacitors. 
You can benefit by doing the same. 

Siemens Corporation, 186 Wood 
Avenue South, lselin, N.J.,08830. 
(201) 494-1000. 
Siemens. A three 
billion dollar name 
inqualityproducts. SIEMENS 
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We Must Communicate 
• • • 

2N5849 

on land! 
2N4427 2N5847 

20 mW 40 w 

Low-band, portable land-mobile radio power chain. 
25 to 50 MHz, 12.5 V. 

Send for data sheets and AN282: "Systemizing RF 
Power Ampli-fier Design" and AN502: "A 40 W, 50 MHz 
Transmitter for 12.5 V Operation." 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 211 

2N5945 2N5946 2N6136 
400 mW 25 w 

UHF land-mobile radio power chain. 
470 to 512 MHz, 12.5 V. 

2N5944 2N5945 

40 mW 3W 

UHF portable land-mobile power chain. 
470 to 512 MHz, 7.5 V. 

Send for data sheets and AN548: "Microstrip Design 
Techniques for UHF Amplifiers." 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 212 

300 mW 40 w 

300 mW 40 w 

High-band, portable land-mobile radio power chain. 
150 to 175 MHz, 12.5 V. 

Send for data sheets and AN282: "Systemizing RF 
Power Amplifier Design" and AN495: "A 25 W, 175 
MHz Transmitter for 12.5 V Operation." 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 214 

Land-mobile radio, covering 3 distinct frequency 
ranges, requires significantly different devices in each 
band. Other design techniques are required for UHF 
devices than low or high-band. Data sheets and applica
tion notes examine these differences with UHF types 
even characterized at 7.5 V for portable operation. 
Motorola has them all! 

• • • at sea! 
300 mW 

300 mW 

Marine radio power chain. 
152 to 162 MHz, 12.5 V. 

40 w 

40 w 

Send for data sheets and AN282: "Systemizing RF 
Power Amplifier Design" and AN495: "A 25 W, 175 
MHz Transmitter for 12.5 V Operation." 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 215 

Marine radio falls into the same frequency range as 
high-band land-mobile with the same type of modula
tion and voltage required. Both PNP and NPN chains 
are available from Motorola for your designs! 

• th • I ... 1n e air. 
10 mW 30 w 60 mW 20 w 

108 to 136 MHz, 13.s v. Aircraft/Milita~ radio power chain. 225 to 400 MHz, 28 V. 

Send for data sheets and AN481: "A broadband 4 w INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 216 

Aircraft Transmitter;" AN503: "A 25 W Broadband Air
craft Transmitter" and AN507: "A 13 W Broadband 
AM Aircraft Transmitter." 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 213 

4 

Typical AM systems are shown. Devices capable of 
25 W and 50 W output for 225 to 400 MHz range are 
available on special request. And they're Isothermal
rugged ! 
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With You At Once 
... by cable TV! 

CATV 
Device 

2N5109 

2N5943 

2N5947 

2N6135 

Cross Modulation Noise 
Gain (dB) Distortion Figure (dB) 

11 Typ -70 dB Typt11 3.0 Typ 

11.4 Typ - 67 db Typ!>I 3.4 Typ 

11 - 60 dB Typlll 3.8 Typ 

11 - 62 dB Typ(ll 4.8 Typ 

i'I 2 channel with + 54 dBmV output level 
121 12 channel with + 40 dBmV output level 
lll 12 channel w ith + so dBmV output level 

CATV. S to300 MHz 

Case 
Send for data sheets with complete characterization for 
broadband CATV operation including distortion specs, 
noise figures and Y & S parameters . . . they're unique 
with Motorola! 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 217 

Hybrid circuits offer important performance, reli
ability and space advantages. Both upstream and down
stream hybrid designs are available from the factory. 

• • • on single sideband! 

3 mW 
PEP 

2N3296 2N5070 

Single sideband power chain. 
2 to 30 MHz, 28 V . 

25 w 
PEP 

40 w 
PEP 

Send for data sheets and AN546: "Solid-State Linear 
Power Amplifier Desi~n." 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 218 

The problem of linear amplifier design, including a 
technique for temperature compensation utilizing only 
passive devices can be solved. The block diagrams show 
output capability at two of the most popular power 
levels with 150 W PEP outputs easily obtainable with · 
multiple devices. 

• . . without noise! 
Low-Noise Noise 

Device Figure (max) Frequency Case 

2N5179 4.5 dB 200 MHz 

2N5031 2.5 dB 450 MHz 

2N2857 4.5 dB 450 MHz 

2N5829 (PNP) 2.5 dB 450 MHz 

2N4957 {PNP) 3.0 dB 450 MHz 

Low Noise Designs . 
. . . and a word about ruggedness in RF. 

Send for data sheets and AN215: "RF Small Signal 
Design Using Admittance Parameters;" AN419: "UHF 
Amplifier Design Using Data Sheet Design Curves" and 
AN421: "Semiconductor Noise Figure Considerations." 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 219 

These low-noise devices excel in receiver front-end 
designs and have excellent noise figures at frequencies 
other than those listed. Design in Motorola quietness! 

Few semiconductors are subject to as severe which apportions heat evenly over the entire chip 
treatment as RF devices. Load mismatching - by surface. 
far the largest single cause of transistor failure -
has largely been curtailed with the introduction of 
Motorola balanced emitter technology . . . BET* 
... and most recently, Isothermal* fabrication tech
niques. The latter has furnished an important new 
level in RF device ruggedness on many Motorola 
types with heat buildup reduced 50% through use 
of an asymmetrical emitter-resistor path design 

'Trademark of Motorola Inc . 
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Choose from more than 150 standard - and 
rugged - Motorola types ... with frequency ranges 
to 2 GHz ... power outputs to 100 W ... in 18 opti
mized package styles. And you can customize device 
performance and testing merely by letting us know 
your particular needs. Write for data sheets and 
let's communicate. 

MOTOROLA RF 
- Get The Message. 

5 



A Smart Way to Beat Your 
Power Supply Size Problem 

B1" t~in, 2~" narrow, 2 ~,, s~ort 
yet this converter produces 1000 volts 
DC, regulated, from a battery input of 
28 VDC! It weights less than 15 ounces. 
This is only one of our wide variety of 
many small light weight converters, in
verters and power supplies - there arc 
over 3000 models listed in our newest 
catalog, including size, weight and prices. 
If you have a size problem, why not send 
for an Abbott catalog? 
MIL SPEC ENVIRONMENT - All of the power 
modules listed in our new catalog have 
been designed to meet the severe environ
mental conditions required by modern 
aerospaec sys tems, inc:ludin g :\I IL-E
.5272C and :\IIL-E-5400K. They arc her
metically sealed and encapsulated in heavy 
steel containers. 'cw all silicon units will 

RELIABLE - - Highest quality components 
are used in Abbott power modules to yield 
the high J\ITBF (mean time between fail
ure) as calcu lated in the MIL-HDBK-217 
handbook. Typical power modules have 
over 100,000 hours MTBF - proving that 
the quality was built in from the beginning. 
WIDE RANGE OF OUTPUTS - Any voltage 
from 5 volts DC to 3,650 VDC is avail
able by selecting the correct model you 
need from our catalog with any of a vari
ety of inputs including: 

60..., to DC, Regulated 

400""" to DC, Regulated 

28 VDC to DC, Regulated 

28 voe to 400~, 1¢ or 3¢ 

operate at lOD°C. 24 voe to 60"'o, 1¢ 

Please see pages 930 to 949 of your 1970-71 EEM (ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS MASTER Catalog) 
for complete information on Abbott modules. 

Send for our new 68 page FREE catalog. 

abbott transistor 

LABORATORIES, 

5200 W. Jefferson Blvd. / Los Angeles 90016 
(213) 936-8185 Cable ABTLABS 

NCORPORATED 

1224 Anderson Ave./Fort Lee, N.J. 07024 
(201) 224-6900 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 4 
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(letters) 

Hospital engineer joins 
call for better devices 

Your article in the Oct. 28 issue 
on "Defects in Med ica l Electronics 
Draw Heavy Fire From Hospitals" 
(ED 22, pp . 22-26 ) is t imely, true 
and revealing. 

The hospitals should be blamed 
for not giving much attention to 
the problem. This, however, is 
changing rapidly, as is the case in 
our faci li ty. But, the major share 
of the problem lies with the manu
facturers. It seems that some 
manufacturers do not understand, 
nor are they willing to accept, the 
hospital environment. When elec
tronic equipment is built to fly to 
the moon, it is designed accord
ingly; there is no reason why 
electronic equipment designed for 
the hospital should not be made for 
the hospital environment. 

Allan Belgard [president] of 
Electrodyne may be only partly 
correct in his statement. Some of 

A manufacturer's view 

As the leading manufacturer of 
meter relays, I would like to com
ment on your Oct. 28 article "De
fects in Med ical Electronics Draw 
Heavy Fire From Hospitals." 

First, let me express my sym
pathy for t he pli ght of the doctors 
and other users of medical elec
tronic equipment. I am sure that 
one of the world's most frustrat
ing experiences must be the fail
ure or malfunction of electronic
support equ ipment in t he middle 
of a critical operation. Especially 
aggravating must be the discovery 
that the failure was in some simple 
(to them) low-cost component. 

Since the artic le mentioned 
meter relays as high fa ilure-rate 
components, I would like to say 
that the meter relay i a complex 
component. Our company (LFE's 

Electrodyne's equipment, which is 
only about one year old, Jacks the 
most basic service considerations, 
and there is still a mess of wires 
in the new pressure monitor, 
Model PR-15. For example, PC 
boards do not show component ref
erences, workmanship is marginal 
and replacement of an indicator 
light on a monitor requires a ma
jor effort. These problems are not 
new to the electronics industry
! have been in this fi eld for over 
15 years . So what is Electrodyne's 
excuse? Or what is the excuse for 
not having a good instructional 
manual with accurate schematics? 

The hospitals need to accept and 
leairn about proper equipment care. 
But, more important, the manufac
turers need to design and build 
quality instruments . The hospital , 
or anyone else, cannot inspect 
quality into an instrument; the 
quality must be built-in in the first 
place. 

Mort A rditti 
Senior Biomedical Engineer 

Computer Sciences and 
Bioengineering Facility 
Department of Cardiology 
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90054 

recent acquisition, API Instru
ments ) has devoted much money 
and effort to educate the prospec
tive user to the advantages and 
design pitfalls of meter relays. 
Nevertheless there have been cases 
of misapplication. Whenever they 
have come to our attention, we 
have ·worked with the manufac
turer, either in correcting this 
circuit or in makin g changes in the 
meter relay, until the misapplica
tion problem was solved . As Elec
trodyne's president, Alan Belgard, 
points out, equ ipment that was 
built 10 and 15 years ago is often 
being used as a basis for present
day complaints, and this just isn't 
rational. 

John D. Saint-Amour 
Senior Vice President 

LFE ( AUi Instruments) 
LFE Corp. 
1601 Trapelo Rd. 
Waltham, Mass. 02154 

Electronic Design welcomes the opinions of its readers on the issues raised 
in the magazine's editorial columns. Address letters to Managing Editor, Elec
tronic Design, 50 Essex St. , Rochelle Park, N. J. 07662. Try to keep letters 
under 200 words. Letters must be signed. Names will be withheld on request. 
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PICO 
transformers 
... small size 
... big specs 

• size variations of .25" diam. x 
.25" ht. to .34" diam. x .49" ht. 

e MIL-T-27C (PICO is QPL source) 
• extreme resistance to thermal 

shock MIL-STD-2020, method 
107(A-1) 

e 300 Hz-250K Hz 
•pulse applications .05p.s to 100p.S 
• prim. and sec. impedances 3 to 

250Kohms 
•power to 600 milliwatts 
• inductors to 80 henries 
• flying leads or T0-5 plug-in 

construction (.1" grid available) 

Send for 24 page Pico Catalog 

PICO 
Electronics, 
Inc. 316 w. FIRST STREET 

MOUNT VERNON, N. Y. 10550 

Telephone 914-699-5514 

(All PICO Products are patented) 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 5 
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Carbon and 
Graphite 
Products 

Electro
Mechanical 
Components 

The items shown are produced by Stackpo/e's 

Hard and Soft 
Ferrites 

Carbon Division, Electronic Components Division, 
Magnet Division and Stackpole Components Company. 

We make a lot of things at Stackpole. Components 
by the millions. Materials by the ton. But what really 
makes us different is our philosophy. 

Stackpole believes in producing the best possible 
product, for the lowest practical price, delivered on 
time and backed by service. Simple? Sure. Perhaps 
even old-fashioned. But true. And certainly no 
small task. 

Ours is a manufacturing technology. A capability to 
produce. In volume. To your specific needs. 

For sixty-five years, Stackpole has served virtually 
every industry. To many, we are the known, re
spected leader. Others in emerging technologies 
are coming to know the special skills, imagination, 
experience and quality uniquely Stackpole. 

Value. It's determined in performance. 
For products and companies alike. Let 
us be a part of your production team. 

Stackpole Carbon Company, 
St. Marys, Pennsylvania 15857. 



See-through silicone package speeds repair. Encap
sulation of microcircuits with a clear resilient Sylgard® 
brand resin pays off with more than just protection. 
When circuits are under development, the encapsulant 
can be cut away to expose components for testing and 
modification. And, if fast field repair is a factor, defective 
components are more quickly located and replaced. 
Voids are merely filled with the silicone resin and pro
tection is again intact. Sylgard resins also eliminate cure 
shrinkage associated with other encapsulants. They 
easily meet the most exacting shock, vibration, tempera
ture and moisture resistant requirements. Circle Infor
mation Retrieval Number 821. 



Silicone materials are unusually 
versatile. But whether they are used 
to seal, bond, insulate, impregnate, 
encapsulate or cool-their one basic 
function is to protect. And they 
protect better because of inherent 
silicone resistance to change
regardless of environment. When 
electronic equipment must function 
reliably in hostile atmospheres, look 

Noncorrosive silicone sealants. 
For critical electronic insulating 
requirements on corrosion-sensitive 
materials. Four noncorrosive, acid
free curing silicone sealants are 
available from Dow Corning-two are 
pourable, self-leveling liquids for 
conformal coatings; the other two 
are nonslump materials for sealing, 
mounting and bonding. All are ready 
to use, cure at room temperature and 
are serviceable over a wide tempera
ture range. Circle Information 
Retrieval Number 822. 

to silicones from Dow Corning to 
shut out trouble. Described here are 
a few ways our materials can ensure 
the integrity of your designs. Many 
others are described in our Silicone 
Electronic Materials brochure 
available from your Dow Corning 
distributor. His name appears on the 
following page. Or write Dept. 
A-1220, Midland, Michigan 48640. 

Dissipate heat fast with silicones. 
You can use silicone materials to 
protect from heat, or to get rid of it. 
A Dow Corning® brand heat sink 
compound helps cool components 
such as transistors, diodes and recti
fiers by transferring operating heat 
to heat sink or chassis. Thermal con
ductivity is effective as high as 200 C 
with this noncorrosive, metal-oxide 
filled silicone material. Ask about 
silicone fluid coolants also. Circle 
Information Retrieval Number 823. 

Electrical I electronic materials 
from 

DOW CORNING 
en.p+BfoH"d* 

Silicone varnish aids miniaturiza
tion. When operating temperatures 
of new spacesaving power suppl ies 
such as transformers hit the 200 C 
mark, protection with Dow Corning® 
brand silicone impregnating var
nishes ensures performance. These 
materials are the most reliable insu
lating resins available. And they are 
easy to apply. Stators, chokes, 
coils, solenoids and other elec
tronic equipment are protected by 
simply dipping, brushing , flooding or 
impregnating. Circle Information 
Retrieval Number 824. 



The new Merlin I connector. 

40% .lighter than anybody else~. 
Through the magic of Amphenol engineering we 
now bring you a rear-release, cylindrical, environ
mental connector that is not only 40% lighter than 
competition , but 1/2-inch shorter than most. 

A one-piece thermoplastic retention disc, molded 
of tough Astrel 360* replaces the individual metal 
retention clips common in heavier connectors. 
Therefore, a 61-pin Merlin configuration has one 
retention disc instead of 61 individual metal clips. 
The result is a lot less useless weight. And, without 
all those parts, more reliability. 

Adds a little magic to cost-cutting, too. 

Our new Merl in exceeds all performance require
ments of MIL-C-83723, MIL-C-26482 and NAS-1599 
and is fully intermateable and intermountable with 

· al l three of these types. 
Shell sizes are available in the eight most popu

lar configurations with your choice of straight plug 
and both wall-mounted or jam-nut receptacles. 
· To get the full story on the new Merlin 1 connec
tors, just write or call Steve Kelleher, Amphenol 
Connector Division , Bunker Ramo Corporation, 
2801 S. 25th Avenue, Broadview, Ill. 60153, (312) 
261-2000. • Registered T rade Mark 3M Company. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 6 



designer's 
calendar 

JANUARY 1972 t----, 

s M T w T F s 
1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
30 31 

1 

Jan. 25-27 
Symposium on Reliability, (San 
Francisco), Sponsor: IEEE, J. H. 
Simm, Beckman Inst. Inc., 2200 
Wright Ave., Richmond, Calif. 
94804 

CIRCLE NO. 422 

Jan. 30-Feb. 4 
Power Engineering Meeting, (New 
York City) , Sponsor: IEEE, J. W. 
Bean, AEP Service Corp., 2 Broad
way, New York, N. Y. 10004 

CIRCLE NO. 423 

FEBRUARY 1972 I-; 

s M T w T F s 
1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
27 28 29 

L 

Feb. 8-10 
Aerospace & Electronic Systems 
Winter Convention (WINCON) , 
Los Angeles), Sponsor: IEEE, 
Gerry Goldenstern, L.A. Council 
Office, 3600 Wilshire Blvd., Los 
Angeles, 90010 

CIRCLE NO. 424 

Feb. 16-18 
International Solid-State Circuits 
Conference (Philadelphia) , Spon
sor : IEEE, A. V. Brown, T. J. 
Watson Res. Ctr., Box 218, York
town Heights, N.Y. 10598 

CIRCLE NO. 425 
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DOW CORNING 
SILICONE 
PROTECTORS 
A full line of silicone encapsulating, 
insulating, sealing, coating and dielectric 
materials is available from Dow Corning 
Distributors at the following warehouse 
locations: 

ARIZONA 
Phoenix Essex International lnc.-1.W.I. Div. 

602-278-8568 

CALIFORNIA 
Berkeley c. D. LaMoree 

415-841-0601 
Culver City E. V. Roberts & Associates, Inc. 

213·870-9561 
Las An1eles Essex International lnc.-1.W.I. Div. 

213-264-7000 
C. D. LaMoree 
213-225-5666 

Mountain View K. R. Anderson Company, Inc. 
415-961-6007 

San Diego A. E. Yale Enterprises 
714-296-6148 

San Francisca Essex International inc.-1.W.I. Div. 
415-626-5351 

COLORADO 
Denver Waco Electronics, Inc. 

303-322-7708 

FLORIDA 
Fart Lauderdale Cramer/ Florida Inc. 

305-947-6517 
Orlando Brownell , Inc. 

305·424·5634 
Electrical Insulation Suppliers, Inc. 
305-855-7100 

GEORGIA 
Atlanta Electrical Insulation Suppliers, Inc. 

404-355-1651 
Hapeville Brownell, Inc. 

404-767-9301 

ILLINOIS 
Chicago Prehler Electrical insulation 

312-384-6100 
Mt. Prospect Magnuson Electronics, Inc. 

312·956-0700 
Niles Essex International Inc.* 

312-647-0044 

IN DIANA 
Fart Wayne Essex International inc.-1.W.I. Div. 

219-742-7441 

IOWA 

Hammond Electric Supply Corp. 
219-932-8840 

Marian Ensco Distributing Corporation 
319-377-6313 

KENTUCKY 
Louisville E & H Electric Supply 

502-587-0991 

LOUISIANA 
New Orleans Williamson Distributing Corp. 

504-486-5584 
Shreveport Williamson Distributing Corp. 

318-424-6638 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore Essex International lnc.-1.W.I. Div. 

301-644-0140 
Pyttronic Industries, Inc. 
301-539-6525 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Cambridge Brownell, Inc. 

617-864-7500 
Newton Cramer Electronic, Inc. 

617-969-7700 
Peabody Essex International lnc.-1.W.I. Div. 

617-531-7100 

MICHIGAN 
Detroit Essex International Inc.* 

313-921·6000 
Madison Heights McNaughton-McKay Electric 

313-399-7500 

MINNESOTA 
St. Paul Magnuson Electronics, Inc. 

612·227·8495 

MISSOURI 
Kansas City Essex Internat ional lnc.-1.W.I. Div. 

816·842·1613 
St. Louis Ensco Distributing Corp. 

314·542-3935 
Essex International lnc.-1.W.I. Div. 
314-371-2616 

NEW JERSEY 
Livingston Robert McKeown Co., Inc. 

210-992-0700 or 
212-267-9264 (NYC) 

Moonachie Essex International lnc.-1.W.1 . Div. 
201·641-4400 or 
212-695-7495 (NYC) 

North Bergen Electrical Insulation Sales 
201·864-2376 or 
212-564-6273 (NYC) 

NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque Waco Electronics, Inc. 

505·268-2409 

NEW YORK 
Buffalo Summit Distributors, Inc. 

716-884-3450 
New Yark City Brownell, Inc. 

212-691-7900 or 
212-924-6000 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Charlotte Brownell, Inc. 

704-399-9791 
Electrical Insulation Suppliers, Inc. 
704-392-2306 
Essex International lnc. - 1.W.I. Div. 
704-394-1315 

OHIO 
Cincinnati Cramer/ Tri States, Inc. 

513-771-6441 
Electrical Insulation Suppliers, Inc. 
513-771·4073 
Sheridan Sales Co. 
513-761-5432 
Essex International Inc.* 
513-771·6500 

Cleveland Essex International Inc.* 
216·781-2310 
Prehler Electrical Insulation 
216-267-2650 

Columbus McGraw-Edison Co. 

OKLAHOMA 

National Electric Coil Division 
614-488-1151 

Oklahoma City Essex International lnc.-1.W.i. Div. 
405-236-5411 

OREGON 
Portland Essex International lnc.-1.W.I. Div. 

503-665-0138 

PENNSYLVANIA 

C. E. Riggs, Inc. 
503-226-3286 

Harrisburg Pyttronic Industries, Inc. 
717-233-6591 

Mant1ameryville Pyttronic Industries, Inc. 
215-643-2850 

Philadelphia ~rn~~~1!3ci~8 . 

Essex International I nc.-1. W. I. Div. 
215-236-7100 
Prehler Electrical Insulation 
215-725-5914 

Pittsburgh Essex International Inc.* 
412-244·1145 

TENNESSEE 
Memphis Brownell , Inc. 

901-323-7693 
Electrical Insulation Suppliers, Inc. 
901-947-4176 

TEXAS 
Dallas Essex International lnc.-1.W.1. Div. 

214-339-8346 
Specialized Products Company 
214-358-4663 
Williamson Distributing Corp. 
214·741-5831 

Houston Essex International lnc.-1.W.I. Div. 
713-227 ·6358 
Williamson Distributing Corp. 
713-672-1715 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle Atlas Packing & Rubber Co. 

206-623-4697 
Essex International lnc.-1.W.I. Div. 
206-763-8650 

WISCONSIN 

C. E. Riggs, Inc. 
206-623·5707 

Milwaukee Essex International Inc.* 
414-342-3927 

*IMC/ l.W.I. Div. 

Electrical/ electronic materials 
from 

DOW CORNING 
'"""''k'U'h' 
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Motorola 
Holds The 

lhunp In Thyristors 
IN THYRISTORS 

And we want to deal goo in! 
Into one of the broadest thyristor lines 

available in the ~ to 100 A range. Backed 
by the No. 1 discrete house in the industry. 
But besides these two factors we're intro
ducing several new reasons for letting us do 
the dealing. 

A 2N number means security. Security 
that specs will play a repeat performance; 
no alterations just to satisfy manufacturing 
purposes. 

A second idea is our glass-passivated 
process assuring uncontaminated junctions 
to provide the reliability in thyristors you've 
learned to expect from Motorola. 

For one, device number standardization. 
Anyone who's ever specified thyristors 

realizes the jumble of house numbers staring 
him in the face; sometimes as many as thirty 
for one single device. Yet no one's had the 
motivat ion to standardize the situation by 
bringing 2N numbers, in mass, to this seg
ment of the semiconductor industry. 

And the third idea we're promoting is 
really just common sense , but isn't com
monly practiced - customer satisfaction. 
Well, we'd like to make customer satisfaction 
a common rule. 

Until now. 
Motorola has begun a program of stan

dardizing its total thyristor line - SCR's, 
triacs, triggers, UJT's, and diacs - by intro
ducing 2N numbers to replace the frequent 
occurrence of house numbers. This will result 
in more useful specifications for easier device 
comparison and fast ordering procedures for 
both you and your company along with the 
peace of mind that comes with a 2N number. 

We want to supply you with every quality, 
reliable thyristor you need, whether you 
want one or thousands, when you want them, 
and at a price we're sure you'll find very 
attractive. To do all these good things we've 
committed our widely known and respected 
"production house" capability. 

So take advantage of the offer on the 
opposite page. We know you'll draw a trump 
in thyristors. 

YOUR FRANCHISED MOTOROLA SEMICONDUCTOR DISTRIBUTORS 

ALABAMA, Huntsville ....... Gulf Electronics Corp. . . . (205) 539·2731 
ARIZONA, Phoenix ........ . . Hamilton/ Avnet ........ (602) 269-1391 
CALIFORNIA, El Segundo ... liberty Electronics Corp .... (2 13) 322·8100 
CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles ..... Hamilton Electro Sales .... (2 13) 870-7 t 71 
CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles ...... K-Tronics/ Wesco ..... (2 13) 685-9525 
CALIFORNIA, Mountain View .. Elmar Electronics .... (4 15) 96 t -3611 
CALIFORNIA, Mountain View ..... .. Hamilton/ Avnet ..... (4 15) 961-7000 
CALIFORNIA, Palo Alto . Kierulff Electronics, Inc ..... (4 15) 968·6292 
CALIFORNIA, San Oiego ......... Hamilton/ Avnet ......• (714) 279-2421 
CALIFORNIA, San Diego ..... Kierulff Electronics, Inc. . .. (7 14) 278-211 2 
COLORADO, Oenver .......... Hamilton/ Avnet . . . . . . . . (303) 433·855 l 
COLORADO, Denver ..... Kierulff Electronics Co., Inc. . .. (303) 343-7090 
CONNECTICUT, North Haven ... Cramer Electronics Inc .... (203) 239-564 l 
FLORIDA, Hollywood . . . . ... Schweber Electronics . . .. (305) 927 -05 t t 
FLORIDA, Miami Springs ...... Gulf Electronics Corp . ... (305) 885-R76l 
FLORIDA, Orlando ........ Hall-Mark Electronics Corp .... (305) 855-4020 
GEORGIA, Atlanta ........ Jackson Electronics Co. . . . . . (404) 355·2223 
ILLINOIS, Chicago ....... Newark Electronics Corp ....... (3 12) 638-4411 
tlLINOtS, Chicago .... Semiconductor Specialists, Inc .... (3 12) 279- 1000 
ILLINOIS, Schiller Park .... Hami lton/ Avnet Electronics .(312) 678·6310 
KANSAS, Lenexa . . .. Hall·Mark Electronics Corp ...... (913) 888-4747 
MARYLAND, Baltimore . . .. Pyttronic Industries, Inc ..... (301) 539-6525 
MARYLAND, Rockville .. Cramer/ EW, Washington .... (30 1) 948-0110 
MARYLAND, Rockville ....... Schweber Electronics ...... (301) 881·2970 
MASSACHUSETTS, Lexington ... R & D Electronics, Inc .... (617) 861 -9200 
MASSACHUSETTS, Newton Centre Cramer Electronics, Inc. (6 17) 969-770D 
MICHIGAN. Detroit .... Semiconductor Specialists, Inc .... (3 13) 255·0300 

MICHIGAN, Detroit . RS Electronics .(3 13) 491·1012 
MINNESOTA, Edina ...... Lew Bonn Co ...... .... (6 12) 941-4860 
MINNESOTA, Mmneapol1s Semiconductor Specialists, Inc. (6 12) 854-8841 
MISSOURI, St. Louis . . . Semiconductor Specialists, Inc .... (3 14) 418-6100 
NEW JERSEY, Moorestown ......... Angus, Inc. . . . . . . . (609) 235· 190D 
NEW JERSEY, Pennsauken .... Radio Electric Service Co. . . (609) 662-4000 
NEW MEXICO, Albuquerque .. Kierulff Electronics Co., Inc .. (5D5) 247-1055 
NEW YORK, Binghamton ..... Federal Electronics, Inc .... (607) 748-821 t 
NEW YORK, Hauppauge. l.I .... Cramer Electronics, Inc ... (516) 23 1-5600 
NEW YORK, Rochester ..... Cramer Electronics, Inc ..... (716) 275-0300 
NEW YORK, East Syracuse . ..... . Cramer/ Eastern ..... (3 15) 437-667 1 
NEW YORK, Westbury, l.I. . Schweber Electronics .... (516) 334-7474 
NEW YORK, Woodbury, l.I ...... Harvey Radio Co., Inc .... (516) 921-8700 
OHIO, Cincinnati . . ....... Sheridan Sales Co .......... (513) 761 -5432 
OHIO, Cleveland .... Pioneer-Standard Electronics, Inc. (2 16) 587-3600 
OHIO, Cleveland Sheridan Sales Co. . ..... (2 16) 524·8120 
OKLAHOMA, Tulsa ...... Hall-Mark Electronics Corp ...... (9 18) 835-8458 

~~~::.y~:l~:,IA , Pittsburthall ~~~lc~l~~:;~~rc~pi~:~lists: Inc . i ~ rn ~~ l • ~ l ~~ 
TEXAS, Dallas .. . . Sterling Electronics ... ...... . (2 14) 357-9131 
TEXAS, El Paso ....... Midland Speciality Co . ........ (9 15) 533.9555 
TEXAS, Houston . . ... Hall·Mark Electronics Corp ....... (71 3) 78 1-6 100 
TEXAS, Houston ....... Sterling Electronics, Inc .. ...... (713) 623-6600 
UTAH, Salt l ake City ....... Cramer Electronics, Inc ....... (801) 487-3681 
WASHINGTON, Seattle ......... Hamilton/ Avnet . . . ... (206) 624-5930 
WASHINGTON, Seattle ........ liberty Electronics ..... . (206) 763-8200 
WISCONSIN, Milwaukee .... Hall-Mark Electronics Corp .... (414) 476-1270 

G 
JPL 
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Pick A Card, Ang Card-
For A Free Thgristor From Motorola 
To prove our commitment is no ca rd player's bluff, we're inviting you 
to pick one of the following nine thyristors, all direct replacements* for 
those lis ted, to receive free. 

Then just " Plug It In And Try It." 

• Although these d evices have comparable specifications, in some instances they may 
r equ ire slight modifications fo r t he specific appl ication before being considered 
"direct reptacements." 

\t lou're Using 

r.r.101 
r.t.108 
r.t.115 

2112689 
2113003 
2113001 
2113029 
2113032 
2114091 
21111109 
21111141 
2114334 
2115125 
2115189 
2115120 
3f100 
3G100 
31100 
3K100 
3L100 
3L1100 
3L2100 
4K100 
4L100 

8152 
&t.152 
c103t. 
cs202 
llR819'4 
llR8198 
llR3029 
llR3032 
1sw22c 
lSW100C 
lSW101S 
llC46 
10102 
211819 
211881 
211950 
2112681 · 
2112685 

o5E43 
o5E44 
2114898 
5£29 

Pick Motoro\a's 
f REE 

2NS062 
I/ soo mll 

,1g.i2 packaged 
scR 

\ 

Pick Motoro\a's 
f REE 

2N48S2 
4 o mll (min) 

\, = . \(aged un 
l0-18 pac 

. t winning card, 
f\nd along wit~ tha u with an "ace-
we'll also ~~ol/t~~:~orm of our ne-:i , 
in-the-hole in Guide lo lh~ns
complete _ 35-page rehensi11e book 
tors. ihts c~mp t de11ices; selec
includes a guide oe outline dim~n
tor guide~; pac~~;ristor application 
sion drawin~sd; to definitions , SY':"-_ 

uide; a gu1 e. . and a thyns 
gb Is and terminology ' . de It's l\\E 
o ' ' ence gu1 . . tor cross-re~er h dy informat\l/e. 
thyristor . guide;. ~~lu~ble reference 
and concise; an.inners. 

G 
J.laL 
IN THYRISTORS 

manual for des1g M torola thy_ristor 
So pick out t~n f~r you , fill in the 
card that can ·1 ·t to your nearest 

r rv;";i;-e'd7i 7a.:di s;n'dm7'th; cir'ci;d thyrlst-;; ~d(;i;;; ;i'y~ - -

coupon, an~ ma~h\sed distributor 
Motorola ,ran 

toGday. v can see thi~ 1 OU bUSl-
player means d 

our car s 
nesso-n the table\ 
are 

IN THYRISTORS 
tTrad emark Motorola Inc. I 
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please) including device, data sheet an "Plug It In And Try It" button 
along with my "ace-in-the-hole'': Motorola's:::Guide To Thyristors. 
SCR'S 

Triacs 

UJT's 

2N5062 

2N6071 

2N6027 

2N4442 

2N6151 

2N389'7 

2N6139 2N6160 

15 
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A better source for 
reliable reeds. 

If you want the best source for reeds, go to 
the people who make them for their own 
equipment. Us. The "Vibrasponder" 
reeds that we use for thousa11ds of remote 
control and signaling applications are 
11ow for sale. 

Features ii1clude contactless design, 
narrow bandwidths, shock and vibration 
protection, ai1d over 120 standard tones 
from 67Hz to 3225.8Hz. Specs available 
from Motorola Compo11ent Products 
Dept., 4545 W. Augusta 
Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 60651. 
@MOTOROLA 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 8 
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DESIGN ENGINEERS-WE'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER 
Whether It's Eye-easy Phosphorescent 
Display Tubes or Crt's and It'll Show 
You a Thing or Two in Quality, 
Performance, and Other 
Important Advantages 
That Constitute 
a Big Seeing-ls-Believing 
Difference 

Variety is the spice of life - and here it is on 

a silver platter. Legi variety comes big so you 

can design big, and it comes small so you can 

design small . The choice is yours. But the 

!attitude in physical size isn't all you get with 

Legi. You also get important quality and per

formance advantages. Legi phosphorescent dis

play tubes meet portable and circuit-board 

mounting requirements, have a readout as 

bright as day, and a dynamic life of 100,000 

hrs ; 'Multi-Legi' is our special package deal for 

display electronics system designers; Legi 
com.pact decorders and drivers are more de

signer specials in separate, composite, and . 

Bipolar MOS types; and Legi picture perfect 

picture tubes let you design from 9" to 5-1 /2" 

down to pocket-size 3" spec. There 's a lot 

more you should know about Legi, if you don't 

know already. Write today for full particulars, 

and we'll show you how it pays to think Legi 

when you're thinking new systems. The spice 

of life is yours. Now. 

SPECIFICATIONS (pulse operation) 

Filament Filament 
Phosphor Control Phosphor 
Segment Grid Segment 

TYPE Current Voltage Voltage Voltage Current ,, 
<I .,. .. ,,. 

OG12M 8S • 1 so • 2 4 0 .8 ± 10% so 
DG12H 8S • 1 so • 2 

0 .8 ± 10% so 
DG19E 9S • 1 SS 

• 2 
1 .7 l_ 1Q% SS 

Unit mA Va. c Vd.c Vp- p mAp- p 

Control Phosphor Control 

Grid Segment Grid 
TYPE Current Cut-off Cut-off Brightneaa 

" 
Voltage Voltage 

4*-<MAX.1 r,,- <MIN.> 

DG12M 19 0 -4 1SO 

DG12H 18 0 - 4 1SO 

OG19E 22 0 -4 1SO 

Uni t mAp - p v v Ft- L 

• 1 Effective V a lue at 50 or 60 Hz A .C 
• 2 Pulse condition- Duty Factor 1/ 16 pulse width 60,usec. 

~ Sole U.S. Agent 

LEGI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
{;1:8(~i3f7'3'3J9(b"S'on Blvd. Los Angeles, Col1forn1o 90018, U.S.A. 

~ The Brighter Side of Electronics 

ISE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 46, lse City, M1e Pref., Japan 
Phone: Mie (05963) 2·4944, (05963) 5-2121 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 102 
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The No. 1 Interface Line is also 
the No.1 problem solver. 

Find a need and fill it. That's our orders.And now 
the one and only specifically designated, complete inter
face line in the field tackles two more stumbling blocks 
with: 

The only bidirectional one-shot in existence, and the 
first IBM-compatible line driver and receiver. 

Applications and features below- along with the entire 
BT series of exclusive interface devices. Your #1 problem 
solvers. Offering unique advantages unavailable in any 

Find your need. We'll fill it. 

APPLICATION 

Precision digitizer for disc, tape and drum systems. 
Digital communications rece iver. 
Signal conditioner. 
Bidirectional transition detector. 
Frequency doubling. 

To meet compatibility requirements of IBM System 360 1/0 inter
face specs, channel to control uni t. When tying on any peripheral 
equipment such as core memory, discs, graphic terminals, etc. 

To conform with EJA-Std-RS232, MJL-Std-188 and CC-JTT-V24 
specs, when transmitting and receiving digital data. 

Digital data transm ission and receiv ing , using coaxial cable, 
twisted-pair, or other low impedance lines. 
Party-line data transmission. 
Schmitt trigger. 
One-shot. 

Data transfer in bus-oriented systems. 
Modular systems design . 
Minicomputer design. 
Multiplexing. 

Driving seven-segment numerical displays, LEDs or incandescent 
lamps. • 

Low voltage C+ SV) to high voltage (40V) level translation . 

High voltage (10V-50V) to TTL (+ SV) level translation. 

other ICs on the shelf. All production-proven, in stock 
now from your Signetics distributor, salesman or rep. 

FREE complete handbook of applications for the #1 
interface line is yours for the asking.Circle #246on 
reader service card, or 

write Signetics-lnter- lii!I• n111·.c1 face , 811 E. Arques 
Avenue , Sunnyvale, 
California 94086. Or 
call (408) 739-7700. 

SOLUTION 

8T20 New Bidirectional One-Shot. 
Combines linear comparator, one-shot and logic all-in-one. Func
tions as a zero-crossing detector with an input threshold of 15 
± 4mV and positive or negative edge triggering , or both . 

8T23 Dual Line Driver. 
8T24 Triple Line Receiver. 
The first and only interface driver/receiver pair proven totally 
compatible with IBM 360. 
Replaces discrete components. 

8T15 Dual Line Driver. 
8T16 Dual Line Receiver. 
EIA/MJL communications devices. 

8T13 Dual Line Driver. 
High current driver with short-circuit protection and DOT-OR 
capability. 
8T14 Triple Line Receiver. 
High input impedance receiver with Hysteresis. 

8T09 Quad Bus Driver. 
Tri -state logic configuration to increase system performance. High 
speed (10ns) and high current (40mA) capability. 
8T10 Quad D-Type Bus Flip-Flop 
Tr i-state outputs with input and output disable. 50MHz typical 
toggle rate. 

8T04, STOS, 8T06 BCD-to-Seven Segment Decoder/Drivers. 
For driving almost any type of display-LEDs, Numitron, etc. 

8T80 Quad 2-lnput NANO Gate. 
8T90 Hex Inverter. 
Low-to-high voltage interface gates. 

8T18 Dual 2-Jnput NANO Gate. 
High-to-low voltage interface gate. 

<; IGNETI CS CORPORATI ON - A SUBSIDIARY OF CO RNI NG GLASS WORKS 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 9 
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From Monsanto ... 
something new 

for people 
who count. 

We build counters for just about every requirement, 
but a lot of people who count asked for a mix of capa
bilities we hadn't yet packaged in a single unit. Now, 
here it is-the Model 113A Counter/Timer, newest 
addition to the Monsanto line. 

Take a quick look at some of its outstanding 
features ... Frequency range: DC to 75 MHz ••. 8 op
erating modes: frequency, totalize, ratio, period, 
period average, time interval A to B, positive pulse 
width, negative pulse width ... Monsanto LED display. 

TRIG LEVEL 

~ -, 
INPUT B 

Q X100 + 
OCX'O x10 AC 

L" ·] ) 
\ B 

IMO 
Zipf 

• 

-

The Model 113A gives you automatic selection of 
slope when measuring positive or negative pulse 
widths, so you have one less mental calculation to 
make, one less knob to turn. And you get Monsanto's 
two-year warranty. What other major instrument 
manufacturer offers you that? All this versatility, all 
this four-figure performance, sells for just $895 for 
5-digit display. For complete data or a demonstra
tion, write Monsanto Company, Monsanto Electronic 
Instruments, West Caldwell, N. J. 07006. 

• 

SLOPE - A \ 
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(news scope) 
DECEMBER 9, 1971 

Cable TV pact expected 
to open up huge market 

The recent compromise agree
ment between the cable and broad
cast television industries is seen 
by cable TV system operators and 
hardware suppliers as opening the 
door to a market that may even
tually run to several billions of 
dollars. l\Iicrowave and studio 
equipment are expected to be in 
heavy demand. 

Formulated by the Office of 
Telecommunications Policy at the 
White House, the new agreement
which is more restrictive than the 
original Federal Communications' 
proposed rules on CATV earlier 
this year-is expected to be adopt
ed by the FCC in March of 1972. 

The agreement requires the cable 
TV operator to pick up and distrib
ute all network and independent 
station programs within a 35-mile 
radius of hi s location. If this cov
erage does not provide the cable 
customers with at least the three 
major network programs plus those 
of two or three independent sta
tions, the CA TV operator can then 
supply the signals of stations be
yond the 35-mile radius to fulfill 
minimum service r equirements. 

Another requirement that will 
affect future hardware demand is 
the need for cable TV operators to 
provide "two-way capacity" be
tween the CATV station and the 
customer. 

As a resu lt, according to a 
spokesman from Jerrold of Phila
delphia, the largest U.S. manufac
turer of cable-TV distribution 
equipment, the principal cable-TV 
building block will· be a distribution 
system with two-way capabi lity. 
Along with this will be develop
ment of consumer-oriented termi
nals with data capabilities, as well 
a computer systems with the in
telligence to implement the termi
nals. 

A spokesman for TelePrompter 
Cable TV Corp. of ew York City, 

ELECTRO IC D ES IGN 25, D ecember 9, 1971 

the nation's largest CATV system 
operator, said the new agreement 
would be good for the industry. 
But he emphasized that the pickup 
of distant signals is not too im
portant in the long run since new 
services, other than TV station 
programs would be the eventual 
primary source of income. 

Some of these services, he noted, 
would be local television pickups 
for merchandising, delivery of cer
tain classes of government mail, 
burglar alarm systems, fire alarm 
systems, and remote meter reading. 

As a result, he predicted there 
will be a large demand for studio 
equipment as well as for more 
sophisticated terminal-type equip
ment that would allow the sub
scriber to communicate with the 
CA TV studio and perhaps print 
out pages of data . 

But most important, he felt that 
the larger firms, such as Westing
house and General Electric, would 
jump into the hardware market. As 
an example, he pointed out that 
Hughes Microwave Division is al
ready in partnership with Tele
Prompter, owning 49 % of the sys
tem in New York and 50 % in Los 
Angeles. 

Hughes principal contribution is 
in microwave systems that Tele
Prompter uses in both New York 
and Los Angeles. Originally run 
experimentally on the GHz band, 
their equipment is now operative 
in the 12.7 to 12.95 GHz band, set 
aside by the FCC for cable tele
vision. 

A.M. Sereng, planning manager 
for Sylvania cable TV systems, 
Waltham, Mass., feels that the 
principal use of microwaves is pri
marily in the larger cities such as 
New York, Chicago, where it is too 
costly to run cables. 

Ira Kamen, president of Laser 
Link Corp., Woodbury, N.Y., which 
has frequency-division multiplex-

ed FM microwave systems that put 
18 TV channels on one carrier-in 
contrast to Hughes' amplitude 
modulated link-says that the rules 
open up wide new markets, partic
ularly for local microwave distribu
tion systems. 

Laser Link, he says, has a back
log of $10 million in letters of in
tent for 23 filings with 18 new ones 
coming in anticipation of the FCC 
approval of the new agreement. 

Daniel Mezzalingua, president of 
Craftsman, a Magnavox cable TV 
subsidiary, says that the new agree
ment can only help the equipment 
manufacturer. 

However, he notes that the im
mediate problem for the industry 
is to obtain the funding for system 
construction. They're going to need 
vast amounts of money to build 
some of the system franchises that 
have been held for the last few 
years, he argues. But he's confident 
that the chances of raising the 
money are now considerably better. 

Conference will feature 
charge-coupled devices 

The sec o n d anniversary of 
charge-coupled devices wi ll be cele
brated at the Solid-State Circuits 
Conference in Philadelphia from 
Feb. 16 to 18 in what appears sure 
to be two of the most popular ses
sions there, according to a confer
ence spokesman. 

In the first session, "Charge
Transfer Devices," several papers 
will be presented on recent devel
opments in the field, including two 
that will describe the application of 
charge-coupled devices to analog 
delay lines (for more information, 
see "Bucket-Brigade Device Said to 
Cut Audio Delay-Line Costs Dras
tically," ED 24, Nov. 25, 1971, p. 
34). 

Perhaps of more interest, how~ 
ever, will be a panel discussion, 
"The Impact of Charge-Control 
Technology," which will evaluate 
progress to date, and f-uture appli
cations of charge-coupled devices. 

Xerox copiers to get 
electronic logic 

Xerox copying machines of the 
future will look much the same as 
today's, the company says, but a 
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revolution is under way inside. 
"We're embarking on a very 

strong trend to replace mechanical 
logic with electronic logic," says 
James Donohue, electronics design
er in Xerox Corp.'s Research and 
Engineering Div., Webster, N .Y. 
The changeover is going to be 
painful, as any big switch in pro
cedure is, but it will be worth it, 
he says. 

The reasons for the new trend : 
cost and performance requirements. 
"'We're no longer able to meet the 
production ·performance require
ments with relay mechanical logic, 
and we see that the low cost of in
tegrated circuits makes electronic 
logic cheaper," Do11uhue says. The 
IC generation has arrived at Xerox, 
he adds, without the company's 
having to go through the transistor 
stage, except for power transistors. 

The 4000 series is the f irst Xer
ox copier to use any significant 
electronics. "It's roughly halfway 
there," Donohue says. "ICs will be 
the key electronic component in the 
4000. They will be zener offset 
DTLs, the HNIL ( high noise im
munity logic ) IC made by the 
Amelco Div. of Teledyne. "In the 
future the IC most likely to be 
used," Donohue says "is the 5474 
TTL series made by many compa
nies." 

Over the next five years Xerox 
will go very heavily into MOS LSI, 
he notes. "For the present, we'll use 
DTL-TTL. Later, more TTL, and 
eventually full MOS LSI." 

Xerox will always remain a bi
polar MOS house, Donohue says, 
because of the frequent need to 
bring its machine up to date. "The 
constraints on changing an MOS 
design are just too severe at this 
stage," he explains. "However, 
when someone builds a $15 proces
sor with a read-only memory, to 
fulfill the logic r equirements of a 
particular machine, then that's a 
different ballgame." Donohue be
lieves such a data processor will be 
available by 1976. 

An electric commuter car 
passes all road tests 

An electrically powered com
muter car can be built today with 
available hardware at a cost of 
about $3896 per car, according to 
Tom N. Thiele, electronic and con-
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trail technology director of Allis
Chalmers Corporation's Advanced 
Technology Center, West Allis, 
Wis. 

Addressing a session of the Elec
tric Vehicle Council's symposium 
and exhibition held recently in 
Atlantic City, Thiele described his 
experience with an electric powered 
Karmann Ghia. Driving the car a l
most 10,000 miles in a 10 month 
period, Thiele said that the car 
demonstrated a number of impor
tant things. Among these were re
liable transportation, no vehicle 
breakdowns, and a maximum range 
of 65 miles at a speed of 60 miles 
per hour. For city driving at lower 
speeds, Thiele continued, a con
siderably greater range is possible. 

The car contains an efficient 
direct current drive configuration 
in which a 27-hp direct-current 
shunt wound motor with field con
trol is coupled through a standard 
transmission and clutch to the dif
ferential and driving axle. Speed is 
controlled by a low power chopper. 

This electric commuter car developed 
by All is-Cha lme rs Corp . uses a 
standa rd clutch a nd tra nsmission . 

However, the day of the mass
produced commuter electric car is 
still off in the distant future . In a 
recent session on electric cars held 
at the Transportation Conference 
at Nerem '71 in Boston, R.D. 
Thornton of the Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology predicted 
that only a thousand electric cars 
will be on the road in this country 
by 1975. The reason for this rela
tively small number of vehicles 
can be attributed to the lack of in
terest in development exhibited by 
major U.S. automobile companies. 

According to Thornton, the evo
lution of electric cars continues to 
follow a somewhat surprising path 
with the major automotive com
panies in the U.S. abandoning all 

serious development efforts. Thu s 
the only development being carried 
out here is by two or three battery 
companies and a few smaller non
automotive organizations. 

In contrast to this, the J a pane e 
have been quite active in this field. 
Major Japanese electronics and 
automotive companies such a;; 
Toyota, Nissan, Mitsubishi, Hita
chi, and Sanyo to name a few, are 
presently collaborating in a govern
ment sponsored program to develop 
an electric car. In addition to being 
aimed at Japan's need for short 
range low emission vehicles, the 
Japanese are also considering the 
potential overseas market left to 
them due to lack of interest by U.S. 
manufacturers. 

3-D image technique 
could replace X-rays 

A new research project that will 
combine holography with ultra
sonics to aid in the diagnosis of 
early cancer signs and heart dis
ease was announced by Dr. George 
W. Stroke, head of the electro-op
tical sciences laboratory at Stony 
Brook University, N.Y. 

The technique is known as sono
radiography and was first con
ceived of by Dr. Dennis Gabor of 
CBS. The technique described by 
Stroke will enable physicians to 
take three-dimensional pictures of 
internal body organs without the 
dangers normally associated with 
X-ray techniques presently used . 

In actual operation, a broad wave 
of ultrasound would permeate the 
entire organ. A three-dimensional 
"map" would then be produced by 
the impression of the echoed sound 
wave onto a hair-thin mirror-like 
plastic membrane. Laser light and 
other optical and holographic t ech
niques would then be used, con
tinued Stroke, to convert these de
formations of the membrane into a 
hologram. 

Dr. Stroke said that a working 
model of the instrument could be 
ready within three years. 

The project, a joint venture of 
Stony Brook University and CBS 
Laboratories is being funded by a 
$200,000 National Science Founda
tion grant, and is part of the foun
dation's increasing emphasis on 
practical research to combat na
tional problems. 
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0 
PUSH 

'HERE ARE TWO EASY WAYS TO SOLVE 
LIGHTED PUSH BUTTON SWITCH PROB
LEMS. Economically. Reliably. Fast. The 
Molex 1175 snap mounts. Offers spade or wire 
terminals for fast, easy assembly. A choice 
of nine colors, 500 variations. And look at 
the Molex 1820. You can use one, or a gang 
of them, for an infinite variety of applica
tions. Lighted push button can be wired to 
light independently of the switch. And it's 
available in colors galore. Best of all ••• both 
switches are priced considerably under one 

dollar in quantity. • These components are 
good examples of the Molex creative approach 
to design problems. And we have the ability 
to design reliability and ease of assembly 
into a product without letting costs run wild 
due to over-engineering. • If this makes 
sense, and you would like a free sample of 
either the 1175 or 1820 switch, write: Molex 
Incorporated, Downers Grove, lllinoi$ 60515. 
Or phone (312) 969-4550. 
••• creating components that 

simplify circuitry ~ n1olex 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 11 '-..../ M1 59A 
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REPORT FROM NEREM '71 

Coming in computer memories: 
semis plus magnetic domains 

Semiconductor and moving-mag
netic-domain t ec h no log ies-one 
a mature and t he other an infant 
technology-will team up and play 
a dominant role in computer sys
tem memories of the next decade, 
according to experts who gathered 
at t he 1971 N nrtheast E lectronics 
Research and E ngineering Meeting 
(Nerem) in Boston. 

They called at a technical ses
s ion for a variety of storage tech
nologies to incr ease t he efficiency 
of fu t ure computer systems and 
said this could be achieved ma inly 
through a higher degree of organi
zation. The session was entitled 
"Future Memory Systems : Archi
tecture and Technologies." 

Mainframes, t he experts said, 

Roger S. Allan 
New Products Editor 

CONTROL 
CONDUCTOR ---..L 

MAGNETIC 
DOMAIN 

FILM 

GLASS SUBSTRATE 

will use increasingly bipolar and 
MOS memories capable of sub
nanosecond speeds. The rest of the 
computer system, where bulk 
storage is important, will be using 
memory blocks of moving-mag
netic-domain storage, capable of 
providing h ig h -density storage 
with microsecond access times at 
prices competitive with current 
core, disc and drum memories. Two 
types of magnetic-domain storage 
will be employed, t he session was 
told : domain-tip (DOT) and bub
ble (see figu re for a cross-section 
of a DOT memory). 

Growth in semiconductors seen 

Despite t he present maturity of 
semiconductor technology, further 
growth was predicted by Dr. Rich
ard F. E lfant, manager of pack-

Cross-section of a DOT memory shows propagation channels etched into the 
storage plane. Overlaying conductors are excited to control the shift ing of 
moving magnetic domains (arrows indicate direct ion of the motion). Data 
blocks are selected by applying a cu rrent to the drive coi l. 
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aging at IBM, East Fishkill, N.Y. 
By 1975, he said, most computer 
mainframes will be made almost 
exclusively of semiconductor bi
polar and MOS storage elements. 

At present IBM does use all
semiconductor mainframes on two 
of its systems-the 370/135 and 
370/145. Two of its newest models 
- the 370/155 a.pd 370/165-use a 
combination of core memories and 
semiconductors. 

"The key factors in the realiza
tion of all-semiconductor computer 
mainframes will be future improve
ments in photoHthographic and 
semiconductor-processing tech
niques," Elfant said. 

As h€ saw it, future small and 
medium-capacity computer memo
ries will use LSI ICs that will 
provide high operating speeds with 
gate delays in the picoseconds. 
They will take up less space, he 
said, becasue of small chip sizes, 
with typical chips housing all the 
supporting electronics-decoding 
and sense amplifiers . Costs in the 
range of 0.6¢ to 1¢ per bit are 
expected. 

Elfant predicted a twofold to 
threefold shrinkage in the size of 
IC chips, resulting in bit/chip 
density increases of 10 to 50 times, 
by 1975. 

"Without projecting too far out 
in time," he said, "by the early 
1975s we can see densities on the 
chip level to 64k bits per chip on 
chips measuring no more than 200 
mils to a side. Densities of one 
million bits per inch can certainly 
become a reality ." 

Despite these higher densities, 
the expected use of pulsed power, 
instead of steady power, and static, 
instead of dynamic memory cel.Js 
will cause total chip power dissi-
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Chances are 
you're paying 

up to 30<ro too much 
for this kind 
of breaker. 

Unless you're already using Heinemann's new 
Series AMI. 

It's our low-priced, direct replacement for 
AM12-type breakers that have been so 
popular everywhere. 

But now you can save 17% on a single-pole 
model with auxiliary switch . Or 30% on a 
three-pole, 400-Hz model with auxiliary 
switch. Over comparable AM12s. 

That ain't hay. 
And AM ls are UL-recognized in any current 

rating up to 50 amp, at 240Vac or 65Vdc. 
We offer you a bunch of options, too. 

Custom current ratings, choice of time-delay 
or non-time-delay response, special-function 
internal circuits. You can even get multi pole 

models with all poles 
identical or with different 

voltage and current ratings, 
time-delay curves, and inter

nal circuits for each pole. 
If you've been using AM12-type breakers 

(incidentally, the most copied design in the 
world ! ) , it's a cinch for you to work our 
AM ls right into your production . And you 
might even be able to lower your selling price. 
Or pocket some extra profits. 

For all the details, write for Bulletin 
3306. Heinemann Electric Company, 
2616 Brunswick Pike, Trenton, N.J . 08602. 
Or Heinemann Electric (Europe) GmbH, 
4 Dusseldorf, Jagerhofstrasse 29, Germany. 

~ HEiNEMANN 
'4975 
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pation to r ema in at least at the 
same levels, E lfant said. 

The challenge of DOTs 

"Magnetic-domain storage ele
ments-particularly DOT types, 
which use polycrystalline magnetic
fi lm mediums-will offer very fast 
mass-memory blocks at low cost and 
power dissipation and with high 
reliabi lity," Joseph Kruy, presi
dent of Cambridge Memories, 
Newton, Mass., told ELECTRONIC 
DESIGN. He attributed the low 
costs to the excellent yields that 
DOT memories can provide-much 
better than semiconductor yields. 
However, he would not elaborate 
with any specific figures. Kruy 
was chairman of the session. 

He did not see magnetic domain 
DOT and bubble memories com
peting with semiconductors, but 
rather complementing them in 
hierarchial computer structures. 
Semiconductors will be used in the 
computer's fast-memory section, he 
said, and DOT and bubble in the 
mass-storage section as backing
storage systems (see figure). 

Dr. Robert J. Spain, director of 
research for Cambridge Memories, 
told the session of specific DOT 
advantages over current bulk disc, 
drum and core memories. He point
ed out that DOT memories can 
have block access times of less than 
1 µ,s, compared with 10 to 20 ms 
for fixed-head disc and drum 
memory blocks. Speed of 1 µ,s is 
competitive with cores. "The aver
age DOT word access time is only 
0.5 ms," he explained. 

And because disc and drum 
memories use moving mechanisms, 
which are subject to mechanical 
wear, DOTs with nonmechanical 
operation offer more reliability, 
Spain pointed out. As for cost, 
less than 0.1¢ per bit within a 
year, compared with about 0.25¢ at 
present--at least an order of mag-

PERIPHERAL 

ADDITIONAL BACKING STORAGE, 
STORAGE STORAGE, 

MOS OR 
DISC, DOT 

MOS CORE DOT OR 

BUBB LE 

Semiconductors are expected to be used in the computer' s fast memory 
section , while magnet ic domain and DOT bubble memories will be used in 
t he mass-storage section as backing storage systems. 

nitude cheaper than semiconductor 
and core, and competitive with disc 
and drum memory prices. 

Spain explained further that 
DOT memories offer low power 
consumption in the standby mode. 
A typical !-megabyte memory 
block consumes only 10 W-less 
than 1 µ,W per bit. And like core 
memories, DOTs are nonvolatile
a feature that is very important 
for mass-memory users. 

Still another reported advantage 
of DOTs over disc and drum 
memories is that they can be syn
chronized to any frequency, which 
simplifies memory interfacing. 

Spain said that present densities 
of 6000 bits per square inch are 
availab le in DOT technology, with 
densities of 50,000 bits per square 
inch achieved in the laboratory. 

Cambridge Memories, Inc., is 
reported makrng a 2.5-megabit, 18-
bit-word mass DOT memory that 
should be available by early next 
year. 

Bubbles of the future 

T he outlook for bubble memories 
was outlined by Andrew H. Bo
beck, supervisor of propagation
domain devices, Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, Murray Hi ll, N.J. 
Bubble memories are similar to 
DOT in operating principles; both 
use moving magnetic domains for 
storage. They differ, however, in 
that bubbles use single crystals for 

storage mediums, whereas DOTs 
use polycrystalline magnetic films. 

Although bubble memories are 
not yet commercially realizable, 
Bobeck believes they will be soon 
and will leave all other types of 
memories, including DOTs, far be
hind in density and cost advan
tages. 

Present densities of 10 megabits 
per square inch can be designed 
easily and evaluated, Bobeck said. 
"Work is already going on," he 
noted, "to increase this density to 
100 megabits per square inch-the 
highest density of any existing 
storage technology." As for cost, 
Bobeck saw prices as low as 0.001¢ 
per bit by the mid 1970s. 

He reported on the design of a 
15-megabit memory, now in prog
ress. "Based on a 100-kHz, in
plane field rate," he said, "the aver
age access time to any of the 
1328 word blocks is 1.25 ms. This 
speed makes bubble very competi
tive with disc and drum type 
memories." 

Large-capacity, high-density ex
perimental shift registers that use 
bubble techniques have been de
signed and evaluated by Bobeck. 
Specifically, 10,000-step shift regis
ters have been operated in memo
ries that were only 100 mils square 
in area. He reported on even more 
recent experiments in which 100-
step shift registers with densities 
of 107 bits per square inch were 
achieved. •• 

How minis can unknot communications 
The use of minicomputers as 

digital controllers could increase 
the capacity of present communi
cation systems by 100 % , a session 
at Nerem '71 was told. 

Jules H. Gilder 
News 5ditor 
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The same session discussed new 
uses of the mini in health care. 

In a presentation to the session 
-"Why a Minicomputer?"-Ed 
Rearick of Sanders Associates, 
Nashua, N.H., described a munici
pal communication network to 
show how minicomputers could im-

prove both communications capaci
ty and functions. 

Because present communication 
systems are heavily loaded with 
voice, the over-all efficiency iR 
greatly reduced, he said. In an at
tempt to overcome th is, he noted, 
municipaliti.es are now looking to 
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And now, from 
the ROM capital 
of the world ••• 

••• 4096and 
3072 bits. 

With seven ROMs, we were already on top 
in the read-only-memory market. 

Our two newest ROMs will keep us on top 
for a long time to come. 

Each is worthy of special note. 
The MM4232/MM5232 is a 4096 bit static 

ROM organized in either a 512 word x 8 bit or 
1024 word x 4 bit configuration controlled by a 
mode control input. With an access time of 1 
microsecond. It features two mask programmable 
chip enable lines (CE1 and CE2), a clever inno
vation which provides logic control up to 16K 
bits without external logic. 

Our other new ROM is the MM4241/MM5241 
Vertical Scan Character Generator. A 3072 bit 
static read-only-memory organized in a 64 x 6 x 8 
format with an access time of 750nS. The 
MM4241AAN/MM5241AAN is a standard 5 x 7 
font available off-the-shelf. 

Both of our newest ROMs use standard 
supplies ( + 5, -12V) and are bipolar compatible 
at the inputs and outputs. In addition, both have 
been designed with Tri-State" logic outputs. 
(Another innovation, and one which gives you 
wire OR'd capability without loading common 

data lines or reducing the 750nS access time.) 
Finally, both the MM4232/MM5232 and 

MM4241/MM5241 are mask programmable. 
Thereby allowing you to submit your own 
programs for processing in a paper tape or 
punched card format. 

That's a look 
at our two newest 
ROMs. For more 
details on them, our 
other seven read
only-memories, our 
line of standard code 
converters and look
up tables, or a handsome picture postcard of the 
ROM capital of the world, contact us today. 

National Semiconductor Corporation, 
2900 Semiconductor Drive, Santa Clara, 
California 95051. Phone (408) 732-5000. 
TWX: (910) 339-9240. Cable: NATSEMICON. 

Note: MM42xx refers to-55°C to + 125"C temperature range 
devices; MM52xx to -25°C to + 70°C 

National 
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Multimode communication system uses a minicomputer to control the base 
station transmitter and receiver. Mobile units are automatica lly polled for 
status and location. 

the installation of vehicle location 
systems, in-car teletypes and other 
techniques to reduce voice com
munications. 

To implement these additional 
systems, it ordinarily would be 
necessary to use another communi
cation channel, thus necessitating 
the purchasing of additional tran
ceivers at about $1000 apiece. For 
small systems, this may be the best 
solution Rearick said . However, 
for larger applications-40 or 
more mohile units-a m1mcom
puter system that might cost less 
than $20,000 to implement would 
be a much more practical ap
proach, he contended (see figure). 

The minicomputer, he explained, 
could improve the response of the 
system by using the "dead" time, 
which normaJ,ly is present in voice 
systems, to interleave digital data 
that is automatically sent to and 
from vehicles to determine their 
status and location. According to 
Rearick, the status of 40 mobile 
units could be determined in 120 
ms, while their location could be 
resolved to within 500 feet. 

The proposed system would use 
existing communication equip
ment, with only minor changes in 
circuitry required. These changes 
would include a modification on the 
receiver to disable the transmitter 

whenever the frequency was in use 
and to permit the mobile unit to 
r espond only when the unit's digi
tal identifier code was received. 
This would give the base station 
the ability to choose one or more 
mobile units. 

With the minicomputer, voice 
transmission could be limited to 
"mission-oriented" information 
only, Rearick said, and even then 
only to selective mobile units. 

Hospitals turning to minis 

On the medical front, minicom
puters are gaining a strong foot
hold in hospital systems, the 
Nerem session heard. Since hos
pital applications are easi ly group
ed by function, dedicated minicom
puter systems have been developed 
as a counter-trend to integrated 
systems, which require large-scale 
computers, Cody Webb of Arthur 
D. Little Co., Boston, told the 
conferees. 

Webb grouped the mini 's hos
pital functions into five categories: 

1. Automated clinical labora
tory. 

2. Communications and admis-
sions. 

3. Scheduling and inventory . 
4. Multiphasic testing. 
5. Computer-aided diagnosis. 
Because minis are relatively in-

expensive, he sa id, it is feasible 
for each of these functions to have 
its own computer. In addition the 
use of mini s eliminates the prob
lems inherent in large computer 
installations, such as access time 
and down time of the entire sys
tem because of failure in a small 
part. Minis allow each department 
of the hospital to retain its 
autonomy, Webb said. • • 

A substitute proposed for vacuum deposition 
For over a hundred years, manu

facturers of glass and ceramic 
tableware have been using organic 
solutions of gold to apply decora
tive coatings to their products. 
Since the manufacture of modern 
microwave integrated circuits is 
largely concerned with the same 
activity-depositing thin films of 
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precious metal onto a ceramic sub
strate-why don't microwave engi
neers study this almost-ancient 
technology? 

The question is raised by Ralph 
T. Hopper of the Hanovia Liquid 
Gold Div. of Engelhard Industries, 
Inc., East Newark, N.J. He told 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN in an inter-

view that metallo-organic com
pounds offer three big advantages 
over the commonly used vacuum
de position approach :1 They're 
cheaper; they provide films with 
much better adhesion, and they're 
much more versatile. 

One problem with such vacuum
deposition techniques as cvapora-
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Whiskers 
are out. 

lhe new military standard 
for 1.5 watt power zeners 

is Unitrode's double pin bonded design. 
The 1 N4461-89 series from Unitrode is available This results in a voidless, monolithic structure 
off-the-shelf as JAN and JANTX zeners to HAADCLASs with exceptional zener stability. Surge capa
MIL-S-19500/ 406 in most voltages from 6.8V ~~,~~y•m• bilities are 5 times greater than the 1N3016B 
to 100V. They offer greater reliability and 1 series. Zener impedances are improved 
improved electrical characteristics 1 _ and reverse currents are two orders 
at no more cost than conventional '-*" _ - of magnitude lower. The point is, 
1 watt whisker-type metal can zeners. now you can switch from whisker-
The reliability of the double pin design is type to double slug design without shav-
further increased by bonding the silicon chip ~~~~tC~.i::," ing your standards. For fast action, call Sales 
directly between terminal pins and then ~:.~~~vros1uco• Engineering collect at (617} 926-0404 , 
fus ing a hard glass sleeve to the exposed Unitrode Corporation, Dept.118, 580 Pleasant 

silicon surface and pins. Street, Watertown, Mass. 02172. 
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tion and sputtering, Hopper notes, 
is that they coat not only the ob
ject being treated but the inside of 
the entire vacuum chamber as well. 
This leaves you with the choice of 
wasting gold or going through the 
expense of recovering it. 

Because the films in question 
are extremely thin (typically on 
the order of hundreds or thou
sands of angstroms ) the waste of 
gold is probably of less economic 
significance than the cos.t of the 
capital equipment used in vacuum 
deposition. 

When someone talks about set
ting up a vacuum-deposition facili
ty, he is usually talking about 
spending more than $100,000. By 
contrast, a four-ounce bottle of 
formulated metallo-organic solu
tion containing about 25% gold 
costs about $16 and need only be 
fired in air at about 800 C to pro
duce a high-quality coating on a 
ceramic substrate. A production 
conveyor furnace costs approxi
mately $5000 more. 

Briefly, a formulated metallo-
organic compound is a mixture of 
metallo-organic resinates with 
small amounts of fluxes and other 
additives. The resinates are formed 

by the reaction of noble-metal salts 
with organic acids or mercaptan 
and dissolution of the resulting 
compound in organic solvents, such 
as toluene. 

These formulated compounds 
can be made in varying concentra
tions and typically have the ap
pearance and consistency of var
nish. When the compounds are 
applied to a glass or ceramic sur
face and fired slowly in air, all of 
the organic components are vola
tilized or burned away, leaving be
hind a metal film. 

Because the formulated com
pounds contain special fluxes and 
other additives, they produce bril
liant, conductive metallic films 
with excellent adhesion to the sub
strate, Hopper says. And since 
they are thermally deposited, the 
films are heat-stable and will no,t 
delaminate under the thermal 
stresses of, say, soldering opera
tions-a major problem with 
vapor-deposited films. 

Perhaps the most outstanding 
feature of these metallo-organic 
preparations, Hopper points out, is 
that they can be applied by any 
of the methods commonly employed 
in the graphic-arts and surface-

coatings industries. No special 
equipment is needed. Brushing, 
dipping, spin-coating, spraying, 
roller-coating and decalcomania 
transfer are standard methods that 
can be used. 

Spin-coating is particularly at
tractive in the electronics field, 
since it is already widely used as 
a method for applying photoresist 
solutions in the photolithographic 
manufacturing of integrated cir
cuits. Thus the same spin-coating 
equipment that applies the photo
resist could be used to apply the 
metal coating, if this method of 
manufacture is used. 

One interesting possibility men
tioned by Hopper is the develop
ment of photosensitive metallo
organic compounds. This is not 
feasible when the more common 
thick-film deposition methods are 
used, since they employ inks or 
pas.tes that are essentially suspen
sions of finely powdered metal. The 
metal particles would scatter the 
light used to expose the photo
sensitive material, and would make 
high-resolution etching impossible. 

The metallo-organic prepara
tions, are true solutions and pre
sent no such problems. • • 

Slotted coax breaks an rf barrier 
A new slotted coaxial cable 

known as Radiax provides two
way "wireless" communication in 
buildings, tunnels, subways and 
other problem areas where propa
gation characteristics are severely 
limited. 

Designed by the Andrew Corp. 
for Motorola, the cable can radi
ate and receive rf signals. The 
slots in the cable shield allow the 
cable to function as a continuous 
antenna, permitting a controlled 
portion of the transmitted rf sig
nal to radiate along the entire 
length of the cable. Conversely, a 
signal transmitted near it will 
couple into these slots and be car
ried along the cable. 

According to J. S. Brown, direc
tor of cable and rf component en
gineering at the Andrew Corp., 
the cable opens up possibilities 
for the manufacturers of pocket 
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paging systems. With Radiax, low
power transmitters of approxi
mately 1 W could be added to 
pocket paging units to provide a 
talk-back capability. In addition, 
if Radiax is connected to a roof
mounted antenna, the pocket pager 
would also be able to communicate 
with mobile or other distant units. 

Contrary to twin lead, which is 
commonly used in radiating appli
cations, Radiax can be installed 
directly against any surface, in
cluding grounded surfaces, with 
conventional hardware and only a 
negligible effect on both radiation 
and attenuation. Insulators and 
standoffs are not required, and 
accumulated dirt, oil, and mois
ture have no appreciable effect on 
attenuation, the manufacturer 
says, as they do with twin lead. 
The reason for this is that while 
twin lead is a balanced line whose 

attenuation increases enormously 
with the slightest imbalance, 
Radiax is designed as an unbal
anced line and exhibits the quali
ties of a poor coaxial conductor. 

In recent evaluation tests of 
Radiax in the Lincoln Tunnel at 
New York City, Art Schneider, 
staff services engineer of the Port 
of New York Authority said that 
it performed very well and that, 
pending final evaluation, it might 
be installed in the PATH subway 
tubes antl lhe underground sec
tions of the World Trade Center 
in lower Manhattan. Comparing 
the costs of twin lead and Radiax, 
Schneider said that the installed 
costs of Radiax were at least half 
those of twin lead. 

Radiax is pre8ently available in 
commercial quantities. It is de
signed for use in the 30, 150, and 
450-MHz bands. •• 
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'Instant' holograms prod·uced 
with a new thin-film material 

A new, optically sensitive thin
film material-arsenic trisulfide--
can produce holographic images in 
10 seconds or so without any film 
processing. 

In contrast with the conventional 
method of exposing special film and 
then developing it, the vacuum
deposited arsenic trisulfide film pro
duces holograms directly when ex
posed to the green beam of a 
15~mW argon laser. The images are 

Jim McDermott 
East Coast Edito~ 

read out with the red beam of a 
helium-neon laser. The arsenic tri
sulfide film is insensitive to the 
radiation at this wavelength. 

The technique was discovered by 
RCA Laboratories in Princeton, 
N.J., during research aimed at pro
viding high-speed, large-capacity 
optical memories for data process
ing. 

In operation, the arsenic fi lm is 
e~posed to the green beam, and 
while the holographer watches, the 
image develops. He then turns the 
beam off when the image reaches 
the desired intensity. At this point 

Almost simultaneous exposure and readout of holographic images occurs with 
a technique that does not require chemical development. Here, Scott A. 
Keneman of RCA watches the image of a letter as it is projected from an 
asenic trisulfide thin film that is exposed to an argon laser. 
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the image is ready for use. 
Initial tests have indicated that 

the hologram is permanent, pro
vided it is not further exposed to 
read out beams of green or blue 
laser light. 

The new technique was developed 
by Scott A. Keneman, a member of 
the RCA staff, under the direction 
of Dr. Jan A. Rajchman, vice presi
dent of information sciences. It 
uses standard ~vaporation metliods 
for depositing the film. Consequent
ly it is potentially a low-cost meth
od for rapid holography. 

When the new film is exposed in 
a standard holographic setup, the 
optical pattern created by the inter
ference of the object and reference 
beams causes the atomic absorp
tion edge of the arsenic trisulfide 
to shift. This, in turn, changes the 
index of refraction of the material. 
The intensity of the change is pro
portional to the exposure. 

The holographic interference pat
tern is therefore recorded in varia
tions of the refractive index of the 
material. Consequently the holo
gram can be read out with the red 
beam. There is, however, some im
age distortion with the red illumi
nation, says Robert Lohman, head 
of information sciences and systems 
at RCA. 

Diffraction efficiencies of several 
per centr---more than adequate to 
produce an excellent hologram-can 
be produced by exposing the arsenic 
film to the beam of a 15-mW argon 
laser for 10 seconds. Scattering of 
the readout beam is exceptionally 
low in the arsenic trisulfide. As a 
result, resolution in the hologram is 
unusually high. 

Holograms with a resolution of 
2860 lines per millimeter have been 
recorded in a 2-µ,m film, with no 
signs of approaching the resolu
tion limits of the arsenic trisul
fide, Keneman says. • • 
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Powerful laser communicator 
put in 3-lb binocular package 

A laser communications system 
has been put into a binocular-like 
package that weighs only three 
pounds, to make one of the most 
powerful, lightweight, compact 
laser communicators built (also see 

David N. Kaye 
West Coast Editor 

EARPHONE JACK 

MONOCULAR 

\ 

OPTICAL BANDPASS 
FILTER AND LENS I 

RECEIVER 

"Laser Rangefinder Built in Bin
ocular Form," ED 23, Nov. 11, 
1971, p. 23 ) . 

Powered by one 500-mA-hour, 
6-V nickel cadmium rechargeable 
battery, the transceiver uses a gal
lium-arsenide semiconductor laser. 
The wavelength of the laser output 
is 0.9163 µ,, and the peak power 
output is 10 W. Each light pulse 

EYEPIECE 

MICROPHONE. 

EARPHONE 

I \LENTICULAR BEAM 
TRANSMITTER SPREADING OPTICS 

Laser communicator, weighing three pounds and looking like a pair of 
binocula11s, contains a gallium arsenide infrared laser and has a range of 
up to four miles in good visibility. 
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has a time duration of 100 ns. 
Developed by the Santa Barbara 

Research Center, a subsidiary of 
the Hughes Aircraft Co. in Santa 
Barbara, Calif., the transceiver 
has a range up to four miles in 
olear weather (visibility of 10 
miles or greater). The range is cut 
by haze and precipitation. 

Norman Rigby, product manag
er for infrared special systems at 
the Santa Barbara Research Cen
ter, notes that signal transmission 
is accomplished by pulsing the 
laser and frequency-modulating 
the pulse repetition rate with the 
voice signal inputs. 

Rigby points out: "A p-i-n sili
con photodetector is used to re
ceive the transmitted light pulses 
through a 2.5-inch receiver aper
ture. The infrared energy received 
is then processed, using current
mode preamplification to enhance 
the signal to noise ratio. The 
pulses are then amplified and the 
repetition rate demodulated to 
convert the received pulses into 
audio or data signals." 

The transmitter current con
sumption is approximately 100 mA 
during transmission, and receiver 
consumption is less than 3 mA. 

Rigby's group has made these 
transceivers with both two and 
three-degree beam divergences. He 
says that because of its wide-angle 
transmitter beam design, the com
municator can be used under any 
conditions that allow the use of 
binoculars. 

Under normal opeDation, the two 
people communicating would first 
view each other through the 
alignment telescopes contained 
within one ocular of the binocular. 
After alignment, communication is 
merely a question of pushing a 
button and talking into a micro
phone. Listening is done through a 
small earphone set that plugs into 
the binocular. • ·• 
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Hey, look at ourmodem mini now! 
Take another look at our gal on the go. 

She now can be dedicated to time-shar
ing, real-time or batch. 

We've teamed up our 2100 digital 
computer, 7900 Fast Access Disc, and a 
choice of powerful operating systems. 
Result: a new family of disc-based com
puter systems that can be easily dedicated 
to your processing problem. And all 
offer big system performance that your 
pocketbook will appreciate. 

With time-sharing you can now run 
HP Extended BASIC. With the real-time 
and batch systems, FORTRAN IV, 
ALGOL, and Assembly language are 

available. The batch system has features 
like program chaining and extended file 
management. For real-time applications, 
HP's Real-Time Executive puts you in 
business for powerful, on-line problem 
solving. And when it comes to time
sharing, presto - you have an efficient, 
dedicated system that can handle as 
many as 32 terminals . 

And in any of these operating modes, 
our modular design lets you expand 
both capacity and capability, as you need 
it. For instance, when you want more 
disc memory, it's available. When you 
need a tape drive, line printer, card 

reader, or other peripherals, add them. 
Plus as many as 47 HP instruments. 
And everything plugs right in. 

That's our gal on the go. So why not 
take a look at her now. Just call your 
HP computer specialist. Or write for the 
system brochure. Hewlett-Packard, 
Palo Alto, California 94304; Europe: 
1217 Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland. 

22129 

HEWLETT"' PACKARD 

DIGITAL COMPUTERS 



Many Faces of MOS 

Display Mixed Performance, 
Cost, And Availability 

MOS technology today includes varied approaches to 
structure and processing techniques. Some are converted 
to high volume production capabilities, others are in 
advanced development and offer great promise for 
improved performance and early implementation, and 
still others are experimental. All must be evaluated 
carefully for potential advantages. 

P-Channel MOS Is Readily Produced 
P-channel MOS isn't the most advanced, the fastest, the 
lowest power, nor the most versatile approach, but it is 
familiar and at several companies is in high-volume pro
duction. Hence, it is the prevalent MOS form for both 
standard and custom circuits. Achievable speeds are, 
conservatively, about 2 MHz - reconcilable with the 
requirements of many data-processing applications. 
Power dissipation, down to 0.5 mW/gate, presently is 
about the same as the lowest-power bipolar line, higher 
than other MOS forms, yet low enough for some really 
large-scale integration. The MCM1131L 2240-bit char
acter generator, for example, has a maximum power 
dissipation of only 400 mW. 

Representative PMOS circuits available now are 
MSI/LSI parts, with simple gates and flip-flops conspicu
ously absent. Why? Typical PMOS technology loses its 
price advantage as circuit complexity is reduced, giving 
way to the widely available, broad-line bipolar families. 
Since MOS generally is more appropriate for MSl/LSI, 
the more creative complex designs are usually in custom 
programs. Established PMOS process variations permit 
custom tailoring of circuits, even to the point of making 
them functionally compatible with bipolar logic. The two 
digital forms can be used together without extensive 
interface circuitry. 

Two High Threshold PMOS Power Levels 
Two power levels, medium (Po= < 1.7 mW/gate) and 
low (Po= < 0.45 mW/gate), are available with high 
threshold (VT) PMOS. A 20% saving in active on-chip 
cell area is also achieved in the low power line, but the 
tradeoff is speed. It is some four times slower, at 300 
ns typical propagation delay per logic level, than the 
medium power line. Nevertheless, where performance 
is adequate, this represents the quickest, least expensive, 
and least troublesome technology. High threshold logic 
offers the designer the advantage of high noise immunity, 
with turn-on voltages on the order of 3.5 volts making 
it relatively secure from noise spikes and spurious signals. 



Low Threshold PMOS Has Advantages 
Low-voltage MOS is faster and more economical in the 
system because of the lower power-supply voltage. It 
is compatible with the most popular bipolar logic forms 
such as TTL and DTL whereas the outputs of bipolar 
types are simply too low to tum on the high voltage 
PMOS devices. Of the methods used to lower the thresh
old, the < 100 > crystal orientation achieves good 
reduction of the threshold voltage and power supply 
requirements, but speed and packing density are not 
improved. 

Another method, the Silicon Gate process, is preferred 
at Motorola. Not only is the threshold voltage reduced 
to an extremely low level, but circuit speed is increased, 
packing density can be increased, and manufacturing 
efficiency is greater. This technology has matured rapidly, 
and an impressive number of products is available off
the-shelf. 

What About NMOS? 
Everyone eagerly awaits the ready availability of NMOS 
for its speeds, potentially two/three times as fast as con
ventional high threshold PMOS. The Silicon Gate process 
is applicable too, and it considerably increases the pack
ing density potential. NMOS yields generally aren't good 
enough yet to make this eagerly awaited technology 
available at viable prices. 

CMOS - Developing Rapidly 
Any MOS circuit exhibits significantly lower power dissi
pation than bipolar capability permits, but far and away 
the greatest power miser in sight is complementary MOS 
circuitry, known as McMOS at Motorola. In fact , with 
complementary MOS de power dissipation can be 

-14..---.~--.-~....-~..-~...---.~ ....... ~--~...-..... 

-12 ........ 

-lOt--t-~-.1.t---t~--+~-t-~-+-~t--t~--+~~ 
~ -8.0 High Threshold 
~ ~ MOS Transfer Curve 

Transfer characteristics curve of high threshold MOS com
pared with that of typical saturated bipolar logic lines. Clearly, 
bipolar lines cannot cause turn-on of high threshold logic, 
while the output of the latter would damage the bipolar devices. 

reduced virtually to zero - enviable where battery 
operation or battery backup is a requirement. 

Matching comparable simple examples, a single
channel circuit draws current from the power supply dur
ing the entire "on" portion of the input signal. With the 
CMOS circuit, power dissipation occurs only during 
input signal transitions. Extreme low power designs are 
practical when frequency is less important, say for 100 
kHz operation. Speeds in excess of 10 MHz also can be 
designed at the expense of some power dissipation 
increase due to the higher rate of signal transitions. Gen-

SUPPLY PROP. POWER RELATIVE NOISE 
THRESHOLO VOLTAGE OELAY FREQ. DISS. CHIP MARCIN 

MOS PROCESS VOLTAGE Vr:ro fV"1 lns/1atel {min.I PER cm COMPLEXITY "'1" "0'" 

P·CHANNEL MOS 

Hi~e~r~~si~!er -3.5 TO -5 -17TO -17 3 1.5 
75ns 2 MHz 1.7 mW I 

Low Power 300 ns 500 KHz 0.45 mW 12 

low Threshold -1.5 TO -1.5 -11T0-17 
< 100 > 70 ns 2 MHz l .O mW I 
Silicon Gate 60 ns 5 MHz l .OmW 1.3 1 0.7 

Ion Implant. 
Depletion loads - 1.5 T0 - 5 -11T0-17 JSns S MHz 1.5 mW 1.3 1.5 I 

N-CHANNEL MOS 
Metal Gate ! I TO 1 5TO10 10 MHz 1.0 mW 1.3 I I Silicon Gale 1.6 

COMPLEMENTARY 
Metal Gate 1±11.5 TO 1±11.5 3 TO 18 40 ns 20 MHz 50 nW 0.3 Voo/2.2 S1hcon Gate ::t:O.S TO ::t2.5 1.1TO15 25ns 25 MHz 50 nW 0.4 

BIPOLAR LINES 

m 5.0, ::rn~ lOns 60 MHz 15 mw· 40 1.1 1.1 

ECL 5.1 v ::f~i < Ins 400 MHz 15 TO 35 mW 10 0.4 04 

DTL 50 ±10% 30 ns BmW 10 

3 ±10°,\, 
RTL OR 24ns 12 mW 10 

36 ±10% 

·A Special Low-Power Line (54/74U Has Power 01ss1pal1on of ~ I mW/Gale 

COMPARISON OF MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS 
OF MOS PROCESS AND BIPOLAR LOGIC LINES 

erally, the high speed and low power drain make CMOS 
a significant factor in the future of MOS technology, and 
by most indicators, a major logic form. 

Numerous manufacturers have announced standard 
CMOS products, custom capability, or both, and Moto
rola has invested heavily in this area. Lower cost, because 
of the basically simpler process, greater circuit density, 
and lower power dissipation, suggest CMOS will prosper 
at the expense of TTL. Penetration of the consumer 
market is anticipated in areas such as watches, clocks, 
various automotive applications, appliance controls, and 
even toys. Features such as high noise immunity, opera
tion from an unregulated power supply, microwatt power 
dissipation, and low noise-generation are expected to 
make the industrial market another big CMOS user. 

Summarizing, Silicon Gate PM OS shapes up as a lead
ing MOS form with CMOS maturing rapidly to take 
its place as the second dominant approach, essentially 
extending PMOS capability rather than replacing it. 
NMOS will be built, but for the near term probably will 
not be widely available. How to evaluate suppliers? Pub
lished specifications probably speak for themselves . in 
respect to standard products. For custom designs, con
sider carefully the total MOS capabilities of a prospective 
supplier. Those with many faces are probably the best bet. 

This is the second in a series designed to present a 
realistic, objective analysis of MOS technology in a 
dynamic, competitive industry. For an examination of 
this and other aspects of the MOS technology in greater 
depth than is permitted here, circle the reader service 
number or write to Motorola Semiconductor Products 
Inc., P. 0. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036. 

lf\MOTOROLA MOS W Directions in digital designs 
Coming Next: "REFLECTIONS ON CUSTOM MOS" 
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14lbs. 

$1995.* 

This is a lot for your money? 
If you judge superiority by size and 
worth by weight, the looks of our R-70 
cassette data recorder may be 
deceiving. 

But for what it's worth, it's not just 
another pretty face with a slim figure 
and expensive taste. 

It 's a handful of fine features that 
no other data recorder its size can 
measure up to. 

We make it that way because the 
R-70 has the family name to uphold. 

Its housing is a strong case against 
dust, vibration and manhandling. And 
it's made to do the job lying down or 
standing up. 

Since both FM and direct record 

electronics are built in, you can choose 
either with a mere flip of a switch on 
any of its four channels. And even add 
voiced comments. 

Each channel can be individually 
monitored, too, via a meter or a built
in output to a scope or VTVM to insure 
proper input level. 

And a built-in tape counter tells you 
the exact spot of any recorded data. 

For those who tend to be forgetful, 
we've even included a warning light 
that tells you when you're at the end 
of your tape. 

Frequency response in the FM 
mode is DC to 625 Hz while the direct 
mode is 100 to 8,000 Hz. 

The unit uses commercially avai la
ble instrumentation grade Philips-type 
cassettes. 

Made to travel in fast company, the 
R-70 can operate on its own self-con
tained batteries, or draw upon outside 
AC or DC power sources. 

For more of the fine points on this 
or other data recorders in our line, 
write or call Ken Williamson, Director 
of Marketing, Technical Products, 
TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 
Telegraph Rd., Montebello, CA 90640. 
Telephone (213) 726-0303. 

He'll tell you why it pays to 

g0 TEAC® 
·Price includes these accessories: TEAC CT-60 tape cassette; memo announcement microphone; monitoring earphone; input-output cords; fuses 
and lamps; AC power cord; DC power cord; check terminal cord; cleaning kit; vinyl cover; adjustment screwdriver; operating manual. 
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"Scotchflex" Flat Cable and Connectors 
can offer you trouble-free packaging for 
your next generation equipment. 

There's built-in reliability for your circuit 
inter-connects. Our flat , flexible PVC Cable 
has up to 50 precisely spaced conductors. 
The gold plated U-contacts are set into a 
plastic body to provide positive alignment. 
They strip through the insulation, capture 
the conductor, and provide a gas-tight 
pressure connection. 

Assembly cost reductions are built-in, 
too. "Scotchflex" Connectors make up to 
50 simultaneous connections without strip
ping or soldering . No special training or 

costly assembly equipment is needed. 
Off-the-shelf stock offers you flat cable 

in a choice of lengths and number of con
ductors from 14 to 50. Connector models 
interface with standard DIP sockets, wrap 
posts on .100 x .100 in. grid , or printed 
circu it boards. Headers are available to 
provide a de-pluggable inter-connection 
between cable jumpers and printed circuit 
boards (as shown) . Custom assemblies are 
also available on request. 

For full information on the " Scotchflex" 
systems approach to circuit- 3m 
ry, write to Dept. EAH-1 , 3M 
Center, St. Paul , Minn. 55101. camPANY 
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This 
Sweet 
MICROVOLT 
MULTIMETER is 
SENSITIVE to 1 µV, 
STABLE within 2µV/day 
and easy on the budget at 
$545 

160 DIGITAL MULTIMETER 

I 

' ~ - - ' . j 

. · / I i 

• 

Users call it "the-how-sweet-it-is-meter". 

But it's really the Model 160 that ... 

• MEASURES WITH DIGITAL ACCURACY 
Voltage - 1 µV to lOOOV 
Current - 0.1 nA to 2A 
Resistance - 0.1 0 to 2000 M 0 

• 100% OVERRANGING 

• ANALOG and OPTIONAL BCD OUTPUT 

• MANY MORE SWEET PERFORMANCE FEATURES 

SEND FDR FULL DETAILS AND YOUR FREE "HDW SWEET IT IS" BUITON 

KE IT:E-1LEY 
INSTRU~ENTS 

U. S. A.: 28775 Aurora Road. Cleveland. Ohio' 44139 
Europe: 14. Ave. Villardin. 1009 Pully. Suisse 
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technology 
abroad 

An electro-optical light-beam de
flection system being developed at 
the Central Research Laboratory 
of Thomson-CSF of France uses 
polarization commutation and a 
dual refractive system. Consisting 
of six cells assembled in series 
and successively crossed by a 
light beam, the prototype system 
is capable of deflecting the beam 
into 64 positions. The first appli
cation will be in an ultra-rapid 
optical printer able to feed one 
million characters per second into 
a computer optical memory core. 
The deflection system will also be 
used in numerically operated 
photocomposing machines. An
other long-term application is in 
telephone switching. 

CIRCLE NO. 440 

Hybrid techniques are applied in 
a new 300-MHz frequency meter 
produced by Racal Instruments of 
Windsor, England. Thick-film cir
cuits, designed in-house, provide 
a latched, eight-digit display with 
overspill and an automatically 
positioned decimal point. Resolu
tion is 1 Hz up to 300 MHz with 
a one-second timing gate. Sensi
tivity is 10 mV. The internal fre
quency standard has a stability 
of better than one part in 109 per 
day. 

CIRCLE NO. 441 

An alternative to the air bags 
under investigation by auto safe
ty experts in the United States is 
a new ultrasonic system being 
jointly developed in England by 
Mullard and the Ford Motor Co. 
The new system consists of seat 
belt interlocks that prevent the 
starting of the car until the belt 
has been fastened in place. When 
this happens, a fan-shaped ultra
sonic beam from a transducer fit
ted to one of the diagonal shoul
der straps strikes an ultrasonic 
sensor in the roof. In addition a 
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seat switch makes contact when 
the driver climbs in. When both 
the ultrasonic beam and the seat 
switch are operative, the ignition 
circuit is completed and the driv
er can start the car. If a driver 
unbuckles the belt, audible and 
visible alarms occur, and the ig
nition is cut off. Mullard be
lieves that the equipment would 
add about $25 to the price of seat 
belts. 

CIRCLE NO. 442 

An ultrasonically operated re
mote-control TV channel changer 
is being produced by Grundig of 
West Germany. In addition to 
channel selection, the viewer can 
adjust the color contrast and the 
brilliance. A microphone in the 
TV set picks up signals from this 
channel change unit, and conven
tional TTL circuitry then trans
forms each ultrasonic channel 
signal. These voltages control a 
voltage-variable capacitor that is 
part of the TV tuner circuit. The 
capacitor automatically selects 
the correct channel. 

CIRCLE NO. 443 

An ion laser with a 10-W output 
is being produced by use of a 
plasma jet instead of a conven
tional cathode. Developed by 
Laser Associates in England, the 
new laser is formed by striking 
an arc in the gas that is made to 
Jase. The resulting conductive 
plasma then forms the cathode in 
the gas laser system. Other ad
vantages claimed for this type of 
laser are its ruggedness and its 
maintainability. The system is 
open and a rotary vacuum pump 
maintains the necessary low pres
sure conditions for the plasma 
jet. 

CIRCLE NO. 444 

A simple magnetic switch that 
can signal the theft of documents 
or banknotes is being marketed 
by Siemens of West Germany. 
The device uses a thin, flat mag
net that can be concealed within 
a bundle of paper. If the bundle 
is lifted from its normal resting 
place, a magnetic switch fitted 
under the drawer or compartment 
initiates an alarm. The alarm 
contact can actuate a concealed 
camera for filming the scene. 

CIRCLE NO. 445 
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If you don't require all the electrical performance built into SMA 
type connectors, why pay for it? Up to 3 GHz for flexible cable 
assembly and even beyond 6 GHz for semi-rigid assembly, our new 
JCM series gives you the same electrical performance as the far 
more expensive SMA types. The series includes connectors for both 
panel and PC mounting. All are interchangeable and intermateable 
with the standard, expensive SMA connectors. So you can use them 
without making any changes . . . and without compromising required 
performance. There are JCM connectors to accept virtually any 
miniature size cable, so you don't have to stock a big variety. 
It's worth looking into, isn't it? All it costs is a stamp. 

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY I Waseca, Minnesota 56093 
Please check for technical information or test samples of our 
new low-cost series 142-0200-001 JCM connectors. 
O Please send technical information . 
O I desire test samples. Please call me at ________ _ 

NAME 

FIRM TITLE 

ADDRESS 

STATE ZIP 

Dept. ED·12 

® ECl;.y -----

F. JOHNSON l:OMPANY 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 22 
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OOODBYE STATE. 

Hallo baller swllchlna a11arna11vas. 
Until today, solid state was the only 
approach to logic or power switching 
you considered. But there's another 
way. 

LOGIC 
When you need a simple decision
making or interlocking circuit, why 
bother with a 5-volt supply, filter 
capacitor, ground plane pc board and 
logic packs? Clare general purpose 
relays can accomplish the same 
function at a fraction of your design 
time. You don't have to worry about 
line transients, overvoltages, lead 
capacitance, ambient temperature, etc. 

Less expensive, too. Clare GP relays 
can provide logic circuitry at a fraction 
of the cost of solid state. 

And you can switch indicating lamps, 
small motors and other output loads 
with the same relays used for the logic 
circuits. Try that with TTL! 

Don't be oversold by solid state life 

claims, you may be paying for 
operations you'll never use. 

POWER 
In multipole switching, Clare GP 
relays offer advantages over solid state, 
too. They're less expensive ... by a 
substantial margin. They're easier to 
work with. You don't have to worry 
about heat sinking, dv / dt, di/ dt, over
voltages or ambient temperature. 
And Clare GP relays provide you with 
as complete isolation from your control 
circuit to the power circuit as you're 
likely to find. 

A WORD ABOUT QUALITY 
Our thirty years of relay experience 
helped develop a general purpose relay 
line with all the features we know you 
want-a simplified design so there are 
fewer parts to go wrong, a combustion
proof, virtually unbreakable Lexan * 
cover, the highest UL motor control 

recognition, and a wide choice of 
terminals and sockets. 

SUPPORT SERVICES 
While we offer a better switching 
alternative to solid state for logic or 
power switching, our prices are 
competitive with the low-priced 
general purpose relays. We also 
provide the complete support services 
you expect from a large, well
established relay manufacturer. 
For enough general purpose relay 
information to fill a coffee break, circle 
our reader service number or write 
C. P. Clare & Co., 3101 Pratt Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. 60645. 
•Registered Trademark of General Electric. 

a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company 



washington 
report Don Byrne 

Washington Bureau 

Lockheed and Grumman lead defense contractors 
The Lockheed Aircraft Corp. and Grumman Aerospace Corp. domi

nated Defense Dept. contracting in fiscal 1971, a new Pentagon report 
shows. For the third straight year, Lockheed led the top 100 companies 
in receiving prime contracts of $10,000 or more. Grumman led the re
search and development contractors. 

Lockheed received $1.50-billion in Government work and was followed 
by General Dynamics, with $1.49-billion; AT&T, $1.2-billion; Grumman, 
$1.1-billion, and General Electric, $1.04-billion. In all, the top 100 com
panies accounted for $21.5-billion in fiscal '71 awards, or 72.1 per cent of 
the $29.8-billion awarded to U.S. concerns. 

In R&D and test and evaluation, Grumman led all companies with 
$569.1-million in awards. McDonnell Douglas was second with $385.8-
million and Lockheed third with $333.7-million, followed by Hughes Air
craft Co., $323.3-million, and Western Electric, $318.8-million. 

AT & T extends protection tariff a year as meetings continue 
The American Telephone & Telegraph Co., acting on a Federal Com

munications Commission request, has agreed to put off for one year im
posing fees on customer-owned equipment. Meetings between the com
mission staff, telephone company representatives and other manufacturers 
and users on what kind of standards should be set for the cus.tomer
owned PBXs-private branch exchanges-are continuing meanwhile. 

In another PBX development, the FCC has responded to the N atfonal 
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners by saying that a fed
eral-state board will indeed be set up to handle questions on customer
owned communications equipment, as suggested by the association. 

With contract overruns rising, AIA asks guidelines 
Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wis.) says a General Accounting Office 

survey of 45 major weapons systems shows overruns of $35.2-billion in 
development costs-more than the overruns in the same programs last 
year. Last year the overrun figure was $28-billion, he said. Meanwhile 
the Aerospace Industries Association has asked Congress to set broad 
guidelines for Government procurement. 

The association said that many of the industry's problems were caused 
by a lack of guidance in procurement. An AIA stuciY. noted that "there 
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are 4000 statutory prov1s10ns, scores of executive orders and circulars, 
hundreds of court decisions, innumerable policies spread through various 
agencies and thousands of procurement regulations procedures, manage
ment systems and reporting requirements" affecting the Government's 
dealings with private industry. Among the association's recommendations 
to Congress were some calling for the Government to abide by the same 
business principles that govern others, to avoid the use of monopolistic 
leverage to exact unfair contracts and to offer a reasonable profit com
mensurate with the risks assumed. 

Broadcasters and cable TV reach compromise 
The boards of directors of the National Association of Broadcasters 

and the National Cable Television Association have reached a tentative 
accord on a plan to govern television operations. The plan, which hinges 
on rules for the importation of distant signals and copyrights, was 
worked out by Dean Burch, chairman of the Federal Communications 
Commission, and Clay T. Whitehead, director of the Office of Telecom
munications Policy. The major impact will come in the smaller cities 
in which more channels will be permitted to be piped in via microwave 
from distant points. Copyright legislation will also be sought. The House 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee says it is not planning any 
hearings on CATV at this session of Congress or the next, so presumably 
the new FCC regulations for expanding the CA TV market will go into 
effect in March, as planned. 

Capital Capsules: The House has rejected an effort to kill the F-14, the Navy fighter 
being developed by Grumman. The motion came as the House was debat
ing the defense appropriations bill. Rep. Jonathan Bingham (D-N.Y.) 
tried to cut the $800-million for the F-14, saying the program was headed 
for disaster in overruns. The Appropriations Committee chairman, George 
Mahon (D-Tex.), argued that removing the $800-million would allow a 
new contract to be renegotiated, with Grumman adding $1.4-billion to the 
program. The committee said the Navy would probably have to restruc
ture the program . ... NASA is seeking bids for proposals to use space
related technology to solve problems in air and water pollution, waste 
management and clinical medicine .... FCC Commissioner Charlotte Reid 
has been appointed Defense Commissioner of the FCC to replace Robert 
Wells, who resigned from the commission to run for Governor of Kansas. 
She will handle emergency communication matters and represent the 
FCC on interagency defense matters .... The Postal Service's facsimile 
mail transmission is now in operation between New York and Washing
ton, and the service says it is aiming for a total delivery time of four 
hours between the two points .... A NASA computer program is being 
used by the Ford Motor Co. to help design light trucks and cars. Ford 
reports a 60% improvement in predicting the behavior of components 
under stress and a two-thirds reduction in the time needed to arrive at 
such calculations. The NASA program-Nastran-is one of several hun
dred developed for space use and now available to any U.S. company for 
the "nominal cost of evaluation, processing and distribution." Information 
is available from NASA's Computer Software Management and Informa
tion Center, Barrow Hill, University of Georgia, Athens, Ga. 30601. ... 
House action has killed once and for all the Army's Main battle tank 
program. The cost of the "economy" version of the elaborate and trouble
plagued XM-803 had soared to almost $1-million per tank. 
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TEKTRONIX@ 

16HZ 

.. .. 

Direct-Access 
Oscilloscope 

TEKTRONIX 7904 
featuring extended performance or general purpose use, from one 
mainframe and a family of plug-ins. 

Extended Performance - 20 kHz to 1 GHz 
Plug in the 7A21N and install a simple vertical amplifier bypass to directly 
access the CRT. The bandwidth - 1 GHz, and risetime - 350 ps. Less than 
4 V/div driving signal required - single ended or differential. Sorry - no 
CRT READOUT- vertical amplifier bypassed. 

General Purpose - DC to 500 MHz 
Plug in the 7A19 - 500 MHz bandwidth at 10 mV/div, 7B92 - delaying sweep 
rates to 500 ps/div, 7014 - direct counting to 525 MHz. As your applications 
and measurement requirements change, choose from 24 plug-ins for: • sam
pling • TOR • spectrum analysis • curve tracing • dig ital multimeter • 
etc., etc. TEKTRONIX 7904 ... A product of technical excellence. 

For further information or a demonstration call your nearby TEKTRONIX Field 
Engineer or write : Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 24 
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... ___ _ 
OR ... 

51MHZ real
time 

Oscillosco~e Srnem 

8 x 1 O cm display 
CRT READOUT 
9 cm/ns writing speed 

7A19 Amplifier 
500 MHz @ 10 mV/div 

7D14 Digital Counter 
525 MHz direct counting 

7892 Dual Time Base 
500 ps/div 

OR ... 

choose from 24 com
patible 7000-Series 
plug-ins for virtually 
any measurement 

7904 Oscilloscope . . . . . . . . . . . . $2900 
7904 Oscilloscope, without readout $2500 
7A19 Amplifier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500 
7A19 Amplifier, with variable delay $700 
7D14 Digital Counter ......... $1400 
7892 Dual Time Base ........ $1400 
7 A21 N Direct Access . . . . . . . . . $350 

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon 
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Cut costs ... increase production ... 
improve quality ••. just 90 minutes 
after your new Fluke 
ATE* comes through 
the door. 

Terminal/IO, Fluke's new series of auto
matic test, control and data acquisition 
equipment comes to you after a three year 
development program and more than a 
year of on-line testing. 

Here's the A TE you can put right to 
work verifying and calibrating Jab or 
production multimeters or ac and de 
sources. Check out analog and combina
tion analog-digital subassemblies. Col
lect, manipulate, reduce, store and report 
high accuracy data. Calibrate oscillo
scopes, high frequency signal generators, 
meters and counters. Do it with ease and 
assurance because each of these ATE 
systems has been specifically designed 
with the user in mind by one of the 
world's outstanding precision electronic 
instrument firms. 

The Fluke Terminal/ 10 uses a non
dedicated computer so you won't have 
to alter it in any way or take it away 

*Automatic Test Equipment 

from other tasks. In many instances 
you can plug right into the computer 
you already have. Up to 16Terminal/10 
systems can be served by a single com
puter. 

We use BASIC, a popular language 
compatible with a wide range of system 
requirements and standard industry-wide 
time-sharing packages. Other languages 
are also available. 

Instruments and proc
esses can be added to 
the system at any time 
without changes in 
CPU core size require
ments. 

All systems 
come with 
self-check 
routines to 
give you a fast 
way to verify 

performance and establish system pre
cal , post-c al and so on. Systems are 
manually programmable from the Fluke 
interface processor and CRT terminal. 

The CRT display interfaces with the 
operator to give him rapid instruction 
or provide a means of program develop
ment. For proportional systems control, 
an auxiliary keyboard is provided. 

The EIA compatible interface gives 
you a broad range of CPU configura
tions using an initial computer utility 
meeting both cost and need parameters. 
At the same time, you can economically 
expand the system to meet new require
ments. 

The new Fluke Terminal/ I 0 is on the 
air now and a touring demo unit will be 
in your area soon. To arrange a demon
stration or get complete information call 
your local Fluke sales engineer or con
tact us directly. 

Fluke, Box 7428, Seattle, Washington 98133. Phone: (206) 774-2211. TWX: 
910-449-2850/ In Europe, address Fluke Nederland (N.V.) , P.O. Box 5053, 

Tilburg, Holland. Phone : (04250) 70130. Telex: 884-52237 I In the U.K., 
address Fluke International Corp. , Garnett Close, Watford, WD2, 41T. Phone: 

Watford , 33066. Telex : 934583. 
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When one of our Series 2 lighted 
pushbuttons needs a change 
of color filters, legends, or 
lamps-the change is simple. 
Because the switch stays 
mounted in the panel. Just one 
straight, gentle pull and 
the change is ready to be made. 

Accessible ... as well as 
available. The Series 2 can be 
had with a wide variety of display 
screens, color filters and 
switch modules. 

So, more than likely, our 
switch is perfect for the 

application you're now working 
on. Even if it's military/ 
aerospace. Because we have 
Series 2 versions that meet the 
requirements of MIL-S-22885. 

For more information , call 
your MICRO SWITCH Branch 
Office or Authorized Distributor 
(Yellow Pages under 
"Switches, Electric"). Or write 
for Catalog 51. 

MICRO SWITCH 
FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 61032 

A DIVISION OF HONEYWELL 

MICRO SWITCH products are manufactured, sold and serviced worldwide through Honeywell l nternalional. 
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Paying the lowest price for fixed 
resistors doesn 't mean they're 
costing you less. Split an A-B 
resistor apart and discover the 
difference between Allen
Bradley and all the others. Our 
exclusive hot molding process 
forms the element into an in
tegral structure . Physically 
strong. With a densely packed , 

uniform resistance track. And 
note how the leads are firmly 
and thoroughly imbedded to 
reduce circuit noise. Hot mold
ing is just one way we have 
engineered more quality into 
our resistors . Consistent A-B 
quality. You can lower your in
stalled costs and put more relia
bility into your products. If you 

think all resistors are the same, 
request our booklet " 7 ways to 
tell the difference in fixed re
sistors'. ' Available from your lo
cal A-B electronic distributor, or 
write Allen-Bradley Electronics 
Division , 1201 South Second 
Street, Milwaukee, WI 53204. 
Export: Bloomfield , N.J. 07003. 
Canada: Galt, Ontario. 

ALLEN-BRADLEY (t!!J 
EC71 -26 C Allen-Bradley 1971 



Hayden has a new, free, 
personalized and self-se
lected information system. 
We ca 11 it our Requested 
Data Delivery Service, and 
as a qual i fied professional 
you ' re entitled to take ad
vantage of it . Please take 
a moment now to fil l out 
the enrollment form; you'll 
find it inside the front 
cover. 

(editorial) 

Further confirmation 
of a changing industry 

The "10-year Forecast of Government Mar
kets" presented by the Electronic Industries 
Association at last month's EIA Fall Confer
ence in Los Angeles (see ED 23, Nov. 11, 1971, 
P- 28) may have put a final damper on any 
remaining speculation that the U.S. is about to 
embark on a new round of defense spending. 

A consensus of predictions submitted to the 
association by 18 electronic companies, ranging 
from components manufacturers to large aero
space concerns, reveals even more pessimism 
about long-term defense spending than the 10-
year outlook presented by the EIA last year. 
Total Defense Dept. procurement is expected to hang around the $20-bil
lion level continuing to decline as a percentage of the total federal budget. 
The budget itself is expected to more than double in the next 15 years-to 
$450-billion by 1985. 

Despite rumors of huge increases in defense spending after the Vietnam 
war ends, despite claims of a growing Soviet military threat, despite the 
predictions of some Congressmen, aerospace executives, military "experts" 
and stock-market speculators, it appears the unlimited spending days of 
the mid-60s are gone--if not forever, at least for the forseeable future. 

The EIA survey confirms what this magazine has believed for some 
time-namely, that action will be in new markets and in the civionics 
sector. In fact, Government spending is expected to at least double in the 
next five years, with hundreds of millions to be spent on automatic train 
control systems, vehicular traffic control, justice communications and so 
on. Though still small when compared to total Defense Dept. and NASA 
figures, the relative growth of these markets is phenomenal. 

As ELECTRONIC DESIGN has said so often in the past, times are chang
ing, and particularly so in the electronics area. New markets call for new 
technology, and this will in turn create new opportunities for engineers. 

RALPH DOBRINER 
Managing Editor 
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Speed. It's 
probably the 
most important 
parameter to consider 
when you shop for an in-
dustrial chart recorder. The 
appropriate pen-drive mechanism, writing meth
od, paper type and chart speed will all be de
termined primarily by the frequency of the signal 
you want to monitor. And these factors, in turn, 
will determine how much you're going to pay for 
the recorder and the paper it uses. 

Industrial chart recorders differ from labora
tory units; they're cheaper and less flexible. 
Typically they're purchased in large quantities, 
with each unit earmarked for a specific function. 
Lab recorders, on the other hand, are usually pur
chased singly, and they have the front-panel
selectable chart speeds and sensitivity ranges re
quired by general-purpose instruments. 

Because of the relative lack of flexibility of 
the industrial units, it's particularly important 
to be sure to specify all of the features you'll be 
needing when you place your order. The machine 
isn't likely to have any bells and whistles that 
~ou don't ask for. 

First, decide how to drive the pen 

By and large, there are two ways to move the 
thing that marks the paper: It can be attached to 
a galvanometer, or it can be driven by a motor 
that forms part of a potentiometer-feedback posi
tioning system. 

Galvanometers are the faster of the two. Writ
ing instruments of this type can usually follow 
signals as high as 100 to 200 Hz. 

In all other respects, however, the potentiom
eter-feedback approach is better. It allows larger 
chart widths, better resolution, better accuracy, 
less drift and lower price. Its speed, however, is 

Michael J. Riezenman 
Technical Ediitor 
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limited to signals on the order of 1 to 2 Hz. 
The first rule of chart-recorder selection, there

fore, is to stick to potentiometer types, unless 
your speed requirements make a galvanometer 
necessary. And if a standard galvanometer isn't 
fast enough, you'll have to go to the subminiature 
light-beam galvanometer types or even the fiber
optics CRT approach. 

The light-beam galvanometer approach uses a 
tiny galvanometer to which a low-mass mirror is 
attached. Movements of the mirror are used to 
deflect a light beam, which then writes on photo
sensitive chart paper. Because of the low mass 
of its moving parts, a light-beam galvanometer 
can usually handle signals as high as 5 kHz; 
some high-performance units, in fact, boast 3-dB 
bandwidths of de to 10 kHz, and even slightly 
higher. 

For the ultimate in chart-recorder speed, 
mechanical schemes must be abandoned complete
ly. One way to do this is to use a cathode-ray tube 
to generate a moving spot of light, which is trans
mitted to photosensitive chart paper by a bundle 
of fiber optics. Honeywell's Visicorder recording 
oscilloscope uses this approach to achieve a 3-dB 
bandwidth of 1 MHz. But at $12,500 and 120 
pounds, the instrument is much better suited to 
the laboratory than to industrial applications. 

'Sensitivity' is a flexible word 

Since most industrial applications will not need 
the speed of light-beam oscillographs, let's con
centrate on the two basic mechanical systems. 

An important advantage of potentiometric re
corders over galvanometric types is in sensitivity. 
However, as John Deans, advertising manager of 
Hewlett-Packard's San Diego division points out, 
the difference is not immediately obvious from a 
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General Radio's GR 1523 Level Recorder operates fully 
automatically here, recording a one-third octave analysis 
of the noise generated by the nearby compressor. 

casual glance at the spec sheets. 
"By some old, unknown convention," he ex

plains, "the sensitivity of a galvanometric re
corder is specified like a scope: so many volts per 
division. A potentiometric recorder, by contrast, 
is specified like a voltmeter : so many volts full
scale. You could have one of each type recorder 
with '1-mV sensitivity,' but a 1-mV signal would 
move the pen 25 cm on a potentiometric unit but 
only 0.1 cm on the other." 

Another area in which specifications are not 
handled in the same way for both types of re
corders is speed. Potentiometric recorders are so 
slow that their speed is usually described in re
sponse time rather than bandwidth. 

This response time is the time required for the 
pen to traverse the full width of the chart when 
a full-scale step input is applied. It is customary 
for the response-time spec to include settling 
time, but it never hurts to check. 

One thing to watch when you compare re
sponse-time specs is the width of the chart. For 
example, HP specifies a response time of less than 
1/ 3 s for its model 7123A/ B and less than 1/ 4 s 
for its 7143A/ B. The latter unit isn't really faster 
than the former; it merely has a five-inch chart 
width instead of a 10-inch width. 

Some companies avoid this problem by specify
ing a slew rate instead of a response time. Thus 
Precision Standards Corp. characterizes its Series 
GP702 recorders as having a slew rate of 20 
inches/ s, which corresponds to a response time of 
1/ 4 s for a five-inch chart. 

Watch those bandwidth specs 

Someone once said that a broadband isn't an 
all-girl orchestra. Sometimes it also isn't a fre
quency-response spec that looked pretty broad at 
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Hewlett Packard's Model 680 potentiometric recorder is 
available with either capillary-ink or electric writing. Re
sponse time is a maximum of 0.5 s full scale. 

first. And this is not a minor consideration. 
For example, one manufacturer's spec sheet 

states that the galvanometric recorder in ques
tion has "response to 100 Hz." Further down the 
sheet it says "Frequency Response : ± 1/ 2 dB de 
to 80 Hz. -3 dB to 100 Hz. 10 Hz reference." 

The proper interpretation of this, spec isn't ob
vious, but it can mean that the response at 100 
Hz is 3 dB below the response at 10 Hz, while the 
de response is 3 dB above 10 Hz. Thus, over-all, 
the output at 100 Hz may be 6 dB below de, with
out the numeral 6 appearing on the spec sheet. 

Another way you can go astray in interpreting 
frequency-response specs, according to C. H. 
Vaughan of General Scanning, Inc., Watertown, 
Mass., is to assume that the advertised frequency 
response of a recorder is for a large signal. It 
usually isn't. 

The effect of this consideration can be pro
found. One particular recorder with a maximum 
output of 50 divisions peak-to-peak is 3 dB down 
at 80 Hz. However, if the de signal is limited to 
10 divisions, the 3-dB point moves out to 150 Hz. 

Rectilinear doesn't mean linear 

Galvanometer recorders all have at least one 
problem in common: The normal movement of 
their pointers is along a curve-not in a straight 
line. A common way to deal with this problem 
is to use chart paper with curved-grid construo
tion, in which the radius of curvature of the grid 
lines is the same as the effective radius of the 
pointer. 

A second approach is to employ a mechanical 
linkage between the galvanometer and the pe

0

n to 
translate the curved swing into a linear motion. 
Sometimes-in the case of thermal writing sys
tems, for example-the stylus-paper contact is 
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Varian's series G-2500 recorders feature 0.5-s pen re
sponse across a 10-inch usable chart width. The series 
has an accuracy rating of ±0.25%. 

~11 ........................... 

Texas Instruments' Servo Riter II series of potentio· 
metric recorders feature an accuracy of ±0.25% of 
full scale or ± 5 µV, whichever is greater. 

Taylor's 800 J transistorized servo recorder operates at 
a standard chart speed of 1 inch/hour; other speeds 
are available as options. 
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at a knife edge. This guarantees that the chart 
presentation will be perfectly rectilinear, but it 
does not say anything about the linearity of the 
presentation. 

Generally speaking, to get really good linearity 
from a galvanometer movement, you've got to 
use the same trick that's used with potentiometric 
recorders-position feedback. Using this ap
proach, several manufacturers combine small con
tactless transducers with mechanical linkages to 
reduce linearity errors to less than 0.5 % . 

Drawing the line 

It's hard to believe the many ways man has 
devised for drawing lines on paper, until you 
examine the writing methods used in various 
chart recorders. The methods include capillary 
ink, felt-tipped pen, pressurized ink, heated 
stylus, pressure-sensitive paper and electrosensi
tive paper. Which should you choose? 

The answer, of course, is pick the cheapest 
one, unless there's a good reason for doing other
wise. 

Your first choice, therefore, may be capillary 
ink. This system consists of a metal pen tip con
nected to an ink reservoir by a piece of tubing. 
Ink is fed to the pen tip, on demand, by capillary 
action. As the paper moves relative to the pen tip, 
it pulls ink from it at a rate determined by the 
viscosity of the ink, the size of the orifice in the 
pen tip and the speed of the relative motion be
tween the pen tip and the paper. 

In addition to being simple and inexpensive, 
capillary ink has three other advantages: It 
works very well on cheap, ordinary chart paper; 
it produces a thin dark line that is easily repro
duced by conventional copiers, and it works well 
over a fairly wide range of speeds. 

The disadvantages of capillary ink become ob
vious when you go to high-speed writing. To pre
vent skipping at high writing rates, it's necessary · 
to use a low-viscosity ink and a large-diameter 
pen tip. This combination is an open invitation 
to flooding if you attempt to use the pen at low 
speeds or, heaven help you, if you let the pen rest 
on one spot on the paper. 

Furthermore, at high speeds, it's usually neces
sary to use a fast-drying ink, so the chart will 
not smudge when the user is ready to handle it. 
These inks, unfortunately, can dry almost as 
quickly in the pen tip as on the paper. In some 
cases if the pen is left inoperative for only a few 
minutes, it can get clogged enough to become 
inoperative until it is cleaned. 

Felt-tipped pens provide many parallel pas
sages for the ink, and thus they are less sus
ceptible to clogging than capillary pens. They are 
also able to write without skipping at reasonably 
high speeds. Their big disadvantage is that they 
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tend to bleed on the paper at low speeds and will 
deposit a pool of ink if left standing in one spot. 

As fiber tips wear, they tend to make broader 
lines and thus lose resolution. Worn-out pens, it 
should be noted, can be cheaply and easily re
placed. And they make good reproducible records 
on low-cost paper. 

Putting on the pressure 

For really high-speed ink writing, pressurized
ink is the way to go. A pressurized-ink system is 
a completely enclosed miniature hydraulic system, 
containing a pump and a pressure-control system 
that modulates the pressure on the ink as the 
pen speed varies. Because the pressure is always 
optimized for the particular chart speed and pen 
speed in use, this method of writing produces 
:very uniform lines over a wide range of speeds. 

The main disadvantage of the pressurized-ink 
approach is economic-it costs more than the 
capillary-ink and felt-tipped-pen approaches, and 
it uses a more expensive type of chart paper. 
The paper must have a special coating on it that 
lets the pen make a liquid seal with the paper. 
The coating must also promote rapid drying of 
the ink once it is deposited. 

An unusual type of pressurized-ink system
one that does away with the pen-is used in the 

General Scanning's GR-1701 is claimed to be the fast· 
est 100-mm strip chart recorder on the market. The 
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Siemens Oscillomink liquid-jet recorder. This re
corder, with a 3-dB bandwidth of 1000 Hz, has 
a writing speed of 150 ft/ s-claimed by Siemens 
to be the fastest ink writing system ever 
developed. 

Instead of using a pen or stylus, the Oscillo
mink recorder directs a fine jet of ink onto the 

unit has a 3 -dB full -scale response of 20 Hz and uses 
a heated stylus recording. 
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The latest from Esterline Angus is the Speed Servo 11 
series of 10-inch recorders, featuring response time 
below 0.3 s and over 240 different models .. 

McKee-Pedersen Instruments' Model MP-1027 come in 
two &tandard models: a 1 to 100-mV model and a 10 to 
1000-mV version. Both have eight ranges. 

Rustrak's Model 3400 new miniature two-channel po
tentiometric recorder utilizes a pressure-sensitive strip 
chart. Chart width is 2-5/ 16 inches per channel. 
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chart paper. Among its other advantages, this 
permits high-speed ink recording of overlapping 
traces. 

Writing without ink 

If the thought of ink-stained fingers and 
clothes makes you shy away from an ink-writing 
system, you may want to consider one of the 
many dry-writing systems available. In general, 
these schemes use rather costly special papers on 
which a special stylus can make a mark by ap
plying either heat, pressure or electricity. 

The traces produced by these methods usually 
lack the contrast of a good ink record, and the 
chart papers are often easily marked in casual 
handling. 

Two of the most common dry-writing systems 
in use today are the pressure-sensitive and heat
sensitive types. Both use chart paper that is made 
by coating a black paper base with tiny spherical 
wax beads. This gives the paper surface a white 
appearance. 

In the pressure-sensitive approach, a stylus is 
pressed against the paper, causing the wax beads 
to flow and become transparent thereby exposing 
the black base. 

Heat-sensitive papers are almost identical in 
construction, but they use a harder wax with a 
low melting point. With the thermal approach to 
writing, a heated stylus is employed. It melts the 
wax, causing it to flow, and thus produces a mark 
in the same way that a pressure stylus does. 

Pressure-sensitive writing systems find their 
widest application in low-speed recording situa
tions, where unattended operation is important. 
In this type of application the consumption of 
paper is usually low, so the materials cost is 
reasonable. And the high reliability of the method 
makes it preferable to a capillary-ink approach. 

Heat-sensitive papers are not immune to me
chanical pressure, but they are less likely to be 
marked accidentally in normal handling. Since 
the stylus does not have to press heavily against 
the paper, thermal-writing systems can be used 
with high-speed galvanometers to produce clean, 
high-contrast records of high-frequency phe
nomena. 

How about electric writing? 

Probably the oldest and most common type of 
electric writing involves the use of carbon-im
pregnated electrosensitive paper. These papers 
are marked by a high-voltage stylus that breaks 
down a light-colored coating material, thus un
covering the carbon-filled base material. 

During the marking process, carbon is blown 
from the coating, leaving a residue on the paper 
and in the machine. RFI is also an important 
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problem; the machine can interfere with nearby 
equipment if the recorder is not properly shield
ed. In addition carbon-impregnated papers are 
susceptible to accidental marking in normal 
handling. 

An improved form of electrosensitive paper is 
Hewlett-Packard's zinc oxide chart material. 
This low-voltage writing method is based on the 
reduction of zinc oxide to free zinc. The paper is 
covered with a thin sheet of aluminum foil, which 
is coated with conductive zinc oxide dispersed 
in an organic binder. Passing a current through 
the coating reduces the oxide, thereby leaving a 
mark. 

Records made on this type of paper do not have 
quite as much contrast as a good ink record, but 
they are rugged and reliable, and the paper can
not be marked by heat, pressure, light or 
moisture. 

Take care of your chart paper 

Some accuracy specs aren't worth the chart 
paper they're printed on. And this isn't because 
the recorder manufacturer is trying to fool you, 
but because all chart papers expand and contract 
with changes in temperature and humidity. The 
papers are manufactured and tested under con
trolled conditions that will probably never be 
duplicated in the paper's future history. This is 
far from a trivial consideration. In fact, a spokes
man for the Brush Instruments Div. of the 
Clevite Corp., Cleveland, estimates that tempera
ture and humidity effects can introduce recording 
errors up to 2 % because of their effect on the 
chart paper. This is pretty impressive in a 0.01 % 
machine. •• 

Need more information? 
Products cited in this report have, of necessity, 

received only cursory coverage. They've been 
selected for outstanding or unique qualities, 
though other specifications, not discussed, may 
limit or enhance their value in specific applica
tions. Readers may wish to consult the manu
facturers, listed here, for further details. 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN is deeply grateful to many 
individuals who generously gave their time and 
patience to provide information for this report. 
To some of these men, listed here, we extend our 
special thanks for their very special help. 

Amprobe Instrument Div ., SOS Consolidated, Inc., 630 Merrick 
Road , Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563. (5 16) LY3-5600. (Joe Perz, 
Advertising Manager). 

Beckman Instruments, Inc., Process Instruments Div., Fuller
ton , Calif. 92634. 

Bell & Howell, Electronics and Instruments Group, 360 Sierra 
Madre Villa, Pasadena, Calif. 91109. (213) 796-9381. (James 
J . Kehoe, Manager of Public Relations). 
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Siemens' Oscillomink liquid-jet recorder has a 3-dB 
bandwidth of 1000 Hz and a writing speed of 150 ft/ s. 
This pressurized system is claimed to be the fastest 
ink-writing system eve·r developed. 

Esterline Angus Div., Esterline Corp., Box 24000. Indianapolis, 
Ind. 46224. (317) 244-7611. 

Fischer and Porter Co., Warminster, Pa . 18974. (215) 675-
6000. (Joseph H . Mayer, Sales Promotion Editor) . 

General Radio, 300 Baker Ave., Concord, Mass. 01742. (617) 
369-4400. (E. G. Rahaim, Sales Promotion). 

General Scanning, Inc., 80 Coolidge Hill Road, Watertown, 
Mass. 02172. (C. H. Vaughan). 

Hewlett-Packard Co., San Diego Div., 16399 W. Bernardo 
Drive, San Diego, Calif. 92127. (714) 487-4100. (John 
Deans, Advertising Manager). 

Honeywell, Inc., Industrial Div., 1100 Virginia Drive, Fort 
Washington, Pa . 19034. (215) 643-1300. (William W. 
O'Hara, Instrument Editor). 

McKee-Pedersen Instruments, P.O. Box 322, Danville, Calif. 
94526. (4 15) 937-3630. (Richard G. McKee). 

Precision Standards Corp., 1701 Reynolds, Santa Ana, Calif. 
92705. (714) 546-0431. (E. Zimmer). 

Rust Corporation, 168 Tremont St., Everett, Mass. 02149. 
(617) 389-3380. (Sal Fulchino; President). 

Rustrak Instrument Div ., Gulton Industries, Inc., Municipal 
Airport, Manchester, N.H. 03103. (603) 623-3591. 

Siemens Corp., Measuring Instruments Div ., 186 Wood 
Avenue South, lselin, N.J. 08830. (201) 494-1000 (Marti"' 
Bauer). 

Taylor Instrument Process Control Div., Sybron Corp., 95 
Ames St., Rochester, N.Y. 14601. (716) 235-5000. (Robert 
M . Waples, Advertising Dept). 

Texas Instruments, Inc., Digital Systems Div., P.O. Box 1444. 
Houston, Tex. 77001. (713) 494-5115. (Charles D. New· 
man, Recorder Marketing Manager). 

Varian Associates, Aerograph Div ., Box 313, Walnut Creek, 
Calif. (415) 939-2400. 
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Call on the power of the Kokomoam 
foryoursystems of the 70'5. 

The tough breed of High Voltage 
Silicon PowerTransistors. 

Con- Maximum 
VeEX tinuous VeEO Power 

Transistor Voltage le (sus) Dissipation Typical Applications 

*le Peak=SA 
DTS 401 400V 2A* 300V Vertical magnetic CRT deflection, has good gain linearity. 

DTS 402 700V 3.SA* 32SV *le Peak=lOA 
Horizontal magnetic CRT deflection, features fast switching 

DTS 410 200V 3.SA 200V sow time, high reliability under horizontal sweep fault condition. 

DTS 411 300V 3.SA 300V lOOW Voltage regulator, switching regulator, DC to DC converter, 
class A audio amplifiers. 

DTS 413 400V 2.0A 325V 7SW I *le Peak= lOA 
DTS 423 400V 3.5A* 32SV lOOW High Veeo and VeEO ratings make it practical to operate 

" 
directly from rectifier 117V or 220V AC line. 

DTS 424 700V 3.SA* 3SOV lOOW 
*le Peak= lOA 

DTS 42S 700V 3.5A 400V lOOW High V eeo, V eEO(sus) ratings make them ideal foruse in deflection 

\ circuits, switching regulators and line operating amplifiers. 
DTS 430 400V SA 300V 125W 

Voltage regulators, power amplifiers, high voltage switching. 
DTS 431 400V SA 32SV 12SW 

DTS 701 SOOV IA 600V sow Vertical magnetic CRT deflection circuits. 

DTS 702 1200V 3A 7SOV sow Horizontal magnetic CRT deflection circuits operating off-line. 

DTS 704 1400V 3A SOOY sow 
DTS 721 lOOOV 3A SOOY sow High voltage DC regulators. 

DTS 723 1200V 3A 7SOV sow Very high voltage industrial and commercial switching. 

DTS SOI lOOOV 2A 700V lOOW Color vertical magnetic CRT deflection circuits. 

DTS 802 1200V SA 7SOV lOOW Color horizontal magnetic CRT deflection circuits. 

DTS S04 1400Y SA S()OV lOOW 

2N3902t 700V 3.5A* 32SY lOOW *le Peak= lOA 

2NS1S7 700V 3.SA* 400V lOOW 
Ideal for switching applications. Can be operated from rectified 
117 or 220 volt AC line. 

2NS241 400V SA 32SY 125W For general use in electrical and electronic circuits such as 

2N2S80 400V lOA 32SY lSOW 
converters, inverters, regulators, etc. 

2N2S81 400V lOA 325V 150W 

2N2582 SOOV lOA 32SV 150W 

2N2583 SOOY lOA 32SV !SOW 

2N3079 200V lOA 200V (> 
2N30SO 300V lOA 300V 

~ tMil. qualified units available. Transistors are NPN triple diffused. 

E ~ 
Delco Electronics 

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION, 
KOKOMO, INDIANA 
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Now available from these distributors 
in production quantities. 
ALA., BIRMINGHAM• Forbes Distrib
uting Co., Inc. (205)-251-4104 
ARIZ., PHOENIX • Cramer/ Arizona 
(602)-263-1112 • Sterling Electronics 
(602)-258-4531 
CAL., LOS ANGELES• Kierulff Elec
tronics, Inc. (213)-685-5511 • Radio 
Products Sales, Inc. (213)-748-1271 
CAL., PALO ALTO • Kierulff Elec
tronics, Inc. (415)-968-6292 
CAL., REDWOOD CITY• Cramer / San 
Francisco, (415)-365-4000 
CAL., SAN DIEGO • Milo of California, 
Inc. (714)-232-8951 
CAL., SAN DIEGO • Radio Products 
Sales, Inc. (714)-292-5611 
COLO., COLORADO SPRINGS· Walker 
Electronics (303)-636-1661 
COLO., DENVER • Cramer/ Denver 
(303)-758-2100 • Denver Walker Elec
tronics (303)-935-2406 
ILL., ROSEMONT (Chicago) • Kierulff/ 
F-J-R (312)-678-8560 
ILL., SKOKIE (Chicago) • Merquip 
Electronics (312)-282-5400 
IND., INDIANAPOLIS• Graham Elec
tronics Supply, Inc. (317)-634-8202 
MD., BALTIMORE • Radio Electric 
Service Co. (301 )-823-0070 
MASS., NEEDHAM HEIGHTS • Kier
ulff Electronics, Inc. (617)-449-3600 

MASS., NEWTON • The Greene-Shaw 
Co., Inc. (617)-969-8900 
MICH., ROMULUS • Harvey / Detroit 
(313)-729-5500 
MINN., MINNEAPOLIS • Stark Elec
tronics Supply Co. (612)-332-1325 
MO., KANSAS CITY • Walters Radio 
Supply, Inc. (816)-531-7015 
MO., NO. KANSAS CITY • LCOMP
Kansas City, Inc. (816)-221-2400 
MO., ST. LOUIS • LCOMP-St. Louis, 
Inc. (314)-647-5505 
N.J., CLIFTON • Eastern Radio Cor
poration (201 )-471-6600 
N.M., ALBUQUERQUE • Cramer/ New 
Mexico (505)-265-5767 • Sterling Elec
tronics (505)-247-2486 
N.Y., BINGHAMTON • Harvey/ Fed
eral (607)-748-8211 
N.Y., EAST SYRACUSE • Cramer/ 
Eastern (315)-437-6671 
N.Y., NEW YORK · Harvey/ New York 
(212)-582-2590 
N.Y., ROCHESTER • Cramer/ Roch
ester (716)-275-0300 
N.Y., WOODBURY• Harvey / NewYork 
(516)-921-8700 
OHIO, CINCINNATI • United Radio, 
Inc. (513)-761-4030 
OHIO, CLEVELAND • Pattison Supply 
(216)-441-3000 
OHIO, DAYTON 
(513)-278-9411 

Kierulff/ F-J-R 

OKLA., OKLAHOMA CITY • Radio, 
Inc. (405)-235-1551 
OKLA., TULSA 
(918)-587-9123 
PENN., PHILADELPHIA 
Electronics (215)-676-6000 

Radio, Inc. 

Almo 

PENN., PITTSBURGH • RPC Elec
tronics ( 412)-782-3770 
S.C., COLUMBIA • Dixie Radio Supply 
Co., Inc. (803)-253-5333 
TEXAS, DALLAS • Adleta Electronics 
Company (214)-741-3151 
TEXAS, FORT WORTH• Adleta Elec
tronics Co. (817)-336-7 446 
TEXAS, GARLAND • Kierulff Elec
tronics, Inc. (214)-271-2471 
TEXAS, HOUSTON • Harrison Equip
ment Co., Inc. (713)-224-9131 
UT AH, SALT LAKE CITY • Cramer/ 
Utah (801 )-487-3681 
VA., RICHMOND • Meridian Elec
tronics, Inc., a Sterling Electronics Com
pany (703)-353-6648 
WASH., SEATTLE • Kierulff Elec
tronics, Inc. (206)-763-1550 
WASH., TACOMA· C & G Electronics 
Co. (206)-272-3181 
CANADA, ONT., SCARBOROUGH • 
Lake Engineering Co., Ltd. ( 416)-751-5980 
ALL OVERSEAS INQUIRIES: 
General Motors Overseas Operations 
Power and Industrial Products Dept., 
767 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 
10022. Phone: (212)-486-3723. 

Ready Now for Your Systems of the 70's: The Kokomoans' new 
breed of silicon power is ready to handle your high energy switching and 
amplification circuits. Our high voltage transistors permit the design 
of simplified circuits ... without the extra weight, bulk and complexity you 
get with low voltage, higher current systems. 

Delco silicon power transistors have earned a reputation for survival 
in the most rugged applications. Their proven performance in 
solid state deflection circuits in the new, large-screen color TVs 
is but one example. 

It's because we design Delco transistors to have greater peak 
energy capability-to be able to withstand higher surges of 
voltage and current for a specified time. And we back it up with 
Peak Energy Testing to verify our safe operatmg curves. 

Designing for your new systems of the 70's? The Kokomoans 
have the silicon power you need. 

Kokomoans' Regional Headquarters. 
Union, New Jersey 07083, Box 1018, Chestnut Station, (201 ) 687-3770. 
El Segundo, Calif. 90245, 354 Coral Circle, (213) 772-5181. 
Kokomo, Ind. 46901, 700 E. Firmin, (317) 459-2175 (Home Office). 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 28 
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Start logic designs with flow diagrams. 
A properly drawn diagram helps you eliminate repetition, 
simpl ifies implementation and corrects malfu nctions. 

The design of logic systems can be torturous 
if the designer approaches the job circuit by 
circuit . The possible problems include circuit 
redundancy, overly complex logic and compli
cated debugging procedure. But all of these 
obstacles can be avoided if a complete logic flow 
diagram is used. 

The diagram-a block-form representation of 
AND and OR circuits-is the blueprint from 
which the logic drawing is made. In the diagram, 
all passive circuits are left out. 

The components omitted include inverters, 
driver blocks, counters and triggers. Although 
this is a tremendous simplification, every func
tion of the machine is described graphically and 
specifically as to time, condition and execution. 
And that's all the information needed to draw 
control logic. 

A flow diagram is developed from design specs. 
Let's see how. 

Assume the specifications for a simple counter 
function are that the counter have these 
properties : 

1. Is stepped by an oscillator with a basic fre
quency of 100 Hz and an output that is a sym
metrical square wave. 

2. Starts when a manual start switch is acti
vated. 

3. Steps from 0 to 5, then resets to a count of 3. 
4. Resumes stepping from the count of 3 to a 

count of 4, then resets to 7. 
5. Is then stepped from 7 to 5, backward. 
6. Stops and signals that it is ready to start 

again. 
The flow diagram based on these specs is 

shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1 the start count
er sync control-essentially a sequence-oriented 
flow diagram-is shown. Beginning with a start 
block at the top, the first decision that is interro
gated is the condition of the start switch. 

In this application the common requirement for 
a no-bounce start switch is avoided for design 
simplicity. Instead, a bounce-suppression latch is 
specified. If the start switch is inactive, the 
bounce latch is cleared. 

Tony N. Criscimagna, Systems Development Div., Inter· 
national Business Mach ines Corp., Kingston, N.Y. 12401 
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As soon as the start switch is activated, the 
bounce-suppression latch is set and a 1-µ,s single 
shot is fired. Then the step-sync latch is set, the 
negative alternation of the oscillator is specified 
as NO and the step-counter trigger is set on the 
leading edge. 

Control counter stepping 

The flow diagram continues with the step
sequence control in Fig. 2. Let's assume that the 
logic has been reset before this circuit is started. 
Now, with the step-counter trigger set, the oscil
lator on its first positive alternation, the counter 
not equal to 4 or 5 and sequence 2 trigger clear, 
the counter is stepped + 1 on the pulse trailing 
edge. 

The flow diagram shows a line going down to 
the left and back up to the top. The step-counter 
trigger, oscillator and counter are interrogated 

I. SET STEP 
CNTR TRIG(LE) 

2. CLR STEP 
SNYC TRIG (TE) 

START 

CLR START 

SW BOUNCE 

LATCH 

NOTE : 

LE• LEAOING EDGE 

TE • TRAILING EDGE 

LE .------. 

1. A start-counter sync control, as a flow diagram, shows 
all machine functions for this phase of the design, even 
though the passive circuits are left out. Initial and f inal 
blocks specify timing, rhombic blocks indicate conditi ons 
and rectangular boxes provide the executions. 
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again. Since the counter is still not equal to 4 or 
5, and the sequence 2 trigger is still cleared, the 
counter is stepped up again to 2. 

Consecutive oscillator pulses continue in this 
way, stepping the counter until it reaches 4. Now, 
with the step-counter trigger set, the oscillator 
on a positive alternation and the counter equal 
to 4, the sequence 1 trigger is interrogated and 
found to be clear. This returns the control path 
to a point where it is ORed with the counter not 
equal to 4 or 5, and since the sequence 2 trigger 
is still clear, the counter is stepped to 5. At this 
value and with the sequence 1 and 2 triggers 
clear, the 21 and 22 stages of the counter are 
switched, or complemented, and the sequence 1 
trigger is set. Again, these functions are per
formed on the trailing edge of the oscillator 
pulse. Since the counter was at 5, complementing 
the 21 and the 22 counter stages switches it to 3, 
and control is returned to the top of the page. 

The counter is stepped to 4 with the next posi
tive alternation of the oscillator, since the 
counter is equal to 3 and the sequence 2 trigger 
is still cleared. Again, the control is returned to 
the top of the flow diagram. With the oscillator 
YES and the counter equal to 4, the sequence 1 
trigger is again interrogated. 

This time, however, it is found to be set. On 
the trailing edge of this pulse, the 2° and 21 

counter stages are switched, or complemented, 
the sequence 2 trigger is set, and the sequence 1 
trigger is cleared. Complementing the 2° and the 
21 counter stages when the counter is equal to 4 

FROM FIG. I 

I. CLR SEQ 2 TRIG 
'-----+--~ 2. CLR STEP 

CNTR TRIG 
3. SW CNTR 2°,22 

ILLUMINATE 
READY 

INDICATOR 

TE 

I. SW 20AN02 2 

CNTR STAGES 

2. SET SEO 2 TRIG 
3 . CLR SEO I TRIG 

TE 

2. The step-sequence control diagram provides for step
ping a counter. The sequence of events is as follows : 
the counter steps from 0 to 5, resets to 3, steps to 4 
and then resets to 7. It's then stepped backward from 
7 to 5, stops and signals it's ready to restart. 
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switches the counter to 7. Again the control is 
returned to the top of the flow diagram. 

In the next sequence of events-with the oscil
lator YES and the counter equal to 7-the se
quence 2 trigger is interrogated and for the first 
time is found to be set. This time the counter is 
stepped backward to 6. The next time through, 
the counter is stepped to 5, with the step counter 
trigger set and the oscillator YES. The functions 
performed at this time are clearing the sequence 
2 trigger, clearing the step-counter trigger and 
switching, or complementing, the counter stages 
2° and 22

• Since the count was equal to 5, this 
switching returns the counter to a 0 state. 

Clearing of the step-counter trigger stops the 
gated oscillator pulses from stepping the counter. 
Clearing the sequence 2 trigger clears the last 
control trigger in the logic, thus stopping the 
sequence. A ready light is illuminated when the 
step-counter trigger is cleared. All control trig
gers and counters have been reset, and the 
counter is ready to start again when the start 
switch is depressed. 

Implement the flow diagram 

From the complete flow diagram, a logic draw
ing can be detailed directly. This is shown in 
Fig. 3. Through normally closed contacts of the 
start switch, a signal is applied to gate Al 2 to 
keep the bounce latch clear. When the start 
switch is activated, a signal is applied to Al,, 
setting the latch. As long as the start switch 
does not exhibit any cross-contact bounce, the 
bounce latch will remain set until the start switch 
is released. 

The transition from a clear to a set state fires 
single-shot 1, a 1-µs negative pulse. This pulse, 
in turn, sets the step-sync trigger. Gate Ala is 
conditioned by the step-sync trigger being set 
and by negative alternations from the oscillator 
through inverter 1. Thus Ala generates a nega
tive-going pulse to set the step-counter trigger 
on the leading edge of the pulse. 

The purpose of the step-sync trigger is to set 
the step-counter trigger on a negative alternation 
of the counter. In this way the step-counter trig
ger is set in a synchronized fashion. 

The logic drawing corresponding to the step
sequence control (Fig. 2) begins with Al 4 and 
Na, for the step-counter trigger set and the oscil
lator YES decision, respective!~. 

Follow a control path 

Let's follow one of the control paths in Fig. 2 
and show the logic implementation in Fig. 3. The 
first path activated is as follows: step-counter 
trigger set, oscillator YES, counter not equal to 
4 or 5, and sequence 2 trigger clear. The execu-
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V BOUNCE LATCH 

NOTES: 
- SET-~SET SIDE OUTPUT 
+=~NT p T 

A~ A NEGATIVE LEVEL AT 
B~C A ORB DEVELOPS 

NEGATIVE A POSITIVE LEVEL ATC 

A~ POSITIVE LEVELS AT 
B~C A AND B DEVELOP A 

POSITIVE NEGATIVE LEVEL AT C 
- CLR - 0 CLR SIDE OUTPUT 

OR INVERTER 

3 . The implementation of the logic flow diagram can be 
simpl'ified even further by taking into account such 
factors as the logic family selected and the packaging 

t ion for this path is to step t he counter up by one 
count on t he trailing edge of t he pulse. 

Gate AlR is condit ioned from the output of N2, 
which indicates when t he counter is not 4 or 5. 
The other input to Al, comes from the output of 
N ~ · The output here consists of gated positive 
alter nations of the oscillator. The output of Als 
drives 012, which in turn drives A111 and Al12. 
Since the sequence 2 trigger is clear, Al,, is con
dit ioned, thus driving N 1 and the step-plus line. 

New path for counter equals 4 

Once the counter equals 4, the following path 
in Fig. 2 is activated: step-counter trigger set, 
oscillator YES, counter equal to 4, sequence 1 
trigger clear and sequence 2 trigger clear. The 
final block steps the counter + 1 on the trailing 
edge. 

Gate Al ,0 is the AND circuit for this leg. Its 
inputs are as follows : output N 1,, which indi
cates the counter is equal to 4 ; the output of 
inverter 3, the output consisting of gated positive 
alternations of the oscillator ; and the clear side 
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AND INVERTER 

of the logic. Binary triggers with a ground level de set 
and clear are used . The complementing input switches 
the t rigger from t he set t o the clear, or vice versa. 

of the sequence 1 trigger. The output A1 10 drives 
012, which drives A1 11 and A112· As before, the 
sequence 2 trigger is still cleared, so it's A111 

that generates an output to N 1 , stepping the 
counter from 4 to 5. 

Now that the counter is equal to 5, another 
control path is activated. As shown in Fig. 2, it 
is as follows : step-counter trigger set, oscillator 
YES, counter equal to 5 and the sequence 2 trig
ger clear, leading to the execution block, which 
switches the 21 and 22 counter stages and sets 
the sequence 1 trigger. The implementation of 
this path starts off with N,2 , which indicates the 
counter is equal to 5. This output conditions Al 17 • 

The other inputs to A1 11 are the clear side of the 
sequence 2 trigger and the output of N 3 , the 
output consisting of gated positive alternations 
of the oscillator. 

The output of A1 11 drives 011 and 016 • The out
put of 01, through inverter 6 switches counter 
stage 22 and the output of 01 6 through N 5 switch
es counter stage 21

• A111 also drives 01 ,, which 
drives N l a and switches the sequence 1 trigger 
to the set state. The complementing, or switching, 
of counter stages 21 and 22 switches the counter 
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from 5 to 3. At this point the control path is. ac
tive for oscillator YES and the counter not equal 
to 4 or 5. 

When the counter reaches 4, the operational 
control path is : step counter trigger set, oscil
lator YES, counter equal to 4 and sequence 
trigger 1 set. 

This path is shown in logic in Fig. 3, as fol
lows : The output from N w indicating counter 
equal to 4, conditions Al6. The output of Na also 
conditions Al6. The third input to Al6 is the set 
side of the sequence 1 trigger. The output of Al6 
drives 016 , 01 5 , 01 8 and 01 4 • Ols through N s 
switches counter stage 2. And 01 5 through N. 
switches counter stage 2°. Gate 018 through Nu 
switches sequence 1 trigger to the clear state, 
and 01 4 through N 1• switches the sequence 2 
trigger to the set state. The switching of counter 
stages 2° or 21, with the counter stepped to 4, 
sets the counter to 7. 

Counter stepped backward 

Now that the counter has been stepped to 7, 
the active control path in Fig. 2 is as follows: 
step-counter trigger set, oscillator YES, counter 
not equal to 4 or 5 and sequence 2 trigger set. 
This path steps the counter back one on the trail
ing edge of the pulse. 

The implementation of this control path (Fig. 
2) is as follows: The output of N 2 , indicating 
counter not equal to 4 or 5, conditions Al8• Gate 
Al8, also driven by inverter 3 or the positive 
alternations of the oscillator, drives 01 2 , and 01 2 

drives Al, 1 and Al, ~ . This time, however, instead 
of Al 11 being conditioned by the clear side of the 
sequence 2 trigger, Al12 is conditioned by the set
ting of the sequence 2 trigger. 

With A12 fully conditioned, Ns and the step 
line of the counter are driven. Ensuing oscillator 
pulses step the counter from 7 to 6, and then to 
5, at which time a new control path takes over. 
This path is : step counter trigger set, oscillator 
YES, counter equal to 5 and sequence 2 trigger 
set. The execution for this path is to clear the 
sequence 2 trigger, clear the step counter trigger 
and switch stages 2° and 22, thereby setting the 
counter to 0. 

The implementation is as follows: N 12 drives 
Al ,. The output of N i 2 indicates the counter is 
equal to 5. Gate Al , is also driven by N3 or the 
positive alternations of the oscillator, and by the 
setting of the sequence 2 trigger. The output of 
Al , drives 011, Ols and 01 •. Gate 01 7 switches the 
22 stage of the counter. Gate 01 5 switches the 2° 
stage of the counter, and 014 clears the sequence 
2 trigger. Al1 also clears the step-counter trigger. 

The sequence is complete. The counter is reset, 
and all control triggers are clear. Since the step
counter is clear, the ready indicator lights. •1• 
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New D/A converters 
from Burr-Brown 

just a little bit better! 
Premium performance combined with Burr-Brown 
quality make the new DAC-40 and DAC-50 digital
to-analog converters just a bit better. The optimum 
performance comes from the use of Burr-Brown 
monolithic current switches designed for tight tem
perature tracking and Burr-Brown thin film resistor 
networks qeveloped for tight ratio tracking. 
Burr-Brown quality is evident in the comprehensive 
specifications which include test details. All critical 
specs are fully-tested over the standard 0 to+ 70°C 
specification temperature range - including gain, 
offset, and linearity. 

A variety of optional features are available in these 
competitively priced series; Binary or BCD codes, 
optional input buffer register, +5V, +lOV, +2.5V, 
+5V and + lOV output voltage ranges and current 
output options. The DAC-40 series offers 8-, 10-, 
and 12-bit resolutions and accuracies. The DAC-50 
is available in 10- and 12-bit models. 

NEW BURR-BROWN BOOK "Operational Amplifiers -
Design and Applications", over 470 pages, 300 illus
trations. Written by Burr-Brown 
application-engineering staff, pub- I BB I 
l ished by McGraw-Hill. U.S. price, 
15.00 dollars. Order from Burr-
Brown. 

GUARANTEED MAXIMUM SPECIFICATIONS 

DAC·40 Series DAC-50 Series 

Low Temperature Coefficient 
Linearity (8·, 10-bit) ± 3 ppm/°C ± 5 ppm/°C 
Gain 12-bit ± 5 ppm/°C ± 10 ppm/°C 
Gain 8·, 10-bit ± 7 ppm/°C ± 12 ppm/°C 

Linearity 
± 1/2 LSB ± 1 LSB (over 0-70°C range; 12-bit) 

Conversion speed 5 µ.sec to .01 % 5 µ.sec to .01 % 
Power Supply Rejection 0.002%/%V5 0.002%/% Vs 
Resolution 8-10 or 12 bits 10 or 12 bits 

Models available with Input Buffer Register. 

For complete information on the DAC-40 and DAC-50 
· series digital-to-analog converters, use this publication's 

reader service card or contact your Burr-Brown 
Representative. 

BURR-BROWN 
RESEARCH CORPORATION 
International Airport Industrial Park •Tucson, Arizona 85706 
TEL: 602-294-1431• TWX:910-952-1111 •CABLE: BBRCORP 
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Constructing the primitive flow table, 
the initial step in any sequential circuit synthesis, 
helps you avoid uneconomical, or even faulty, designs. 

In the synthesis of sequential circuits, the first 
step in the design is the construction of a primi
tive flow table from the word statement of the 
problem.1 Knowledge of which circuit actions can 
occur and which cannot can be very important 
to the minimization of the circuit or even to the 
circuit's performance. Negligence in this regard 
can lead to an uneconomical or faulty design. 

So let's study in detail the construction of the 
primitive flow table. 

For our example, we'll design a sequential cir
cuit with two inputs, C and S, and one output, Z. 
The C input is a periodic clock signal, and the S 
input is a switch. Each time S is closed, the cir
cuit is to transmit the next complete positive 
clock pulse as the output, Z. Two possible timing 
sequences are shown in Fig. 1, and a partly com
pleted primitive flow table is shown in Fig. 2. 

Mitchell P. Marcus, Senior Engineer, Systems Develop
ment Div., IBM Corp., P.O. Box 6, Dept E52, Endicott, 
N. Y. 13760. 

c 

s 

z _____ ..... !!._ _____ _ 

-----~r----1~-----

1. Timing sequences fall into two categories: those in 
which the switch closes while the clock is OFF (a) and 
those in which it closes while the clock is on (b). 
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Corresponding state numbers are used in these 
figures. 

The table contains those states that can easily 
be written down by inspection. But states in
dicated by letters are not quite so simple. 

Consider first the entries labeled h, i and j. 
If the circuit is in state® and S turns off, the 
circuit cannot return to state(D ; since the output 
pulse has not yet occurred ; another state,® , is 
needed, and the h entry must be an 8 . 

If the circuit is in state(!) and S turns off, the 
circuit cannot return to state@ since the output 
pulse has not been completed ; another state,(~), 
is required, and the i entry must be a 9 . 

If the circuit is in state (j) and S turns off, 
the circuit cannot return to state® , since the 
output pulse has not yet occurred ; another state, 
@ , is needed, and the j entry must be a 10 . 

Blindly adding these three states would be un
fortunate if they proved to be unnecessary. If the 
closure of the switch, S, is known to be of long 
duration relative to the clock signal, C-which, 
in fact, is very likely from a practical standpoint 

SC 

00 

<D 

h 

01 

2 

2 

II 10 

3 

7 

4 @ 

@ 5 

6 

® 

(]) 

5 

3 

z 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2. To properly complete this primitive flow table, we 
must ask whether or not the switch closure is known 
to be of long duration relative to the clock signal , C. 
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-none of the preceding transitions would ever 
occur, and the three additional states would add 
nothing but cost to the circuit . Thus knowledge 
of the circuit action can result in optional entries 
in the flow table, rather than additional unneces
sary states. 

Simultaneous changes must be considered 

The remaining entries all relate to both inputs 
changing state simultaneously. We cannot assume 
that simultaneous input changes are impossible; 
in fact, in this example such transitions are en
tirely possible, since the switch closure is random. 

Blindly assuming that certain transitions are 
optional when, in fact, they may actually occur 
can lead to false circuit action. The most inter
esting case in this example relates to t he entry 
labeled k. If the switch is turned ON simulta
neously with the start of a clock pulse, the choice 
exists for making that clock pulse the output 
pulse, by a transition to state(!), or for making 
the following clock pulse the output pulse, by a 

SC 

00 01 II 10 z 

(!) 2 40R7 3 0 

(?) 7 3 0 

4 ~ 0 

® 5 

2 6 ~ 0 

2 (§) 5 0 

<1> 3 0 

3. If t he switch closure is of long duration compared 
with the clock signal, and if simu ltaneou s changes in 
S and C are possib le, thi s com pleted tab le results. 
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c ____r--i_ _s--i_ l____JL_ 

s --, ---i._ 

z ___r-t_ __jL_ _r-1.__ 

@~I @ 
l<D @l®I@~ <i)~ ® I @ ~ 

4. When the switch closure can be of short duration 
relat ive to the clock signal, these additional sequences 
become possible. 

SC 
00 01 II 10 z 

<D 2 4 OR 7 3 0 

@ 7 3 0 

8 9 4 @ 
0 

9 @ 5 

2 6 @ 0 

2 @ 5 0 

8 10 <i) 3 0 

® 9 0 

@ 

8 @ 0 

5 . Things get more complicated when we cons ider the 
poss ibil ity of a short -duration switch closure. This is 
the partly completed primitive flow table resulting from 
the additional sequences in Fig. 4 . 

s_J 

z_s-L___JL_ 

~l®I@ I® I 
6. Things can get even more complicated, as shown by 
these add itional sequences that arise when the time be
tween closu res is small relative to the clock period. 
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0 
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7. Here's the primitive flow table that resu lts when the 
seq uences shown in Fig. 6 can occur. 

transition to state (j). If the k entry were made 
an optional entry, the danger could exist of the 
transition terminating in state @, in which case 
the circuit design would be faulty, since no output 
pulse would then occur. 

If it is known that the closure of the switch is 
of long duration relative to the clock signal, and 
if we assume that simultaneous input changes are 
possible, the completed primitive flow table shown 
in Fig. 3 results. 

If the switch closure can be of short duration 
relative to the clock signal, some additional se
quences are possible (Fig. 4), and the partly 
completed primitive flow table in Fig. 5 results. 

A new parameter must now be considered: the 
repetition rate of switch closure. If the duration 
between successive closures is known to be long 
relative to the clock, none of the remaining tran
sitions can ever occur, and the six remaining en
tries in the flow table in Fig. 5 can be optional. 

If the duration between successive switch 
closures can be short relative to the clock, we 
have a condition in which the switch can close 
during a clock pulse that is being transmitted as 
an output pulse, which will, according to the 
specifications, call for the next clock pulse to 
generate an output pulse also. This leads to some 
additional possible sequences (Fig. 6) and to the 
completed primitive flow table in Fig. 7. 

To summarize, full knowledge of possible cir
cuit action should be utilized in constructing the 
primitive flow table. Failure to take advantage 
of possible optional transitions can lead to re
dundancy in the circuit and a more costly design. 
Capricious assumption of optional transitions 
when, in fact, they are not optional can lead to a 
faulty circuit design. • • 

Reference 

1. Marcus, M.P., Switching Circuits for Engineers, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs. N.J., second edi
tion, 1967. 
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there is a difference 
between 

... and the difference is Cimron. 

What we're talking about, of course, is the difference 
between "meantime before failure" and "meantime to 
repair." All four Cimron DMM'S are designed for the 
fastest possible service. All functions are on plug-in 
circuit boards ... even the readout. You can replace all 
cards, button-up, and make an accurate measurement 
in less than two minutes. 

What happens when you have a failure in an instru
ment that has a majority of its components anchored 
to the master board? You have the choice of replace
ment or logging downtime during lengthy and costly 
repair. "MTTR" now becomes more important than 
"MTBF." 

A word about specsmanship - when looking at accu
racy, remember that one least significant digit means 
0.01 % of range on a 4 digit DVM, and 0.001 % of range 
on a 5 digit DVM; also, a 24 hour spec means calibrat
ing every 24 hours. Cimron's short-term spec is 90 days. 

AND 

We're proud to show the inside of our DMM - and you 
will be too. 

Remember CIMRON when you need a high quality AC 
Power Source, Line Regulator, Pulse Generator, Two 
Phase Clock {MOS Driver), Data Acquisition System, 
and Digital Multimeter. Local Warranty service is now 
available. Write or call Lear Siegler, lnc./Cimron Instru
ments, 714 N. Brookhurst St., Anaheim, California 92803. 
Telephone 714-774-1010. 

® 
H 

LEAR SIEGLER, INC. CIMRON INSTRUMENTS 



Start bridged-T equalizer designs easily 
with approximate formu las that avoid trial and error. 
You can estimate equa lizat ion fits and finite-Q effects. 

The bridged-T network is widely used to equal
ize the group delay of other units in communica
tions systems-such as bandpass filters. And cir
cuit elements can be obtained readily with tabu
lated values of normalized components. But the 
circuit theory and design criteria on which the 
tables are based do not include quick estimates 
of equalization fit, nor the amplitude variations 
incurred by practical bridged-T networks that 
use inductors with finite-loaded Qs. This leaves 
the designer with the prospect of building an 
equalizer by trial and error-either with a com
puter or by making tedious lab tests. A better 
alternative is to use approximate formulas based 
on a frequency normalization technique that gets 
you into the ballpark. 

Let's develop them. 
The bridged-T network usually employed is 

shown in Fig. la. The transmission characteris
tics are more easily derived from a lattice proto
type (Fig. lb)-an equivalent circuit. 

Bridged-T network analysis normally makes 
use of polar coordinates to simplify calculations. 
To build this bridged-T network, a minimum po
lar angle of 60 ° is required. Angles of less than 
60 ° require a different bridged-T network that 
employs mutual inductance. 

The insertion loss, L, of a prototype section 
working between a matched generator and 
matched load is given as 

- r (1 + do) 2 + x2 J 
L-10 logl (1 - do) 2 + xz dB, (1) 

where x =""' 2 (f - f 0 ) IM is the normalized fre
quency variable, f is the frequency, f 0 is the cen
ter frequency, M is the normalizing bandwidth, 
do = Qu/ Qu, is the normalized dissipation factor, 
Q = f ol .cd is the network Q and Q11 1 is the un
loaded Q of the lattice r esonators. When x = 0, 
then f = f 0 , and the bandwidth for x = ± 1.0 
is M. 

It is assumed that both the series and shunt 
resonators of the equivalent lattice have the same 

Richard M. Kurzrok, Consulting Engineer, 545 West End 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10024 
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unloaded Qs. This condition is one of uniform 
dissipation. 

For transmission phase shift and group delay 
responses, the effects of incidental dissipation 
can be neglected. Thus, d0 = 0. The transmission 
phase shift, 8, of an equalizer section is then 

() = 2 tan- 1 x rad, 

and the group delay response is 

(2) 

7= 7T: f[ 1 J x" Jµs, (3) 

where M is in MHz. 
The bridged-T group delay equalizer is used to 

approximate the two most commonly specified 
equalizer fits-parabolic and linear. 

The design center frequency is that of the reso
nators of the prototype lattice. The resonant fre
quency is not that of the bridging resonator in 
the equivalent circuit, since L:iCa is not equal to 

0 

c 1 •Ca 

Lz• Le 
T 

Rz• Ra 
T 

L3 • 2LA 

C3 • (CA-CB) 
-2-

R3 •2RA 

j Cl 

I 

L3 

~ 

,.. ,.. 

L2 

R2 

l Cl 

( 1------0 

LA 

o....._-..... ..-~------------------0 

1. A popular network for the equalization of group delays 
of other networks, the bridged-T equalizer (a) is an all 
pass network when pure reactive elements are used . For 
transmission analysis, it's more convenient to treat the 
equivalent circuit-a lattice prototype (b). 
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LACA. Actually, L3C3 = LA (CA - Ca). 
The equalizer, frequency-centered at x = 0, op

erates out to some limiting values, plus and mi
nus of the normalized frequency. 

Rewriting the group delay response from Eq. 
3 as a relative response gives: 

1 
y = 1 + xz = T / T o, (4) 

where y is the relative group delay and T o = 
2/ 7T6.f is the group delay at x = 0. Equation 4 
is plotted in Fig. 2. 

If we now restrict the usable equalizer fre
quency range to 0< lx l < 11.l I, then the equalizer 
fit is approximated by the following parabola: 

y = 1 - (1 / 2) x2 • (5) 

Equation 5 is also plotted in Fig. 2. The error 
in the parabolic fit is limited to 9. 7 % , which is 
adequate for many applications. 

For linear group-delay fits, the closest approxi
mation is found this way : The center frequency 
of the linear fit is offset, above or below lattice 
resonances, to normalized frequencies near the 
points of inflection of the bridged-T group delay 
response curve. By successively differentiating 
Eq. 4 and equating to zero, the points of inflec
tion are found to be x = ± 0.577. For practical 
linear group delay equalizers, the design center 
frequencies are offset to x = ± 0.6. 

By restriction of the usable equalizer frequency 
range to - l.3<x< - 0.1 (for positive linear 
slopes) or +0.l<x< + 1.3 (for negative slopes), 

~ 
PARABOLIC FIT 

~ 0 .8 

~ 
~ 0 .7---1---t---t-'t--oit---+---t---+----1 
<!) 

"' > 
~ 0.6 
..J 

"' a: 

y • -0.502. + 1.055 
\ LINEAR FIT 

I 0 .5-+----+---+--+---+-_..-=---+--+--I ... 

0.3....,.._-+-_-+ ....... -+ ....... ~ ....... ~ ....... -+ ................... "'"1 

0 0 .2 0 .4 0 .6 0 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 

•-NORMALIZED FREQUENCY 

2. The bridged-T is used to approximate parabolic and 
linear equalization fits. As a parabolic approximation, 
the best fit occurs when both center frequencies are at 
x = 0. But for a linear fit, the straight line intersects 
the bridged-T curve at its inflection point. 
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a good linear fit is achieved. The negative linear 
slope is approximated by the following straight 
line: 

y = -0.502 x +l.055. (6) 

Equation 6, also plotted in Fig. 2, gives a dif
ference error limited to 3.2 % . The bridged-T 
equalizer inherently provides a better linear fit 
than parabolic fit. 

Practical equalizers, of course, do not realize 
idealized all-pass behavior. Because of finite 
Qs, some dissipation exists and amplitude varia
tions result. To estimate the amount of the vari
ation, let's take a closer look at Eq. 1. 

For small values of the normalized dissipation 
factor d0 , the equation simplifies to 

[ 
( 1 + 2 d0 + X

2
) J 

L~lOlog (1 - 2do +x2) dB. 

At x = 0, 

(7) 

[ 
1 + 2 d0 J L0 ~10 log l _ 2 do :::::: 17.36 d0 dB. (8) 

Equation 8 provides the magnitude of the ampli
tude notch that occurs at x = 0 for an imperfect 
dissipative equalizer section. When x = 1.0, Eq. 
7 reduces to: 

L ~ 10 log [ ~ ~; ~: J ~ 8.68 d0 dB. (9) 

If the range of usable normalized frequency is re
stricted to O< lx l<l l.O I, the amplitude variation, 
~L. due to incidental dissipation is 

t.L =Lo - L = 8.68 do dB. (10) 

Equation 10 can now be used to provide quick 
estimates of the amplitude variation in most 
bridged-T equalizers. 

The discussion so far has been based on the 
assumption that equalizer bandwidths are nar
row. When this is the case, arithmetic symmetry 
can be used for small percentage bandwidths
those of less than 10 % . Of course, this normali
zation becomes invalid when larger percentage 
bandwidths are encountered; they require a nor
malization that produces geometric symmetry . 

If geometric symmetry is assumed, Eqs. 1-6 
can be used with certain modifications. These 
include a new normalized frequency variable, 

X = Q (f/ f 0 - f 0 / f). (11) 

The Q is unchanged from the form given under 
Eq. 1. 

The center frequency group delay now becomes 

T o = 7T ~ f [1 + (f0 / f 2
)] (12) 

Eq. 12 introduces a skewing that superimposes a 
linear component on the bridged-T quasi-para
bolic response shape. • • 
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From our TTL Family Tree, simple new solutions for 
AID converters, minicomputers, high speed systems. 

Four new high quality members 
have been added to the Fairchild 
family of 96 TTL/MSl circuits. 
Each can be used in a variety 
of designs-alone, or combined 
with other members of our TTL 
and/or MOS families-for simple 
solutions to complex systems 
problems: For example: 

9334 8-Bit Addressable Latch for general purpose 
storage in high speed digital systems. Combined with 
other MSI devices, it can be easily expanded to form 
large storage arrays. By itself, the 9334 can serve 
as an 8-bit addressable latch memory, one-of-eight 
decoder or one-of-eight demultiplexer. 

SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION A/D CONVERTER 

PARALLEL OVT 

9316 

SERIALOVT 

In an AID Converter, the 9334, combined with a 9316 
Binary Counter and standard linear devices, provides 
a successive approximation analog-to-digital 
con_version. Send for our Appl. Note 294. 

9338 8-Bit Multiple Port Register for high speed 
storage in an arithmetic logic unit is probably the most 
significant new function yet designed for minicomputer 
memories. Uniquely, it eliminates any addressing 
restrictions by permitting simultaneous read/write 
without race problems and by allowing data to 
be written into any one of the 8 storage locations and 
read out of any two of the locations simultaneously. 

16-BIT ALU WITH 8 ACCUMULATORS 

Used as a one-bit slice of eight registers/ 
accumulators, it combines with either the 9340 or 
9341/74181 ALU device to become the powerful heart 
of a minicomputer central processing unit. It's 
equivalent to a 9301 decoder, a 9308 latch, two 9312 
multiplexers and a dual flip-flop. Send for our 
Appl. Note 220. 

93HOO and 93H72 High Speed 4-Bit Shift Registers 
improve system performance up to 300% over a wide 
range of design applications that are based 
on the 9300 industry standard shift register. 

The 93HOO has the same pin configuration as 9300 
but has improved minimum shift rate by a factor of 3 
(to 45MHz). This high-speed 4-bit shift register is 
a multi-functional sequential logic block, useful in a 
wide variety of register and counter applications. 

The 93H72 has a minimum shift frequency of 45MHz 
and typical 58MHz. It uses the same basic 4-bit 
shift register configuration as the 9300 but with 
additional logic flexibility. 9300 J and K inputs are 
replaced by single D type input and a clock enable 
input E, providing a HOLD ("do-nothing") state. 
This eliminates the need for external clock gating. 

These MSI devices are indicative of the problem
solving power of the Fairchild TTL Family Tree, 
most comprehensive TTL line in the industry. They 
are available, along with product and application 
information, from your friendly Fairchild Distributor. 

FAIRCHILD SEM ICONDUCTOR. A Divi•ion of Fairchild Camera and lti.l rumenl Co rporal ion. Mounlain View. California 94040. (415 ) 962-5011. TWX: 910-379-6435 
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(ideas for design) 

High-level analog-gate circuit reverses 
polarity without operational headaches 

Controlling ac signals isn't easy; most devices 
are not bilateral, and they don't function properly 
when the polarity is reversed. The polarity prob
lem can be overcome by using a relay, of course, 
but if no contact bounce and small current are 
required, a better solution is to use a 3N160 P
channel enhancement mode FET. 

In the diagram the source is connected to the 
5-V supply because the gate must be negative 
with respect to the source to turn the device ON. 
The substrate is connected through a 47-kD re
sistor to the gate. This keeps the substrate re
versed biased when the device is OFF and allows 
the device to operate bilaterally-the key to the 
operation of the circuit. 

When logic ZERO exists at the base of Q,, the 
device turns OFF, allowing the gate of Q2 to rise 
to the peak value of the ac signal. This is accom
plished by charging C1 through R 2 and D ,. For 
Q" to turn OFF, the gate must be ZERO, or posi
tive with respect to the source and drain. 

By holding the gate at the peak positive value 
of the ac signal, we turn the device OFF, and the 
signal passes through R , to the output. 

When there is a logic ONE at the base of Q, , 

the device turns ON, and the collector goes to 
ground, discharging C, and placing the gate at 
- 5 V with respect to the source. Thus Q" is 
turned ON, and the signal is shunted to ground. 

Glen Goers, Electronic Devices Div., Texas In
struments, Inc., P.O. Box 5012, Mail Station 84, 
Dallas, Tex. 75222 CIRCLE NO. 310 
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R3 
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0 TO 5V I Ok 
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TO 
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IOOk 

~ 
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s R5 
47k 

No contact bounce, low switching current and small 
size are the advantages of this high-level shunt, 
analog-gate circuit over a relay. The circuit can be 
used wherever ac signals need to be controlled. 

Build a digital clock without 
BCD conversion in the design 

Digital clocks-driven from a 60-pulse-per-sec
ond source-usually also require either one pro
grammable ROM or a number of standard ICs to 
get the proper BCD coding for the hour count. 
But by manipulation of only a few standard 
counter sections and the addition of one quad 
NOR gate, a digital clock can be built with the 

70 

required BCD coding built in (see diagram). 
The input of 60 pulses per second is divided 

by 3600 with three µL9305 variable modulo 
counters (U, V and W) and a quad NAND gate 
(S) that provide + 16, + 15 and + 15, respec
tively. The divide by 15 is accomplished by con
trolling the modulus of the three digit (D, C, B) 
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[eeckman3 
INSTRUMENTS, INC. 

HELIPOT DIVISION 
FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA 

HELPING SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE. 

Here they are: the best buys. Our new Series 72 
single-turn 3/e" cermet trimmers at an eye-opening 
49¢ each in the 1,000 quantity. They're equally 
well-priced in other quantities, too. One alone 
costs just 70¢. 

But there's also that dependable Helipot quality 
and performance, plus things you don't get 
elsewhere. Like our resistance and slider stability 
... change is less than 0.5% in the first 1,000 
operation hours, progressively less thereafter. 
Impressive, when the life expectancy exceeds five 
years' continuous duty under full-rated power. 
And the Series 72 sealing - compatible with wave 
soldering, low-viscosity potting, and board 
washing even with chlorinated solvents. 

Add the wide range of values, ± 100 ppm/ °C 
tempco, and off-the-shelf availability from 17 
nationwide stocking points and what have you got? 
The best reasons in the world for requesting 
complete specs and data on this breakthrough 
line of Helipot cermet trimmers. Do it now - it 
won 't cost you a cent. 
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The digital clock circuit is simplified with a rear
rangement of standard modulus counters to give 

counter section, with the output of the succeed
ing digit (A). 

With A = 0, t he modulus is 8. On count 8, A is 
toggled, and the modulus is changed to 7. The 
µ,L9305 counters toggle on the positive edge. 
Therefore succeeding stages are driven by the in
verted outputs, which assure integrity of count 
after the reset is released. 

The minutes and hours are counted and BCD 
is encoded by three additional µL9305 counters 
(X, Y, Z). The minute LSD is a straight decade 
count. The minute MSD is a modulo 6 connection 
of the three-digit section of Y. 

The hour LSD is a decade connection, except 

72 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II x 
5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 

I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 

0 I I 0 0 0 0 I I 

I I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 I I I 

RESET {MR)• 

ZB • YA 

directly the necessary BCD coding (a). An hour se
quence table and the reset equation are given (b) . 

that the first-stage (A) outputs are reversed. 
This provides the proper 1 th ru 12 (zero skip
ped) code sequence, and a 1 :00 code when reset. 
The hour MSD is obtained with the extra digit 
section of Y. The required modulo 12 count is 
attained by deriving a master reset pulse from 
the 13-code output that instantly resets the count
ers to 1 :00.000. 

Walter L. Rutchik, Associate Research Engi
neer, Corporate Development Dept., Cutler-Ham
mer, Inc., 4201 N. 27 St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
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Heath/Schlumberger? 
That's right ... Heath/Schlumberger. A new name in design-quality, 
factory assembled and calibrated instruments. 

The "Heath" part of our name comes from being a division of 
that well known manufacturer of kits. But we don't make kits. In fact, 
Heath/Schlumberger is an entirely separate operation. 

The "Schlumberger" (pronounced Shlum-bear-zhay) part of our 
name comes from being a member of that world-wide corporation 
devoted to measurements of many kinds. Schlumberger is one of the 
leading European manufacturers of electronic instrumentation. 

With that background, you can see why we are producing state
of-the-art, ready-to-use, instrumentation ... comparable to some of 
the best in performance ... but with better performance/price ratios. 

So when you are ready to buy electronic instruments, check the 
growing Heath/Schlumberger line. 

We're the group to watch. 
To order or receive additional information, write Dept. 520-26. 

HEATH Heath I Schlumberger 
Scientific Instruments 
Benton Harbor, 
Michigan 49022 

A. SM-104A 80 MHz counter. BCD output. 1 MHz TCXO with 1 ppm/yr. stability. $500. 

B. EU-205B solid-state strip chart recorder. 23 speeds, 30 in/min. to 0.2 in/hr.; 18 calibrated 
ranges, 1 mV to 500 V full scale. 0.5 sec. pen response. 0.1% tracking accuracy and linearity. 
Completely programmable. $675. 

C. EU-70A solid-state dual trace scope. DC-15 MHz. Complete dual trace capability. Triggered 
sweep. 18 calibrated time bases. X-Y capability. $595. 

D. SM-105A 80 MHz counter. Same as SM-104A above but without BCD output and uses a 
1 MHz crystal with ±10 ppm/yr. stability. $350. 

E. EU-81A function generator. Sine, square and triangle wave output. 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz. Linear 
dial. External voltage control. $245. EK-308 

A 
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Replace UJT and SCR in a timing circuit 
with a programmable unijunction transistor 

The timing and switching functions in a tim
ing circuit are usually obtained with a UJT and 
SCR. But a simpler and less-expensive circuit 
with increased reliability results when the UJ T 
and SCR are replaced by a programmable uni
j unction transistor (PUT). 

With a PUT in the circuit, the timing and 
latching functions are independent, because the 
RrCT timing network is connected to the gate 
and the Vs reference is applied to the anode (see 
diagram). The valley current, !,., can be pro
grammed between 25 µ,A and 150 mA without 
affecting the timing. 

Delays from 0.05 to 60 seconds or longer are 
provided, and t he reset time is less than 5 ms. 
While most UJT-SCR timing circuits are limited 
to not less than 5 to 10 mA load currents by the 
maximum holding current requirement 111 , the 
PUT -designed system will handle load currents 
from 25 µ,A to 150 mA. 

It can operate from 20 to 40 V, with ±2 % or 
better repeat accuracy, and it will operate be
tween - 30 to 17 0 F with less than ± 10 % change 
in timing and without compensation. Changing 
the ratio of R, to Ri by a small amount provides 
a calibration of the timer. 

When R3 is replaced by a triac, t he circuit 
operates as follows: Capacitor CT charges to V oc 
with t he closing of the switch. The instantaneous 
charging current of c.r develops a voltage drop 
across RT, reverse-biasing the gate to anode junc
tion. As the current exponentially decays, V RT 

is reduced at the same rate and at (Vs- VAo) the 
pnp base-to-emitter junction of the P UT becomes 
forward-biased. 

As CT discharges, the PUT is driven through 
the negative resistance region, and the circuit 
latches on. 

Ernie Foldzari, 1520 Plymouth Circle, Carpen
tersville, Ill. 60110 
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IFD Winner for August 5, 1971 
Doug Clifford, Design Engineer , Hewlett
Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, 
Calif. His idea "Reset dividers faster with 
a single flip-flop" has been voted the Most 
Valuable of Issue award. 
Vote for the Best Idea in this issue. 

•20 V TO •40V 

INPUT Vee •30 v 
~~~..__~~~~~~ 

SI 

10 

~ : 
:!! 7 
I 6 

5 5 
~ 4 

~ 3 
;:: 2 
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Vs 
REFERENCE 
12V 

R2 Cr 
I k 

RI R3 

P.UJ. 
GE Dl3Tl- T2 

VO 

OUTPUT 

680 470 LOAO 

Vee· 30 vc1c 

013TI P.U:t AT 25° C 

1•2.SAMAX. 

RCA 
40528-
29- 30 

60Hz 
QC 

24-240V 

----.-01 

~60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 1.....-i~~~-+-~~~-+~~~__,f--~~~-+-1 0 
IOOk 500k I.SM 2M 

Cost savings and increased reliability are obtained 
with a programmable unijunction transistor in this 
timing circuit (a). The PUT replaces a UJT and 
SCR. Measured time delays are given as a function 
of timing resistance for two capacitance values (b) . 

VOTE! Go through all ldea·for·Design entries, select the 
best, and circle the appropriat e number on t he Reader
Service-Card. 

SEND US YOUR IDEAS FOR DESIGN. · You may win a 
grand total of $1050 (cash) ! Here 's how. Subm it your 
IFD describing a new or important circuit or design 
technique, the clever use of a new component or test 
equ ipment, packaging t ips, cost-saving ideas to our 
Ideas-for-Design ed itor. You will receive $20 for each 
accepted idea, $30 more if it is voted best-of·issue by 
our readers. The best-of-issue winners become el igible 
for the Idea Of the Yea r award of $1000. 
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DESIGN 

Let us mill. 
Not all sheet-metal parts should be manufactured 

by force and violence. It's much more humane to dis
solve away the unwanted metal. This process, called 
photo chemical machining, leaves the parts unstressed, 
unbent, unbroken, unbeaten. It's extremely accurate. 
And it may cost less than militant methods such as 
stamping and machining. 

We became expert in photo chemical machining by 
running one of the largest chemical milling operations 
ever set up. It's a continuous process that turns out a 
couple of million color TV aperture masks per year. 
(Each mask is pierced by half-a-million tiny, round 
holes.) 

If we can make masks, we can make almost any
thing by photo chemical machining: parts such as IC 
lead frames, display-tube numbers, grids, heaters, 
computer-card guides, electric-razor cutter heads. We 
do everything: artwork, milling, finish plating. 

40-lead IC frame. (PCM part) 

Naturally, we welcome run-of-the-mill chemical 
milling work. (It's our bread and butter.) But we're 
overjoyed when people give us a really tough PCM 
job. We have a whole crew of metallurgists, chemists 
and designers, and they can come up with sweet an
swers where others produced sour notes. 

So if you're having any problem with PCM parts, 
come to us. 

Instead of just milling around. 
For more about PCM, call Bill Johnson at 717-265-

2121. Or write him at GTE Sylvania, Chemical & 
Metallurgical Division, Towanda, Pa. 18848. 

FROM 

SYLVANIA 

Gold-plated transistor lead frame . (Stamped part) 

Stamp out everything. 
One of our most creative areas is the stamping of 

electronic parts. 
We can bang them out like a machine gun-about 10 

million parts per day. From a wide range of materials. 
In all sorts of finishes and tempers. To extremely close 
tolerances. 

We've got presses that will blank, cup, draw, pierce, 
bead, knurl and trim-all in one pass. 

We'll take on the most intricate shapes you have, 
make our own dies for them and knock out beautiful 
parts by the barrelful. 

And we'll do it at a reasonable cost. (After all, 
stamping is the most economical way to mass-produce 
metal parts.) 

So give us your huddled contacts. Your teeming 
lamp bases. Your integrated circuit parts. Your cans 
and headers. Your anything and everything. 

And we'll stamp 'em out for you. 
Call our stamping people at 717-764-9853. Ask for 

Hal Martin. Or write to him at: GTE Sylvania, Parts 
Division, 1128 Roosevelt Ave., York, Pa.17404. 

(Cji~ SYLVANIA 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 35 
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If you need 
panel instruments 
with custom dials, 
cases, accura~ 

tracking, resistance, 
response time, or 

practically any 
combination of 
unusual specs ... 

~ 
o SEISMOMIETH 

1 

SMOKE INDICATOR 

\ \ I I I 1 1 
, • e s ' 

' ' 2 10 " " 
0 ,. 

FEET P IER MINUTE 

Buy 
TripleH's 

designed-for-you 
Panel 

Instruments I 
10 

I I I 111111 r 
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Although we stock some 1369 differ
ent styles, sizes and types of standard 
panel instruments, a very large pro
portion of our customers buy custom 
instruments. 

Because they need: 

custom dials 
reading in such units as pH, roent
gens, mm Hg, rpm, %, inches. 

custom cases 

square, round, rectangular, edge
wise (horizontal and vertical), wide, 
narrow, shallow. 

custom accuracy 
to within 1/ 2 % with mirror scales 
and knife-edge pointers. 

custom tracking 

to match the specific needs of exist
ing or new instrument des igns. 

•• 20 ". ll 40" 60 100 

custom resistance 
for low circuit loading with toler
ances as low as ± 1 %. 

custom damping 
to meet stringent electrical and 
vibration requirements. 

For instance, one of our customers had 
us design and manufacture a custom 
instrument to replace - in every de
tail of physical and electrical specifi
cations - one which he was using on 
a delicate piece of medical instru 
mentation . Rejects from his previous 
source hod risen to over 20 %. He re
jected only 3 of the first hundred we 
shipped-with almost negligible 
rejections from the many hundreds 
we've shipped since. 

What custom panel instrument speci
ficat ions do you need to make your 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 36 

product more reliable, more accurate, 
more rugged and - in the long run 
- less expensive? For quick, depend
able delivery of small quantities of 
Triplett's "designed-for-you" panel 
instruments, contact your Triplett 
Sa !es/Service/ Modification Center. 
For prototypes or production quanti
ties, contact your Triplett representa
tive. He 'll put you in touch with our 
Instrument Designers/Engineers who'll 
help you analyze the problem and 
suggest the optimum cost/result 
solution . 

1lf TRIPLETT 
BLUFFTON, OHIO 415817 

Manufacturers of the World's 
most complete line of V-0-M's 
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(new products J 
Smallest-volume 3-1/2-digit DPM 
features -the lowest price of $89 

Just under 8 cubic in. in volume, this smallest 3-1 /2-digit DPM is also the 
lowest priced-$89 in quantities of 100. 

Ana/;og Devices, Inc., Norwood, 
Mass. Phone: (617) 329-4700. 
P&A.- - $89 (100-up ) ; stock. 

The latest victory in the size and 
price battles in digital panel 
meters comes-not from one of the 
old-line DPM vendors-but from 
'Analog Devices, a large manufac
turer of analog and conversion 
modules, a small manufacturer of 
monolithic ICs and a brand new 
manufacturer of panel meters. 

In quantities of 100, the com
pany's bipolar 3-1 / 2-digit AD2001 
costs $89-just $6 less than Ana
logic's A 2532, the lowest-cost bi
polar, cased DPM. Weston's uni
polar 1291 costs $99 .75. Datascan's 
unipolar 610 costs $95 and its bi-

ELECTRONIC D ESIGN 25, December 9. 197 1 

polar 620 costs $101, but case and 
bezel for either cost an extra $5. 

The AD200l's price advantage 
is small. Its size advantage is 
large. The aluminum case has di
mensions of 3-in .-wide by 1-3 / 4-
in.-high by 1-1/ 2-in.-deep for an 
over-all volume just under 8 cubic 
in. That's less than half the 18 
cubic in. of Digilin's LED-readout 
3330-the smallest DPM till now. 

While most DPMs use gas-dis
charge readouts and a few use 
LEDs, the AD2001 uses RCA's 

umitrons. The DR2110 for full 
digits and the DR2120 for the 
± 1 have 0.4-in. characters. 

Unlike most DPMs, the AD2001 
does not operate from the ac line, 

so it saves the price, size and 
weight of a line transformer, recti
fier and filter. Further, thanks to 
new, "Analok" circuitry, which the 
company won't describe t ill its 
patent application has been acted 
on, the meter doesn't need the in
verter required by other DPMs 
that operate from 5 V to allow bi
polar operation or readings near 
0 V. There are two 5-V terminals 
(which can be commoned). An un
regulated source of 5 V de at 800 
mA (or 5 Vac) can power the dis
play while + 5 V de at 200 mA, 
with a modest regu lation of 5% , 
can drive the rest of the circuitry. 

Accuracy is 0.05 % of reading 
± 1 digit and tempco is 0.005% of 
reading per degree C. Noise rejec
tion is 40 dB at 60 Hz, which is 
good, but hardly sensational. Full 
scale is 199.9 mV and the unit can 
take a 20-V input without damage. 
The meter can operate from 0 to 
+60 °C. 

The meter includes automatic 
zero correction; in effect, it shorts 
the input once every reading. Con" 
version rate is five per second with 
the internal trigger, up to 20 per 
second with an external trigger. 

The unit has BCD output for 
the . three fu ll digits and outputs 
for the most-significant 1, polari
ty, the conversion gate and read
ings beyond 200 mV (which make 
the "1" flash ). The meter can ac
cept print commands and com
mands to hold a reading. 

All the circuitry is contained on 
two small (about 1-1 / 2 by 2-7 / 8 
inch ) PC boards. They are held to
gether, at right angles, by three 
DIP IC's along the corner-with 
half their leads in one board, half 
in the other. 
For Analog Devices: 
For Analogic: 
For Datascan: 
For Digilin: 
For Weston: 

CIRCLE NO. 250 

CIRCLE NO. 251 

CIRCLE NO. 252 

CIRCLE NO. 253 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

Palm-size 3-lb scope 
works to 0.5 MHz 

T ektronix, Inc., Box 500, B eaver
ton, Ore. Phone: (503 ) 644-0161. 
P&A: $545 (includes batteries) ; 
stock. 

The t iny 211 solid-state mini
scope is a 0.5-MHz lab scope weigh
ing just 3 lbs and measuring only 
3 by 5-1/ 4 by 9 in . It has an in
tegra l 1-Mn probe and oper ates 
fro m t he ac line or up to 5 hours 
on internal batteries . Defl ection 
factors are 1 mV / div. to 50 V / div. 
and sweep rates extend to 1 µ,s/ div. 
Triggering is simplified to one ro
tar y control. 

CIRCLE NO. 255 

The overwhelming chances are that you'll find the exact power switch you need 
in one of our catalogs. Here's why : ·vou'll find literally hundreds of types in 
stock. Or you can combine your own special configuration from millions of 
components off-the-shelf! Choose from Rotary, Cam, Detent & Snap-action, 
Pushbutton and other types. Standard specs range from 1 /2 up to 200 
Amps ... from one to 75 poles per switch ... plus combinations (tandem , gear train, 
etc.). And if you don't find your specific need, we'll find it (or build it) for 
you ... usually at standard switch prices! 
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Send for Bulletin C-1 (our "Catalog of available catalogs"} or tell us your 
specific interests for detailed information. 

ELECTRO SWITCH 
CORP 

Weymouth . Massac husetts 021 88 

Telephone: 617 / 335 / 5200 TWX: 710/ 388/ 0377 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 37 

$595 4-1/2-digit DMM 
features 25 ranges 

W eston Instruments, Inc., 614 Fre
linghuysen A ve., N ewark, N .J. 
Phone: (201) 243-4700. P&A : 
$595; stock. 

A new 4-1/ 2-digit por table mult i
meter includes 25 ranges fo-r meas
ur ing ac and de voltage a nd cur
rent and r esistance. The new model 
1242 has a maximum ± 19999 read
ing and is sma ll enough to be car
r ied in a standard attache case. It 
can be bench or r ack mounted and 
weighs only 4.5 lb . De accuracy is 
0.05% of reading ± 1 dig it and ac 
accuracy is ± 0.2 % of r eading ± 1 
digit. 

CIRCLE NO. 256 

Frequency counters 
mount in panels 

Anadex Instruments, Inc., 7833 
Haskell Ave., Van Nuys, Calif . 
Phone : (213) 782-9527. P&A: see 
text; 4 wks. 

The CPM-600 series of digital 
panel meter counters feature 10-
m V sensitivity, 5-digit displays, 
BCD output, remote programming, 
integral power supplies and small 
s ize. Four models are present ly 
available: t he CP M-600 counter
timer ($425) , t he CP M-601 vari
able-t ime-base counter ($595) , the 
CPM-603 freq uency counter ($295) 
and t he TPM-600 totalizer ( $250 ) . 

CIRCLE NO. 257 

REQUESTED DATA DELWERY 
SERVICE is here-see card in
side front cover. 
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85-mil Centers 
If you need a bright spot of light but don't 
want to give up much real estate on your 
PC board, note our new MV5080-series. They're 
T-1 bulb size, and have straight-down 
leads that let you array them on 
85-mil centers. They give you 
all the good things you expect 
from GaAsLITEs- long life, 
reliability, low power (1.6 V@ 
l,=20mA). Let your mind wander 
over applications for our clear or red
lens versions for on-board diagnostics, 
film annotation arrays, or... 59¢* 

•All prices quoted are uni I price in 1000 lo t quantities. 

Panel Light Package 
If you're looking for a panel indicator lamp 
that's as easy to mount as it is to see, gaze on 
our new MV5025, the T-1'/• bulb size. It's 
fully-flooded for maximum visib ility from any 
angle and comes with its own snap-in bezel 
mount. Fits standard panels ranging in thickness 

from .062 to .125". It's quick, neat, and 
sexy as heck for dressing up your 
product. Also: when it comes time to 
cost out the panel light (a modest cost 
in your over-all part count anyhow) 
think what it costs to change a burned-
out light bulb. Ours don' t burn out. 
That's one reason so many smart 
engineers are doing the GaAsLITE 
thing in their new gear... 71¢ 

including mounting clip. 

Axial leads, anyone? 
Our MV50 GaAsLITEs feature axial leads 
that can mount on 100-mil centers. More 
MV50's are in use today than any other 
light-emitting diode in the world. And the 
new red-lens version looks like a winner, 
too. The MV50 has documented reliability: 
over 400,000 hours of testing at 
maximum current. Oh, yes: it's bright, 
long-lived, and (yawn! you know this already) 
very low cost: 49¢ 

. - - --§ 

GaAsLITE Update 
In September we shipped more than a 
quarter million discrete GaAsLITEs. The 
reason? Availability on our distributors' 
shelves, proven reliability, low prices 
that even include extensive testing and 
applications help, and p.roducts 
like these: 

More Panel Lights 
Everything we've said already about the 
MV5025 goes for the other panel light 
varieties we offer under the secret 
code names of MV5010, 5020, and 
5030. They have leads and lenses 
of varying lengths and sizes, 
and come in clear, clear red, 
diffused, red diffused, and ... 
Hell, why don't you get our data 
sheet and figure out which one is 
right for your application. We know 
that one is bound to be. And they're 
beautiful ... As low as 69¢ 

Distributors at your service 
All the GaAsLITEs we've mentioned here - and 
a whole lot more - are in stock, in quantity, 
at our fine distributors. Call your P.O. numbers 
to them. 

Elmar Electronics 
Kierulff Electronics 
K-T/Wesco 

Liberty Electronics 
Schweber Electronics 

Semiconductor Specialists 
Western Radio 

ENGLAND 
Semicomps Ltd. 
Semiconductor Specialists 

FRANCE 
Radio Television Francais 

GERMANY 
Alfred Neye-Enatechnik 

ITALY 
Si lverstar Ltd. 

JAPAN 
New Metals & Chemicals Ltd. 

SWEDEN 
lngenjoersfirman 

Gunnar Petterson 

SWITZERLAND 
Omni RayA/G 

Monsanto 
For additional technical information write 

Monsanto Electronic Special Products 

10131 Bubb Road, Cupertino, California 95014 

(408) 257-2140 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 38 
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UNIVERSAL--------
GREATER FLEXIBILITY -
ACCEPTS ALL I. C. 
PACKAGES 

Point to point 
wiring saves time, 
space and money 

Available in multiples of 9 row sections 
up to 54 rows, as standard catalog item. 
Each 9 row section accepts 3 plugs for interfacing 
or input-output connections. 
Double sided board with power and ground planes connected to 
additional wire wrap terminations outside of contact row. 
Changes and replacements made at component level. 
Complete wire wrap service. 

IC PACKAGING PANELS Request Catalog 266 

AU6ATINC. TEL: 617-222-2202 
31 PERRY AVE., ATTLEBORO, MASS. 02703 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 39 

the grabber. 
Our plunger action Mini-Test Clip 
is designed specifically for reaching 
into densely packaged miniaturized 
circuitry to make rapid, reliable tests. 

• Gold plated copper contact hook makes positive 
connection, and won't damage lead wires. 

• Specially designed tip slides down over square 
Wire-Wrap•pins for solid contact. 

• Integrally molded wire assures greater reliability 
and eliminates time-consuming assembly. 

• Molded nylon probe provides complete insulation 
to point of connection. 

• Four models offer widest selection of connecting 
plugs. Write for complete information and prices. 

POMONA ELECTRONICS 
1500 E. Ninth St., Pomona, Calif. 91766 •Telephone: (714) 623-3463 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 40 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

4-1/2-digit DMM 
houses 25 ranges 

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., B ox 
7428, S eattle, Wash. Phone: (206) 
77 4-2211 . P&A: $795; stock to 30 
days . 

A new 4-1 / 2-digit multimeter, 
the model 8120A, features 25 meas
urement ranges and modes. The 
instrument has ac and de ranges 
from 100 mV to 1000 V, current 
ranges from 100 µ,A to 1 A and 
resistance ranges from 1000 n to 
10 M.n. Overranging on all ranges 
is ·20 % . Other features are fully 
guarded circuits and fi eld-install
able options. 

CIRCLE NO. 258 

Spectrum analyzer 
spans 0.5 to 1300 MHz 

Q -
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Sing er Co., Instrumentation Div., 
3176 Porter Dr., Palo Alto, Calif. 
Phone: (415) 493-3231. P&A: 
$5995 to $6995; 30 to 60 days. 

A general-purpose spectrum ana
lyzer with normal and variable
persistence storage displays oper
ates from 500 kHz to 1300 MHz. 
The Alfred model SA-70 has a dy
namic range of 141 dB-from 
- 121 to + 20 dBm-and can r e
solve equal-amplitude signals as 
close as 300 Hz. It also features a 
crystal-controlled marker genera
tor, with markers at every 100 
MHz across the band. 

CIRCLE NO. 259 
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These amplifiers makeyourtestequipment
and your tiudget-look good. 
Hewlett-Packard's new wideband 
RF amplifiers improve the sensitivity 
of your scopes, spectrum analyzers, 
counters, network analyzers - any
where you need low-noise, high-gain 
amplification. 

As a result of HP's hybrid thin
film microcircuit technology, these 
amplifiers bring you superior perform-

Frequency Range 

Nominal Gain 

Gain Flatness 

Noise Figure 

Output Power 
@ 1 dB Gain 
Compression 

Price 

ance and high reliability at low cost. 
The table below gives frequency 

ranges, prices and performance of the 
six basic configurations. Dual channel 
versions of the preamps can also be 
supplied to improve the performance 
of 2-channel instrumentation. 

They're ready for delivery now. 
A call to your HP field engineer will 

bring you the details of how these 
amplifiers can help enhance the test 
equipment you're using now. Or write 
to Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, 
California 94304; Europe: 1217 
Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland. 

HEWLETT II PACKARD 

04021 A 

HEWLETT-PACKARD 8447 SERIES LAB AMPLIFIERS 

HP 8447A HP 8447B HP 8447C HP 84470 HP 8447E HP 8447 F 
Preamp Preamp Pwr. Amp. Preamp Pwr. Amp. Preamp/ Pwr. Amp. 

0.1-400 0.4-1.3 30-300 0.1-1300 0.1-1300 0.1 -1300 
MHz GHz MHz MHz MHz MHz 

20 dB 22 dB 30 dB 26 dB 22 dB 48 dB 

± 0.5 dB ± 1 dB ± 1 dB ± 1.5 dB ± 1.5 dB ±3 dB 

( 5 dB 

(5 dB to 1.0 GHz ( 11 dB (8 dB ( 11 dB (8 dB ( 6 dB, 
1.0-1.3 GHz 

>+ 7 dBm )-3 dBm >+17 dBm >+7 dBm >+14 dBm >+14 dBm 

550 600 $450 $650 700 $1175 



INSTRUMENTATION 

75-MHz counter/timer 
handles many functions 
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Monsanto Electrnnic Instruments, 
620 Passaic Ave., W. Caldwell, N. J . 
Phone : (2'01 ) 228-3800. P&A: 
$895; stock. 

The new half-rack counter/ timer 
model 113A is a 75-MHz universal 
dual-input counter that can count 
or measure the frequency of elec
trical events, can measure the 
period, the average period, the 
ratio of two events, elapsed time, 
t he time between even.ts and the 
time between the leading and trail
ing edges of a pulse. 
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High-speed scope 
writes 1500 cm I µ s 

-

H ewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill 
Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. Phone: (415 ) 
493-1501. P&A : $950 ( 180C cabi
n et version) , $1050 (180D rack 
version) ; 6 wks. 

In t he new model 180C/ D ver
sion of its 180 series oscilloscopes, 
Hewlett-Packard has increased 
trace brightness by a factor of 
about 5 to give a writing speed of 
1500 cm/µ s (with P31 phosphor 
and 10,000 ASA film without film 
fogging ) . The new scope can use 
all existing plug-ins for the 180 
series t hat give real-time frequency 
response to 100 MHz. 

CIRCLE NO. 261 

A FREE new Hayden Service for 
you-see card inside front cover. 
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Multi-channel source 
spans 50 to 300 MHz 

Dix Hills Electronics, Inc ., 163 Di.?; 
Hills Rd., Huntington Station, N.Y. 
Phone : (516) 271-9800. P&A: 
$6100 ; 6 wks. 

A new multiple-frequency signal 
generator for CATV and broad
band systems is useful in making 
cross-modulation, intermodulation 
and gain-flatness measurements. 
The SX-16 offers high-level, multi
ple-s ignal outputs over 50 to 300 
MHz. Its front panel can accommo
date up to 16 channels with + 57 
dBm V of output per channel 
(after combining) . 

CIRCLE NO. 262 

Transistor tester 
provides fast checks 

~ . 
·······;• -( .•• c 

. ~. c r 

:a 

-
J & J Electronic Laboratories, Box 
247, New City, N.Y. Phone : (914) 
638-0776. P&A: $169.50 ; stock. 

A new instrument uses a visual 
display on the face of a smaM CRT 
to ascertain the type of and the 
quality of the transistor under 
test. N aimed the Q Check model 
lOOA, it can be operated by un
skilled personnel and will provide 
an instant result by displaying 
characteristic patterns. It can 
check npn and pnp transistors, 
diodes, SCRs, zeners and UJTs. 
Applications include quality con
trol and incoming inspection. 

CIRCLE NO. 263 

Look for your 
nearest Raytheon 
Oscilloscope 
Representative: 
Avionics Liaison, Inc. 
6770 Perimeter Rd. 
Seattle, Washington 98108 
(206) 767-3870 

Coherent Mktg. Associates, Inc. 
1890 Embarcadero Rd. 
Palo Alto, California 94303 
(415) 327-2212 

FLW, Inc. 
10760 Burbank Blvd. 
N. Hollywood, Ca. 90601 
(213) 877-5518 

Instrument Associates, Inc. 
175 Middlesex Tpke. 
Bedford , Mass. 01730 
(617) 275-0700 

Klein Aerospace 
PO Box 1056 
Englewood, Colorado 80110 
(303) 781-4967 

KLS Associates, Inc. 
387 Passaic Avenue 
Fairfield , N.J. 07006 
(201) 227-2900 

K-G Electronics, Inc. 
11151 Veirs Mill Rd. 
Wheaton, Md. 20902 
(301) 946-4055 

RJC Associates 
26 Morningside Drive 
Cortland, N.Y. 13045 
(607) 753-3909 

Scientific Devices-Midwest 
3300 S. Dixie Drive, Suite 212 
Dayton, Ohio 45439 
(513) 298-9904 

Scientific Devices-Philadelphia 
PO Box 201 
Plymouth Meeting , Pa. 19462 
(215) 825-2841 

Scientific Devices-Southeast 
707 E. Colonial Dr. Suite 6 
Orlando, Florida 32803 
(405) 424-6792 

Scientific Sales Company 
777 S. Central Expressway 
Richardson , Texas 75080 
(214) 231-6541 
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Why buy the Star of India? 
When you really need a little gem. 

Overbuying can be princely 
fun. If you 're the Aga Kahn. 

But now, with the current 
budget squeeze, common 
sense has entered the picture. 
So has Raytheon's CDU-150 
scope. 

A top quality, general-pur
pose oscilloscope with price/ 
performance second to none. 
DC to 35MHz at 5 mV/cm. 
Dual channel. Big, bright 
8x10 cm display. Stable trigger
ing over the full bandwidth. 

Time-base delay. 
Plus light weight for honest 

portability. Ruggedness that 
can easily take hundreds of 
miles in the trunk of your car 
without a flutter. At a price of 
only $1495. 

Think about it. The uncom
promising quality of the 
CDU-150. And the money you 
save by not buying more than 
you need. Send us the coupon. 
Or contact the nearest sales 
reps on the opposite page. 

Cl.1 CUlllll-

·:c. ·. ··~-··Q,, ~-: 
~'" 

ct flllRl-;UCIN .. 

'= ($~ = ' ···"' 

.. - ·-·· _ . .. 
(Our little jewel.) 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 43 
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r--------------, 
Raytheon Company 
Instruments Operation 
175 Midd lesex Turnpike 
Bedford , Mass. 01730 

Gentlemen: Send information on the 
CDU-150. 

Name ________ _ 

Company _______ _ 

Address ________ _ 

City _________ _ 

State, _ _ ___ Zi p. ___ _ 

L--------------.....J 
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PRICE BREAKTHROUGH! 
J30U"RNS® 
CERMET 
POTENTIOMETERS 

for as low as .. . 

@ 
Now you can buy Bourns quality at the lowest prices ever offered on cermet potentiometers. 

SPECIFICATIONS MODEL 3359 
size (top adjust) %" dia. x .228" high .390" x .360" x .240" high 
power ViW at 70°C 1/2W at 70°C 

res. values lOOn to I meg. lOOn to 2 meg. 

res. tol. ± 20% Std.; 10% avail. ± 20% Std.; 10% avail. 

temp. coeff. to IK, 0 to + 300 ppm/°C ±150 ppm/°C 
IK and up, 0 to + 200 ppm/°C 

sealed no yes 

Price (50,000 quantity) 35~ 42¢ 

Send for catalog sheets on these two new ~ 
single-turn ad1ustment potentiometers. Or call your RNS 
nearest Bourns sales office for details. 
BOURNS INC TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION• 1200 COLUMBIA AVE RIVERSIDE CALIF 92507 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 44 

MURA/ HIOKI PANEL METERS 

Your scale design goes here 
/ 

TOP QUALITY AND FULLY GUARANTEED 
Made by Hioki, Japan's leading manufacturer of quality panel meters, 
these fine instruments can be used wherever precision measure
ment is an absolute requirement. They come in various sizes from 
2" x 2Y2" to 6" x 4Y2" with either d'Arsonval or taut-band move
ments. Resistances and scale designs can be tailored to your spe
cial needs. Distributed in the United States only by Mura Corp., 
they are attractively priced and fully guaranteed. Sold only in O.E.M. 
quantities of 300 and up. 

Write for detailed information on your letterhead. 

••111• !. 50 SOUTH SERVICE ROAD, JERICHO, N.Y. 11753 
••• i..ft Telephone: (516) 334-2700 Telex: 967-879 

Mura is the world's largest supplier of miniature panel meters . 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 45 
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ICs & SEMICONDUCTORS 

8-bit LSI multiplier 
comes on a single wafer 

Hughes Aircraft Co., Micro elec
tronics Div., 500 Supe1·ior Ave., 
NeW'{Jo1·t Beach, Calif. Phone: 
(714) 548-0671. 

A new 8-bit full-wafer bipolar 
LSI multiplier is designed for high
speed s ignal processing and digital 
fi ltering applications. The new 8-bit 
p 1 u s-s i g n multiplier designated 
H1002MC is comprised of 52 fu ll 
adders and 96 gates for an equiva
lent 616 gates integrated on a single 
1-1/ 2-in. si licon wafer. It will op
erate at a rate of 8 mi llion multi
plications of two 8-bit words plus 
sign per second. Its electrical char
acteristics conform to TTL logic 
levels. Typical speeds are 10 ns/ 
gate. 

CIRCLE NO. 264 

Eight new linear ICs 
come with beam leads 
RCA Solid State Div., Rte. 202, 
Somerville, N. J. Phone: (201 ) 
722-3200. Price: see text. 

E ight new linear ICs are avai l
able with beam leads and sealed 
junctions. These include Type 
CA3015L op amp ($2.03 ) , CA-
3018L general-purpose transistor 
array ($1.53), CA3028AL differen
tial/ cascode amplifier ($1.39 ) and 
CA3039L diode array ($1.53 ) . Also 
CA3045L general-purpose transis
tor array ($1.53), CA3054L dual 
independent differential amplifiers 
($1.96 ) , CA3084L general-purpose 
pnp transistor array ($2.80 ) and 
CA3741L op amp ( internally com
pensated) ($2.70 ) . All prices are 
for 100 quantities . 

CIRCLE NO. 265 

Announcing REQUEST ED DATA 
DELIVERY, it's free-see card in· 
side front cover. 
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The first 4-channel programmable op amp. With more application 
possibilities than we could possibly list on this page. 
HA-2400/2404/2405 
Take a good look at this new linear 
building block. It's unique and so 
versatile we keep discovering more 
and more applications for it. 

Each PRAM contains four 
preamplifier sections, one of which 
is selected through the DTLffiL 
compatible inputs and connected to 
the output amplifier. The selected 
analog input terminals and the output 
terminal form a high performance 
operational amplifier for just about any 
use you can dream up. And we hope 
you'll dream up some. If you do, send 
them along to us and we'll see what we 
can dream up by way of a reward. 

Features: 
Offset current 5nA 
Voltage gain 150K 
Slew rate 
Av = + 1 ± 15V/µS 
Av =+ 10 ± 50V/µS 
Gain Bandwidth Product 
Av =+ 1 8MHz 
Av =+ 10 40MHz 
DTLffiL compatible 

0° to + 75°C 
- 25°Cto + 85°C 
- 55°C to + 125°C 

100-999 units 
$10.45 
$15.95 
$23.65 

For more details on the PRAM contact 
your Harris representative or 
distributor. 

Amplifier, non-inverting 
orogrammable gain 

Analog multiplexer 
with buffered input and output 

Integrator/ram p generator 
with initial condition reset 

More challenges: 
The foregoing diagrams show just 
three of many applications we 've 
designed using the PRAM. The 
following lists other possibilities we 
haven't had time yet to prove out. Why 
don't you try your hand at designing 
them or any other ideas you come up 
with, and send them to: 
E. Fernandez 
P.O. Box883 
Melbourne, Florida 32901 . 

A to D converter, Dual Slope 
Integrating 

Active Filter, State Variable Type with 
Programmable Frequency and/or 
Programmable "Q" 

Amplifier with Programmable D.C. 
Level Shift 

Chopper Amplifiers 

Crossbar Switches 
Current Source, Programmable 

F.M. Stereo Modulator 

F.S.K. Modem 

Function Generators, Programmable 

Gyrator, Programmable 

Monostable Multivibrator, 
Programmable 

Multiplier, Pulse Averaging 

Peak Detector with Reset 
Resistance Bridge Amplifier/ 

Comparator with Programmable 
Range 

Sense Amp/Line Receiver with 
Programmable Threshold 

Spectrum Analyzer, Scanning Type 

EB 
HARRIS 
SEMICONDUCTOR 

A DIVISION OF HARRIS - INTERTYPE CORPORATION 

P.O. Box 883, Melbourne, Florida 32901 
(305) 727-5430 

DISTRIBUTORS: Schweber Electronics: Westbury, New York (516) 334-7474; Rockville . Maryland (301 J 881-2970; Hollywood, Florida (305) 927-0511 
Harvey/ A & D Electronics: Lexington , Massachusetts (617) 861 -9200/Semiconductor Specialists, Inc.: Chicago (312) 279-1000; Detroit (313) 255-0300; 
Minneapolis (612) 884-8132; Kansas City (816) 452-3900; St . Louis (314) 428-6100; Dallas (214) 358-5211; Indianapolis (317) 243-8271 ; 
Pittsburgh (4121 781-8120; Dayton (513) 278-9455 I R.V. Weatherford Co.: Albuquerque (505) 265-5671 ; Anaheim (714) 547-0891; 
Austin (512) Enterprise 1443; Dallas (214) 231-6051 ; Denver (303) 427-3736; Glendale (213) 849-3451 ; Houston (713) Enterprise 1443; 
Palo Alto (415) 321-5373: Phoenix (602) 272-7144 ; Pomona (7 141623-1261 : San Diego (714) 278-7400: Seattle (206) 762-4200. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 46 
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ICs & SEMICONDUCTORS 

Quad transistor array 
delivers 1-A pulses 

Harris Semiconductor, M elbourne, 
Fla. Phone: (305) 727-541 2. P&A: 
$5.85 ( 100 quantities); stock. 

A new quad npn transistor array 
cons ists of four transistors on a 
common chip and delivers up to 1 
A of pu lsed current. The HT-6500 
array is intended primarily for use 
as a memory core and relay driver, 
or in similar applications requiring 
pulsed cu rrents of up to 1 A at up 
to 50 V. In operation, one of the 
four transistors on the chip func
tions at any one time. 

CIRCLE NO. 266 

2560-bit ROM family 
accesses in 400 ns 

Texas Instruments, I nc., 13500 N . 
Central Expwy., Dallas, T ex. 
Phone: (214) 238-2011. P&A: 
from $11.25 (100 quantities); 
stock. 

A new family of static 2560-bit 
MOS/ LSI ROMs features access 
times of 400 ns. Designated the 
TMS2500 series, the circuits in 
this fami ly are architectured for 
fast character generator and ROM 
applications in a variety of dis
plays and peripherals. They may 
be organized as 256 words of 10 
bits or as 512 words of 5 bits. 

CIRCLE NO. 267 

Miniature SCRs have 
0.1-in. diameters 

Motorola Semiconductor P roducts, 
I nc., Box 20924, Phoenix, Ariz. 
Phone: (602) 273-6900. P&A: from 
$8 .40 to $4.95; stock. 

Control in miniature-space appli
cations can be maintained by using 
the new Micro-T MCR051 through 
l\'ICR054 plastic SCRs . The minia
ture-package SCRs are less than 
1/ lOth of an inch in body diam
eter. Their gate trigger currents 
of 200 µ,A maximum provide trig
gering from low-level sources. Peak 
forward surge-current rating is 
6 A. 

CIRCLE NO. 268 

Miniature 
High Voltage 

LAFAYETTE 
1972 Catalog 

Resistors 

Your 1st Guide To Everything in Electronics 
• Stereo / Hi-Fi Components • Musical Instruments and 
Amplifiers • Photography Equipment e Ham and CB Gear 
• Public Address Systems • Tools and Test Equipment 
• Educational and Optical Equipment e Black and White/ 
Color Televisions • Police and Fire Monitor Rece ivers 
• Books and Parts Plus Thousands of Additional Items 

Lafayette Radio Electronics, Dept. 45121 
P.O. Box 10, Syosset, LI., N.Y. 11791 --------------------I Send me the FREE 1972 LAFAYETTE Catalog 

I Name 
I 
I Address 

I City . State . 

45121 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I z· 1 •P ... ···· 'fp·,·ea·se· i· ~c1~de··yo·~-~ - ii·p · c0de·· N·o._.,- - ·················· 
I 
I --------------------INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 47 
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new Mini-Mox 
resistors offer 
100 ppm TCR 
plus low noise 
characteristics 

Mini -MOX resistors have all the in
gredients you need for new designs for 

ultra-critical applications. For instance, Mini-MOX 
resistors are a fraction the size of conventional types; they meet or 
exceed MIL-R-10509-F for environmental parameters . .. 100 ppm or 
less; T.C.R. stability better than ±23 for 2,000 hours at full load ; low
voltage coefficient less than 5 ppm/volt, measured between 100 
volts and full-rated voltage; in addition typical quantech noise at 20 
megohms is less than 0.5 microvolt/volt. 
Available off-the-shelf, Mini -MOX resistors are ideally-suited for high 
voltage applications where long-term stability and power-to-size ratios 
are critical. 

•Max. 
Rating Oper. 

Model Resistance @70"C Volts 
MOX-400 1-2500 megs .25W lOOOV 
MOX-750 1-5000 megs .sow 2000V 
MOX-1125 1-10,000 megs l.OOW sooov 

Write for complete Technical Data Sheet on 
Mini -MOX Resistors: Victoreen Instrument Div . 
of VLN Corp., 10101 Woodland Ave ., Cleveland, 

length Diameter 
Inches Inches 

.420 .130 

.790 .130 
1.175 .130 

Ohio 44104. Telephone: 216/ 795-8200. DMA 558 Expertise in high voltage 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 48 
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Use KODAGRAPH 
Films for repetitive 
design elements. 
It's easy to bypass tedious retrac
ing when the same design must 
be repeated in a drawing. Or 
when you want to transfer a design 
from one drawing to another. 
Let photography and Kodagraph 
films do the work for you. 

We'd like to show your drafting/ 
design department our new slide 
presentation, "Focus on Drafting:' 
It will clue them in on the many 
shortcuts possible with Kodagraph 
films and papers. Whenever 
you're ready, just call your Kodak 
Technical Sales Representative. 

Or write for literature to 
Eastman Kodak Company, Busi
ness Systems Markets Division, 
Dept. DP837, Rochester, N.Y. 14650. 

DRAWING REPRODUCTION 
SYSTEMS BY KODAK 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 49 
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The IC 
trouble
shooters 
march 
on. 

Here comes the latest member. of 
HP's Troubleshooters searching out 
faulty IC's. The HP 10529A Logic 

Comparator slips 
over the in

circuit IC 
you're testing 

and in 5 seconds or less 
tells you whether it is functioning 
properly. 

A clever comparison scheme uses 
the circuit's power and input stimulus 
to do all this. Even dynamic errors 
as brief as 200 ns are stretched and 
displayed. Complete with accessories 
for only $295 . 

We' re thinking ahead. The compar
ator carrying case 

also holds our other 
·C two Troubleshooters. 
~ The HP 10525A Logic 

Probe lights up for pulses as 
narrow as 25 ns and indicates 
pulse polarity, pulse trains and 
logic states. $95. 

The HP 10528A Logic Clip 
clamps over IC packages to show 

the state of al l 16 
(or 14) pins instant! y. 
$125. 

You can buy all three 
as the 5010A for $495, 
saving you time, aggrava-·'ll•• 
tion and $20. 

The IC Troubleshooters 
r----'~-- march on. Wait 

until you see 
what we're work

ing on now! 

Call your HP field 
engineer to get your 

hands on them right 
away. Or if you want to know more, 
write Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, 
California 94304; Europe: 1217 Mey
rin-Geneva, Switzerland. 

02116 

HEWLETT"' PACKARD 

INFORMATION RETRIEV AL NUMBER SO 
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!Cs & SEMICONDUCTORS 

Bi-directional one-shot 
IC has ±4-mV threshold 
Signetics, 811 E. Arques Ave., 
Sunnyvale, Calif. Phone :( 408 ) 739-
7700. P&A: $5 (100 quantities) ; 
stock. 

A new bi-directional one-shot 
digital IC is available for use in 
disc fi le controllers and in appli
cations that require high-speed 
low-level-signal processing. Desig
nated as the N8T20B, the IC func
tions as a zero-crossing detector 
with thresholds of ± 4 m V over its 
dynamic range of -3.2 to +4.2 V. 
Typical propagation delay time is 
30 ns. 

CIRCLE NO. 269 

256-bit TTL RAM 
accesses in 45 ns 
T exas Instruments, Inc., 13500 N. 
Centred E xpW1J., Dallas, T ex. 
Phone : (214) 238-2011. P&A: 1()¢/ 
bit ( 100 quantities); 8 wks. 

A new TTL 256-bit RAM orga
nized as 256 words by. 1 bit is 
fully decoded and features typical 
15-ns access times from memory
enable input and 45-ns access from 
binary address inputs . The SN-
7 4200's triple-state outputs retain 
the desirable characteristics of 
totem-pole outputs yet may be bus
connected. Up to 256 outputs can 
be connected together to form 
memory systems up to 65k words of 
n bits without additional output 
buffering. Power dissipation is 1.8 
mW/ bit. 

CIRCLE NO. 270 

1024-bit ROMs offer 
two-way programming 
Harris S emiconductor, Melbourne, 
Fla. Phone: (305) 727-5412. Price : 
$55 for programmable devices and 
$33 for custom-programmed de
vices (100 quantities) . 

A new series of 1024-bit ROMs 
includes both mask-programmed 
and field-programmed devices . The 
series includes the HROM-1024B 
mask-programmed ROM, the 
HPROM-1024 field-programmable 
ROM with a Tri-state output, and 
the HPR01\1-1024A field-program
mable ROM with an open-colleotor 
output. The 1024A and 1024B are 
identical except for the method of 
programming. 

CIRCLE NO. 271 

Some of our 
customers said they 
needed a good 
D. I. P. Reed Relay 
for high density 
packaging that fits 
I. C. sockets and 
was automatically 
insertable and they 
needed it ... 

Fast! 

814 Series 
0 .1.P. Reed Relay 

So we made it 
Fast! 
And are ready 
to deliver 

Fast! 
At our prices-
and you can't beat that . 
Write for the data . 

Also ask about our: 

Dry Reed Switches 
Proximity Detectors 
Dry Reed Relays 
Mercury Reed Relays 
Solid State Relays 
Electronic Module Boards 

If you don"t have our 
condensed catalog -
TWX or write for one. 

wabash 
NEW PRODUCT 
ENGINEERING, INC. 
A Subsidiary al Wabash Magnetics, Inc. 

First and Webster Streets 
Wabash , Indiana 46992 
Telephone (219) 563-2191 

TWX 810-290-2722 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 51 
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Age IC amplifier 
works up to 2 MHz 
Lithic Systems, Inc., Box 869, 
Cupertino, Calif. Phone: ( 408) 
257-2004. P&A: $11.70 (100 quan
tities); stock. 

T he LS I 70 age IC is a dc-to-2-
MHz monolit hic amplifier whose 
gain may be continuously varied 
by an external de voltage. It also 
has an independent input level de
tecto r which provides the hi gh cur
rent, fast attack and slow release 
needed for squelch and VOX 
switching. The LS I 70 has input 
character istics s imilar to those of 
an op amp. Operating voltage 
range is fro m 4.5 to 24 V. At 4.5 
V, power diss ipation is I 8 mW. 

CIRCLE NO. 272 

MOS calculator sets 
provide low-cost logic 
Electronic Arrays, Inc., 501 Ellis 
St., Mountain View, Calif. Phone : 
( 415) 964-4321. P&A: $40/set (100 
quantities); stock. 

Two new MOS calculator circuit 
sets are designed to provide low
cost logic with standard or custom 
programming. The S-I OI and S-114 
are 4-chip versions of t he sitandal'd 
S- I OO 6-chip MOS calculator set. 
The S-lO I handles 8-digit entries 
and the S-114 I 6-digit entries. 
Both provide keyboard input proc· 
essing, add, subtract, multiply, 
divide, stored-constant operation, 
keyboard setting of decimal-point 
location and BCD outputs . 

CIRCLE NO. 273 

Linear IC trio form 
color TV chroma system 
Signetics, 811 E. Arques Ave., 
Sunnyvale, Calif. Phone: ( 408) 
739 -7700. 

T hree monolit hic ICs constitute 
a complete chroma system fo r color 
TV receivers. T he system consists of 
t he N5070B chroma signal proces
sor, the N5071A chroma amplifier 
and the N5072A chroma demodu
lator. The N5071A features auto
matic color control, de chroma gain 
control, a color ki ller and short
circuit protection. The N5070B fea
tures de hue contro l and a shunt 
regu lator. The N5072A achieves 
the R-Y, G-Y and B-Y color differ
ence outputs . 

CIRCLE NO. 274 
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For 25 vears. 
Sage gave vou 
the finest 
resistors 
llSSible. 

At Nytronics (Darlington), we're 
accomplishing the impossible. 

For the past quarter-cen
tu ry , Sage precision and 
power resistors have been 
the accepted industry stand
ard for quality and depend
ability. 

Today, these fine quality 
components are being pro
duced, along with famous 
precision-crafted Nytron ics 
inductors and capacitors, in 
Nytronics ' huge 250 ,000 
square foot facility in Darl
ington, S.C. - with one im
portant difference-we 
believe we 're making them 
even better than before: 

Tighter tolerances, more 
rig id quality control , in-

creased reliability, simplified 
specifying and immediate 
availability from an ever-ex
panding network of full-line 
Nytronics distributors. 

Check the " impossible" 
new Sage precision , power 
wirewound and thin film 
microwave resistors your
self. And while you 're at it, 
put Nytronics super-quality 
inductors· and capacitors 
through their paces too . 
We'll be pleased to send you 
literature and off-the-shelf 
samples for your most crit i
cal appl ications . Simply 
write : 

<ii) Nyt!:s~~!.'l!!!r/nc. 
Orange St., Darli ngton, S.C. 29532 (803) 393-5421 TWX-810-665-2182 
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DATA PROCESSING 

Shirt-pocket calculator 
retails under $100 

Rcigen Precision Industries, Inc., 
9 Porete Ave., N. Arlington, N.J . 
Phone: (201 ) 997-1000. Price: see 
text. 

A new shirt-pocket-sized elec
tronic calculator features a tiny 2-
3/ 8 by 7 / 8 by 3-1/2-in . size and 
retails under $100. The new eight
digit ( 16-digit capacity ) "micro" 
calculator can add, subtract, multi
ply and divide and uses a floating 
decimal point. It operates for more 
than a year on throw-away batter
ies t hat need no recharging. 

CIRCLE NO. 275 

Thermal printer-key unit 
has expandable memory 

Electronic Communiwtions, Inc., 
1501 72 St., St. Petersburg, Fla. 
Phone: (813 ) 347-1121. Price : 
unde1· $8000 . 

A new thermal printer-keyboard 
with an expandable message mem
ory is the ANGGC-46 Mini Comm
Terminal with an MTBF of 2000 h 
and a small size of 5 by 13 by 17 in. 
It can receive hard copy at 300 
words/ minute (30 characters/ s ) 
and transmit at unlimited speed. It 
has an optional incoming storage 
memory and 94 alphanumeric char
acters designed from a 35-element 
matrix font of 7 horizontal lines 
and 5 dots. 

CIRCLE NO. 276 

small wonders: big news 
Denser PC packaging at low cost is now possible ... thanks to 
CAMBION's low-profile standard variable inductors. They're 
wound on new, th in wall coil forms that allow higher Q's and 
inductance values. 

Selectric KSR terminal 
leases at $52/month 

T erminal Equipment Corp., 750 
Hamburg Tpke., Pompton Lakes, 
N.J. Phone: ( 201 ) 839-3000. P&A: 
see t ext; 60 days . 

The new Holmes Tycom model 38 
KSR terminal can be leased at only 
$52/ month with the customer fur
nishing the Selectric typewriter . 
Maintenance service will be pro
vided by Terminal Equipment or 
by the Raytheon Service Co. 
through its network of service 
centers across the country. The 
Tycom 38 replaces Teletype Corp. 
models 33, 35 and 38 terminals. 

CIRCLE NO. 277 

Ultra-reliable as weU as miniature, these high performance 
inductors are bui lt for longer life . .. longer by a factor of ten 
in tuning torque. They have an operating temperature range of 
- 55 ° to 125°C and a tuning range of ± 20% from the 
mean inductance. CONDUCTIVE ELASTOMERS 
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For total circuit reliabili ty - at a small price - it pays to choose 
CAMBION inductors. They're available in a wide choice of 
values, sizes, styles and finishes for immediate delivery. 
Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, 445 Concord Ave., Cambridge, 
Mass. 02138. Phone: (617) 491-5400. CAMBION Electronic 
Products, Ltd., Castleton, Near Sheffield, England. Phone: 
Hope 406/ 407. 

Standard ize on 

The Guaranteed El ectronic Components 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 5 3 

• Highly to moderately, electrically conductive compounds to pro
vide tailor-made electrical and mechanical propert ies • Volume 
resistivity from .001 to 100,000 ohm-cm • Molded parts • Extruded 
shapes • Standard sheets • Heating • Motion-sensing • Static 
discharge • .Greunding • Inter-Connecting • Contacting • Write 
for data #850. 

QECKNIT® I Technical Wire Products, Inc. 

Eastern Division • 129 ·Dermody St., Cranford, NJ 07016 (201) 272-5500 
Western Division • 427 Olive St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101 (805) 963·1867 
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In panel design, looks are everything. 

But, you don't have to sacrifice good looks for the 
sake of function. Every Rogan control knob and dial 
Is designed to enhance your front panel and perform 
flawlessly. 

Rogan offers hundreds of different shapes and 
sizes and 17 handsome ABS standard colors-with 
custom colors readily available. So no matter what 
your application, Rogan control knobs will 
contribute both functionally and aesthetically. 

See for yourself. Write for our new "R-71 " 
catalog. Or outline your requirements for 
quotation. Free samples of particular items will 
be sent on request. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMB ER 55 
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Now divide and conquer 
your sensor's wildest curves. 

+20 

+10 

0 

-10 .......... 
-20 

-30 

-40 Typical type J thermocouple 

-50 

100 200 300 400 

Digilin's linearizing readout breaks up 
your non-linear sensor information into 
ten straight-line segments that approxi
mate the most capricious curve with all 
the accuracy you need for just about any 
transducer. 

And our exclusive piecewise linear ap
proximator works so well with our stand
ard AID conversion technique that you 
get the 3\12-digit linearizing readout com
plete in one small panel meter package in 

your choice of engineering units with 
BCD output for as low as $195 in OEM 
quantities. 

(Which means that now transducer 
manufacturers can expand their product 
line with an accurate digital readout and 
keep prices sharply competitive.) 

Be first in your marketplace with Digilin 
linearizing digital readout. Call Stan 
Ericsson today. Digilin, Inc., 1007 Air Way, 
Glendale, Calif. 91201. (213) 240-1200. 

d. ·1· DIG/TA~ g !STR~M!! 

I ... 
l 

... _, 
,,. 

WIOTH 
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COM 18~1 'COM 
A'5 t 2COM 
B 14 3F 

OOM13 40 

COM 12 ~ 6COM 
Ct1 flE 

COM 10 1 D 
Oo9 8NC 

3015F 

"°"'"Ql'co" 
C \fi ZA 
c 14 3• 

COM 19 ce 

~!~ @ =~OM 
l)p10 l;j 7COM 

COUI 8NC 

30150 

(Actual Size) 
3015F SERIES • CN ... 5.0V, 0.008A/Sogment. 100,000 Hours 
Ufe at 700 Foot Lamberto •CN4 ... 4.0V, O.OIOA/Segment. 
50.000 Houra Life at 1700 Foot Lamberts • CN·OPEN MASK 
... •same a1 CN Unit hat no metal mask, providing 1 wider 
viewing angle. Aleo BN wKh metal maak and BN/BN4 OPEN 
MASK available which hH no metel maak providing a wider 
vlewinfl -"'· 30150 PLUS, MINUS. ONE. DECIMAL. 5.0V. 
0.008A/Begment. 100.000 Houri Life at 700 Foot Lamb-. 
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DATA PROCESSING 

Real-time software 
for 620 computers 
Varian Data Machines, 2722 
Michelson Dr., Irvine, Calif. 
Phone: (714 ) 833-2400. P&A: 
$48,000 for a complete package 
which includes installation, train
ing and documentation. 

Vortex (Varian Omnitask Real
Time EXecutive) operating system 
is a new software package that 
significantly increases the capabili
ty of a Varian 620 computer 
installation. It custom tailors com
puter hardware, rotating memories, 
and peripheral devices into a true 
real-time system. 

With Vortex software con
trolling the system, the user is 
freed from such chores as I / 0 
handling, interrupt servicing, and 
resource allocation. These opera
tions are handled instead by a 
real-Lime executive task stored in 
the computer's main memory, 
which enables the user to assign 
priorities to real-time foreground 
duties, that may be loaded and run 
either immediately or in the future. 

This can be in response to a 
real-time clock, an external inter
rupt, the operator or an inter-task 
command. 

The real-time program performs 
the housekeeping functions that 
permit general-purpose background 
tasks to be run concurrently with 
the real-time foreground opera
tions in multi-programming. 

This multi-programming capa
bility of the Vortex system takes 
advantage of normally wasted 
periods of idle time which are em
bedded in most programs. Since 
such periods often constitute a 
large percentage of the run time of 
a program, Vortex may actually 
double system hardware utilization 
by using these periods to run low
er priority tasks. 

The fact that all foreground 
tasks and the Vortex nucleus run 
in protected memory insures sys
tem integrity for the real-time ap
plication. At the same time, the 
background user has such advan
tages as easier software debugging 
(e.g. his program may blowup in 
the background without disturbing 
system operation or necessitating 
lengthy coldstarts and reload 
operations ) . 

CIRCLE NO. 278 
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DATA PROCESSING 

Graphics digitizer: 
simplifies CAD 

Bendix Computer Graphics, 23850 
Freeway Park Dr., Farmington, 
Mich. Phone: (313) 477-3700. 
Price: approx. $100,000. 

A new computerized system can 
be used by unskilled personnel to 
generate precise engineering draw
ings from rough sketches in a frac
tion of the time required by train
ed designers using conventional 
methods. Called the Interactive 
Graphic System 100, it allows the 
operator to communicate with the 
computer without knowing pro
gramming or data processing tech
niques. 

CIRCLE NO. 279 

Asynchronous terminal 
prints 30 chairacters/s 

Synerllata, 133 Brimbal Ave., B ev
e1·ly, Mass. Phone: ( 617 ) 927-3222. 
P&A: see text; 30 days. 

TotalTerm, a new high-speed 30-
character /s communications tele
printer, is an asynchronous system 
which prints on edge-sprocketed 
multi-part forms and is fully ad
justable to 132 columns. It incor
porates a proprietary incremental 
printing mechanism, solid-state cir
cuitry and controls and a power 
source with a one-year warranty 
on all parts. Purchase prices are: 
$4200 for RO models, $4760 for 
KSR models and $6490 for ASR 
models. Lease and maintenance 
terms are also available. 

CIRCLE NO. 280 

Space-saving core 
memory cycles in 650 ns 

Lockheed Electronics Co., Inc., 6201 
E. Randolph St., Los Angeles, Calif. 
Phone: (213) 722-6810. 

A new core memory system of
ers users high-speed operation 
( 650-ns cycle time) at space sav
ings of 25 to 30% over convention
al systems of equal performance 
and capacity. The CB-65 memory 
system uses 18-mil cores in 3-wire 
3D arrays. A single logic board 
carries 4096 18-bit words of mem
ory, the entire bit structure of the 
words and all the sensing electron
ics. A second timing and interface 
logic board completes the entire 
system. 

CIRCLE NO. 281 

Super-compact 5 & 15 amp models. 

FLEXIBLE IMAGE TRANSMITIER 
Hi-resolution image-transmitter lets 
you see into remote , inaccess ible Illu
minated areas; through pipes. tubes or 
any 3/8" + opening no matter how 
intricate. Provid es clear, wide sighting. 
7X magnifying eyepiece focuses from 
less than I /2" from subject to In
finity. Ideal for monitoring hazardous 
processes, surveillance instrument, dem
onstrate fiber optics. Over 4,000 coher
ent glass fibers (.002"). 3/8" dia. 
semi-rigid gooseneck sheathing. 

POWER HORN BLASTS A MILE 
Frighten prowlers . muggers , vicious 
dous with 118 decibles. Just press and 
th is Freon powered pocket -s ized metal 
horn can be heard a mile away to 
signal for help or fun . Great for boat
ing (i t floats ). hiking, camping , hunt
ing, seashore, rooting for your team. 
Can be heard over traffic and const. 
noises to sound fire drill . lunch break 
or emt.rgency. Weighs only 3 oz. but 
contains up to 100 mile-piercing blasts. 
A real bargain . 

Alternate or momentary action. Push-on, push-off 
power switch mounts in a 3/e" hole on centers as 
close as ~~~" (5 amp model) and B" (15 amp). 
Minimum life: 100,000 cycles. 

Stock No. 60,857DA ........... $40.00 Ppd . 

25X TO 900X LABS MICROSCOPE 
Sturdy, monocular-type 3 Coated Achro
matic parfocal objectives - 5X (0. 10 
NA), IOX (0.25 NA), 60X (0.85 NA): 
triple revolving nose piece. Automatic 
focusing stop prevents damage to ob
jectives and slides. Fixed 160mm tube. 
Rack & pinion coarse focusing & fine 
micrometer type slide adjustments. 3 
Huygenian evepitces: 5X. IOX, l5X. 
Bake I ite stage 4-1 /2" x 4-5 / I 6". 2 
stage clips accept Edmund graduated 
mech. stage No. 30.060 - Substage 
equipment: Fixed-condenser lens. iris 
diaphragm, 1-7/8" diam piano-concave 
mirror. 11-3/4" H., II . lbs . W. 
Stock No. 8~.049DA ....... $99 . 7~ F.0 .8. 

Stock No. 41.423 DA ....... - ... $3.25 Ppd. 
2 Refill Cartrs. 
(P-41-424DA) ········--·-···$2.75 Ppd. 

GIANT FREE CATALOG 
Completely new 1972 edition - 148 
pages. Bargains galore! New categories. 
Items, illustrations. I .OOO 's of buys for 
Industry-Optics. Ecological and Phys 
ical Sciences, Elec tronics. On-the-Job 
helps , quality control aids. Opti cs for 
resea r l! h labs , design engineers, experi
menters. Instruments for checking, 
measuring : improve quality. cut costs. 
Hard-to-get irnrplus bargains. Write 
for catalog " DA". 

EDMUND IR"' 300 EDSCORP BLOG . 
SCIENTIFIC CO. it. BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY 08007 

OIDH IY STOCK NUMHI • 0'lN ACCOUNT TO IAUD fllMS. MONn-u.c• GUAIANTH 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 59 
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Independent, isolated incandescent lamp (neon 
optional) . Match other TEC-LITE indicators for 
panel design harmony. Sw[tch contact rating: 5 
or 15 amps at 115 VAC, 60 Hz or 28 VDC resis
tive . Available in 14 lens colors. As low as $3.40 
in quantities of 100 - 499. 

For more intormation on PBL-PBS switches -
or our complete line of display/control products 
and systems - write: TEC, Incorporated, 9800 
N. Oracle Road, Tucson, Arizona 85704. (602) 
297-1111. 
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AIRD,U.Type203 
rl'\n Electromagnetic 

Circuit Protector 

Trip Time vs Percent Rated Current@ 25°C 
Delays 40, 50, 60 
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Delays 40, 41 , 42 and 43 are for use in 400 Hz systems ; delays 50, 51, 52 and 53 

Delays 43, 53, 63 
1000~~-.---.--~--.--~~~ 

001 1--+!+-l---l--+--+--+--+--' 
O 1~21r>200 300 400 500 600 700 BOO 

PERCENT OF RA TEO CURRENT 

are for use in DC systems ; and delays 60, 61 , 62 and 63 are for use in 60 Hz systems. 

For complete details, specifications and application examples, call or write : 

AIRPAH™ 
AIRPAX ELECTRONICS I CAMBRIDGE DIVISION I Cambridge, Maryland 21613 /Phone (301) 228-4600 I TELEX 8-7715 /TWX 710 865-9655 
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The people that 
buy from us 
wondered why we 
didn't have a 
low-profile isolating 
Solid State Relay 
thatwasTTL 
compatible ... 

Right now! 

So we made it 

Right now! 
And are ready 
to deliver 
Right now! 
At our prices-
and you can't beat that. 
Write for the data. 

Also ask about our: 
Dry Reed Switches 
Proximity Detectors 
D.l.P . Reed Relays 
Mercury Reed Relays 
Dry Reed Relays 
Electronic Module Boards 

If you don 't have our 
condensed catalog-
TWX or write for one . 

wabash 
NEW PRODUCT 
ENGINEERING, INC. 
A Subsidiary of Wabash Magnetics. Inc . 

First and Webster Streets 
Wabash, Indiana 46992 
Telephone (219) 563-2191 

TWX 810-290-2722 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 62 

MODULES & SUBASSEMBLIES 

Green LED display is 
available commercially 

Monsanto Electronic Sp ecial Prod
ucts, 10131 Bubb Rd., Cupertino, 
Cali f. Phone: ( 408) 257-2140. 
P&A: under $10/ digit (1000 quan
tities); stock. 

Monsanto has introduced t he 
first commercially available green 
GaP LED display. The device peaks 
at 5600.A., ver y close to the average 
human eye's r esponse which peaks 
from 5500 to 5600.A. . E xcept fo r its 
t hickness of 0.18 in. and 0.125-in. 
lead length, it has t he same phys i
cal charact eristics as those of the 
MAN-lA. 

CIRCLE NO. 282 

11-bit d I a converte·r 
slews at 4 V/ µs 

Beckman Instruments, Inc., Helipot 
Div., 2500 Harbor Blvd., Fuller
ton, Cali f. Phone: (714) 871-4848. 

A binary 11-bit d/ a conver ter 
features a 4-V /µ s minimum slew 
rate. The model 848 includes a 
current-summing ladder network, 
a nalog switches, a precis ion voltage 
reference, an outp ut op amp and 
preset scaling and offset adjust
ment resistors. Addi tional features 
include guaranteed montonicity and 
electri cal specifications from - 55 
to + 125°C. It meets l\'I IL-ST D-
883 environmental specifications. 

CIRCLE NO. 283 

Have you filled out your free RE
QUESTED DATA DELIVERY enroll
ment form? See card inside front 
cover. 

The SPACE 

f 
SAVERS 
rom 

tecnetics 
.316 CUBIC 
INCH HYBRID 
CONVERTERS 

AND 
REGULATORS 
As a team they're a miniature 
DC-DC regulated converter. 
Or, take them individually. 

HC hybrid converter: 
. converts voltages at the point of load 
. output isolated from input 
. 3W output maximum 
. less than 4W input typical 
. outputs to 300 volts 

HC hybrid converters: 
$59 hermetically sealed; 
$49 non-hermetic. 
1-9 quantity. 

VR regulator: 
. maximum output current 250mA 
with 1W max. internal power dissi
pation 

. output voltage +3 to +36 or - 3 to 
- 36 voe 

. power dissipation 
l imited 

VR regulators: $39 
hermetically sealed only 
1-9 quantity. 
Hybrid converters and regulators
the space savers from Tecnetics. 
2 x DIP mounting and off-shelf 
delivery . 
(See EEM catalog vol.1 pp.880-885) 

tecnetics inc. 
P.O.Box 910, Boulder Industrial 
Park , Boulder, Colorado 80302 

(303) 442-3837 TWX 910-940-3246 
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13 and 14-bit a/ ds 
convert to 6 µ s/ bit 

Analogic, Audubon Rd., Wakefield, 
Mass . Phone: (617) 246-0300. 
P&A: $345, $395; stock to 3 wks. 

New series ·2813 and 2814 13 and 
14-bit monolit h ic hybrid a / d con
verter modules feature accuracy to 
± 0.01 % of fu ll scale, stability to 
6 ppm and an adjustable clock of 
2 to 6 µ. s/bit. Their precision volt
age switches track over the range 
of 0 to +70°C. Input options of 
+ 5 V, +10 V, ± 5 V, ±10 V and 
± 10.24 V fu ll scale may be speci
fied. An optional input amplifier 
can be supplied in several gain 
ranges . 

CIRCLE NO. 284 

Tiny 0-to-32-V supply 
delivers up to 1.75 A 

Faratron Corp., 290 Lodi St., 
Hackensack, N.J. Phone : (201) 
488-1440. P&A: $95; 3 days. 

The model MR-95 is a O-to-32-
V de supply with a 175 A output 
capability. A front-panel slide 
switch enables the user to select 
either 0-to-16 or 16-to-32-V de 
ranges. The supply has a constant
current limiting feature and line 
and load regulation of ± 0.005 % 
for rated input changes and no load 
to full load respectively. Ripple is 
under 0.5 mV rms. 

CIRCLE NO. 285 
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regulate§ 
to 150 Wiit(§ ... 

New Ledex LMR-4 
thick film voltage regulator 

Typical application and connection diagram. Also available with built-in 
rectification and pre-set output voltage from 8 to 50 VDC. 

Typical Specifications (T.-25°C) 
Parameter 
Input voltage 
Output voltage 
Load current 

Typical Maximum 

60V 
8 to SOV 

1 amp 3 amp 
Line regulation , basic mode 
Load regu lation , basic mode 
Power dissipation 

0.020/o 0.20/o 
0.20/o 0.50/o 

1 O watts 25 watts 

Here's a 1 ampere precision regu lator with a 0.02% 
load regulation tolerance. You can go all the way 
up to 25 amperes with it by simply adding pass 
transistors . .. and still hold a respectable 2% 
variation. 

The new LMR-4 comes with a built-in FET cur
rent source, so you get excellent ripple rejection 
(40 db minimum). And you can put your whole 
regulator circuit on one tiny board , because its 
design simplicity lets you get by with small and 
inexpensive capacitors. 

Maybe you already know Ledex as the company 
with the positioning and switching technology 
people. We're also the people to see when it comes 
to blending microelectronic miniaturization and 
low logic levels with the higher current and voltage 
levels you need to drive electromechanical 
products. 

For more information on Ledex standard and cus
tom pulsers, drivers and regulators, ask for Cata
log E-6000. Or, give us a call and let's talk about 
you r application. 

LEDEX INC. 
!?f'?C-.' tll,e total technology-people 123 Webster street !!I.. •• • -(, Dayton, Ohio 45401 

(513) 224·9891 

POSITIONING • SWITCHING • MICROELECTRONICS 
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We'll send you on the vacation cruise of a 
lifetime if you can choose the ten ads appear
ing in the January 6th, 1972 issue that get 
highest reader recall "seen" scores in the same 
ranking as selected by readers. It only takes 
a little time and some marketing smarts to 
enter. And it's fun to see if you can outsmart 
the experts! It may be your ticket to winning 
these nifty prizes : 

1st PRIZE-10 unforgettable days for 2, 
cruising the storied Caribbean aboard the 
coveted Windjammer schooners. Sunshine 
and blue water unlimited ... enough out-of
the-way beaches and tropical lagoons to last 
a lifetime of memories. AND round-trip lux
ury flights for 2. 

2nd PRIZE-Heathkit 25-inch Solid State 
Color TV. World's most unique color TV, 
ultra rectangular, largest picture in the 
industry. 

3rd PRIZE-Brother miniaturized Desk
Top Digital Calculator-and 100 other prizes. 

Nothing to write, no gimmicks-all you need 
do is check the ads carefully and pick those 
you think have the most memorable infor
mation and data and will be best read by 
your colleagues in engineering and manage
ment. It's the one contest that tests your 
marketing sense. It proves, once more, that 
computers can'tr do everything. 



FOLLOW THESE EASY STEPS ... IT 
COULD BE YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD 
A CARIBBEAN CRUISE! 

1. Look over the January 6, 1972 issue with 
extra care. 

2. Pick the 10 ads that you think will be the 
best read in the Jan. 6 issue. 

3. List your selections on the specially provided 
Top Ten entry blank available in the January 
6, 1972 contest issue. 

4. Mail to Electronic Design before midnight, 
March 15, 1972. 

This year the Top Ten ads will again be selected 
on the basis of "Recall Seen" scores. This means 
that attractive, well-designed ads in smart form 
will be on a par with strong marketing ads ... 
messages that offer dramatic news, give com
plete product data and features in compelling 
copy terms ... ads that produce purchasing ac
tion for advertisers. 
The judges will select winning entries based on 
the "seen" category of Reader Recall-Elec
tronic Design's method of measuring readership 
in the contest issue. Remember, in selecting your 
Top Ten list of ads, be sure to watch for both 
the graphic form and appealing words that you 
think would stimulate a strong sales reaction 
from our 74,000 engineer subscribers. 

READ THE RULES CAREFULLY, EXAMINE THE 
ADS, MAIL IN YOUR ENTRY BEFORE MARCH 
15, 1972, AND THIS YEAR YOU MAY BE THE 
WINNER OF THE WINDJAMMER CRUISE OF A 
LIFETIME! 
ENTRY FORMS IN THE JANUARY 6TH ISSUE 

1972 TOP TEN READER CONTEST RULES 
1. Enter your Top Ten selections on the entry blank 
provided, or on any reasonable facsimile. Be sure to 
indicate the names of the advertiser and page number 
for each of your choices. These choices should be placed 
in the order you think readers will rank them. (Ads 
placed by Hayden Publishing Company in Electronic 
Design should not be considered in this contest.) 
2. No more than one entry may be submitted by any 
one individual. Entry blank must be filled in com
pletely, or it will not be considered. The box on the 
entry blank marked "Reader Contest" must be checked. 
Electronic Design will pay postage for official entry 
blanks only. 
3. To enter, readers must be engaged in electronic 
design engineering work, either by carrying out or 
supervising design engineering or by setting standards 
for design components and materials. 
4. No cash payments, or other substitutes, will be made 
in lieu of any prize. 
5. Contest void where prohibited or taxed by law. 
Liability for any taxes on prizes is the sole responsi
bility of the winners. 
6. Entries will be compared with the "Recall Seen 
Most" category of Reader Recall (Electronic Design's 
method of measuring readership). That entry which 
in the opinion of the judges most closely matches the 
"Recall Seen Most" rank will be declared the winner. 
7. In case of a tie, the earliest postmark will determine 
the winner. Decisions of Top Ten contest judges will 
be final. 

THERE IS A SEPARATE CONTEST-
SEPARATE PRIZES FOR ADVERTISERS 

Each advertisement ranking in the Top Ten will re
ceive a free rerun. In addition there is a separate con
test, separate prizes for advertisers. The 3 winners can 
also receive free ad reruns. SEE THE LAST PAGE OF THE 

JAN. 6, 1972 ISSUE FOR RULES AND PRIZE INFORMATION. 



Your copy 
of the best 

de power supply 
catalog 

in the world. 
• Forty-two informative pages 
• Specifications 
• Drawings 
• Photos 
• Selection guide 
• Prices 
To get your copy, write Acopian Corp., 
Easton, Pa. 18042, or call (215) 258-5441. 
And remember, every power module you 
order from it will be shipped with the 
best tag in the world ... 
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MODU LES & SU BASSEM BLI ES 

7-segment LED displays 
come in 4-digit arrays 

Litronix, 19000 Homestead Rd., 
Cupertino, Calif. Phone: ( 408) 257-
7910. P&A: $3.80/ digit (1000 
quantites); stock. 

A new four-digit array of seven
segment LED displays is the Data
Lit 34 which has 0.125-in.-high 
characters and exhibits four times 
the light-emitting area as the 
MAN-3A, its nearest competitive 
device. It has brightness · of 200 
foot-lamberts at 5 mA. In pulsed 
operation, with average current as 
low as 2 mA, the device has a typi
cal brightness of 100 foot-lamberts. 
The four digits are mounted in a 
standard 14-pin DIP on 0.187-in. 
centers and can be stacked end-to
end. 

CI RCLE NO. 286 

Reference amplifiers 
start from 10-ppm "FC 

Centralab Semiconductor, 4501 N. 
Arden Dr., El Monte, CaJ,if. Phone: 
(213 ) 686-0567. P&A: from $4.25 
(1000 quantities) ; 4 to 6 wks. 

A new family of stable reference 
amplifiers for use in precision 
measuring applications includes the 
CH2001 through CH2004 which ex
hi·bit reference-voltage temperature 
coefficients of ± 10, ± 25, ± 50 and 
± 100 ppm/° C, respectively. The 
new amplifiers consist of matched 
npn transistor and reference-diode 
chip combinations in 'I'0-12 pack
ages ( 4-pin T0-5s ) . Operating tem
perature range is from 0 to +75 °C . 
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Portable 
laardmali 
the Secret's 
in the 
Third Lead! 

In addition to the conventional 
red and black test leads, our 
Portable GUARDMATE has a 
third lead which offers an exclu
sive In-Circuit testing capability. 
The third lead puts a patented 
Guard Circuit to work, electroni
cally isolating the component 
under test from all unwanted 
parallel circuit paths. This is the 
same Guard Circuit that has 
been proven by years of opera
tion in Systomation's $40,000 
production PC board testing 
systems. 
The Portable GUARDMATE not 
only tests capacitors. resistors, 
diodes, transistors, SCRs and 
ICs with ±3% accuracy, but it 
is the only inexpensive, portable 
instrument that can make in-cir
cuit tests of such components 
on PC boards. You may save half 
your testing and troubleshooting 
costs simply by using the Porta
ble GUARDMATE, the test in
strument with the third lead. 
IN-CIRCUIT-TESTING is as sim
ple as A,B,C! To test R1, connect 
test leads to A and B, and Guard 
lead to C. Read the meter. 

- Systomation Inc. 

l~
lifton Park, Elnora, New York 12065 

Telephone: 518-877-7424 • INFORMATI ON RETRIEVAL NUMBER 6 6 
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Limite1r /dead-band units 
enhance analog designs 
Optical Electronics, Inc., B ox 11140 
Tucson, Ariz. Phone: (60.2) 624-
8358. P&A: $65, $32; stock. 

Two new analog function mod
ules are available. The model 9005 
features independent negative and 
positive limiting levels and has 
0.1 % accuracy of input signal and 
limiting levels. Its ga in changes 
from un ity below limiting to less 
t han 0.001 above limiting. Model 
9006 is a precis ion analog dead
band unit. Its output is at zero 
until t he input is above a given 
positive and negative threshold 
level. Gain below t he th reshold is 
less t han 0.01 and unity above t he 
threshold. 

Dia converters 
settle in 20 µ s 

CIRCLE NO. 288 

Zeltex, 1000 Chalomar R d., Con
cord, Calif . P hone : ( 415) 686-6660. 
P&A: $19, $39; stock. 

New ZD429 and ZD433 d/ a con
verters accept 2 and 3-digit BCD 
inputs and provide corresponding 
outputs of 0 to + 9 V and 0 to 
. +9.99 V. These completely self
contained units have a settling 
time of 20 µ,s and ± 1/2-LSB 
linearity. Their temperature coef
ficient is ± 20 ppm/°C. Additional 
features include pin-for-pin com
patibili ty between models, adjust
able fu ll scale and zero offset, DIP 
socket compatibili ty and a 16-h 
burn-in at 85°C to ferret out in
fant mor tal ity. 

CIRCLE NO. 289 

Digital-to-sine/ cosine 
converter uses 1.2 W 
Progressive Technology, Inc., 1019 
W estminster Ave., Dix Hills, N.Y. 
Phone : (516) 586-6882. P&A: 
$385; stock . 

A new low power digital-to-sine/ 
cosine de converter is the model 
DSC-121-2 which features a total 
power consumption of only 1.2 W. 
Its accuracy is a fu ll 12 bits ± 1/ 2 
LSB. The analog outputs are 10-
sine (} and 10 cosine (} with a tem
perature dependence of 10 ppm/ C 
maximum. The converter is a mod
ule 3.5-in. long by 2.5-in. wide by 
1.25-in. in diameter. 

CIRCLE NO. 290 
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NOW, A COMPLETE REFERENCE ON OP AMP THEORY, 
CIRCUIT DESIGN, APPLICATIONS AND TEST METHODS 

OPERATIONAL 
AMPLIFIERS 

DESIGN & APPLICATIONS 

PUBLISHED BY McGRAW-HILL 
WRITTEN BY BURR-BROWN 

This is the first reference work to present complete information on 
operational amplifiers, both ICs and discretes. It's the result of 
over 2% years of effort by the applications and engineering staffs 
of Burr-Brown - the same team which authored two smaller op 
amp handbooks so popular that over a quarter of a million copies 
were distributed. Both the design of operational amplifiers and 
their use are covered in the more than 500 pages and 300 illustra
tions. Five chapters are devoted to the internal design of op amps . 
Six chapters deal with circuit applications. Another portion of the 
book covers basic op amp theory and test methods. 

Performance parameters are thoroughly discussed and test cir
cuits are explained . Truly a valuable reference of daily use to 
circuit and systems designers. 

U.S. PRICE 15 DOLLARS. ORDER YOURS TODAY 

Outside USA include the U.S. price of 15.00 dollars plus postage for each book 

(payable to Burr-Brown Research Corporation) . Postage to countries outside the 
USA and Canada is as follows: 

South America & Western Europe 

Africa, Australia , India, Israel, Japan, New Zealand 

Air Mail 

$5.30 
$7.80 

Surface Mail 

$1.80 
$1.80 ,------------------------, 

BURR-BROWN cs-4) 
RESEARCH CORPORATION I B B I lntern•lion•I Ai rport lndustri•I Pork • Tucson,Arizon• 85706 

Please send me ( ) copies of " Operational Amplif iers-Design and Applicat ions.'' 
My payment is enclosed. 

Name: 

Company: 

Mail Station or Dept. : 

Address: 

City: 

LState: Country: • ------------------------INFORMATION RETRI EVAL NUMBER 67 
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Easy reader. 
Clearly the best 4 digit DVM around. Our new 351 

combines a bright new L.E.D. display and fund1on 
indicator with the time proven performance and reli
ability of dual slope integration. Autorange; 80% 
overrange capability; four ranges of DC. Set it manu
ally for 1-10 readings per second (twice the readings 
you 'd expect). All standard. 

Easy reader features easy access, too. Slide the top 
bock. It's all right there. In cords, plug and package 

size, completely interchangeable with our popular 350. 
And if you con use DC Millivolts, AC Volts, Ohms, 

BCD outputs with remote programming, and/ or on 
external reference option, this is our DVM. P.nce? We 
mode that easy, loo. $749 base cost, including the 
tightest warranty in the business. 

Coll co llect for immediate requirements. Doto 
Technology Corporation, 2700 S. Fairview St., Santo 
Ano, California 92704 (714) 546-7160. 

Data Technology 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 68 

We grow sapphire ... to spec 
We grow sapphire in many shapes for 
many people. Flat sapphire ribbon for 
electronics. Capillary tubes for medicine. 
Lamp tubes for high intensity lighting. 
Nozzle tips for sand blasting . Special 
shapes for chemistry. Filament for almost 
anything. Pure sapphire every one. 
We grow pure sapphire Saphikon' M to the 
shape that's specified . In the q~antities 
needed. Grown-to-shape without machin
ing of any type. No microcracks. surface 

irregularities or sapphire waste from con
ventional techniques. 

Sapphire shapes and lengths previously 
unattainable. With all the strength (350,-
000 psi tensile). hardness (9 on the MOHS 
scale). transparency, zero porosity, chemi
cal inertness, and thermal , corrosion and 
abrasion resistance you get with sap
phire. Write for our bulletin and see what 
we can grow for you . 

~CO saphikon division 16HickoryDr. • wa11ham.Mass.021s4(617)B90-2400 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 69 
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PACKAGING & MATERIALS 

Beryllia ceramic cases 
enhance IC packaging 

Brush Be1·yllium Co., Metal and 
Oa:ide Div., Elmore, Ohio. Phone: 
( 419) 862-2715. 

A full line of new beryllia ce
ramic flatpack and dual-in-line 
packages are available for inte
grated circuit designers. The pack
ages offer substantially lower ther
mal resistance and superior heat 
dissipation than either alumina or 
plastic packages. They are designed 
for applications in packaging high
speed TTL and ECL integrated 
circuits. 

CIRCLE NO. 291 

Single-strip socket 
holds 25 contacts 

J ermyn, 712 Montgomery St., San 
Francisco, Calif. Phone: ( 415) 362-
7481. P1·ice: $1 .25. 

The A23-2033TR 25-contact 
single-strip socket provides the 
ideal answer to most non-standard 
requirements. This new concept in 
socket design for IC and semicon
ductor devices is molded in trans
parent glass-filled nylon and can 
accept flat or round leads. It can 
be cut into any number of contacts 
and mounted in any configuration 
on a 0.1-in. matrix. 

CIRCLE NO. 292 

REQ UEST ED DATA DELIVERY 
SERVICE is here-see card in
side front cover. 
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The evidence is 
accumulating. You may 
eliminate a/I discrete by
pass capacitors - and get 
a lower-noise printed circuit 
board at frequencies 
where it counts - with a 
single Rogers Mini/Bus. 

DELIVERY: Standard configurations ~ 
are available on short notice. !:!! 
Telephone EAST: (203) 774-9605; 
WEST: (602) 963-4584 to know 
where we stand today on your 
requirements. Ask for our Mini/Bus 
brochure, showing standard parts. 

UNFILTERED 
-----C!RCUIT BOARD 

----------... 

I / 

\ ,,,,,'"' 
\ ,,,,' 

'"-"'FILTERED 
CIRCUIT BOARD 

10 
MHz 

100 

Rogers Corporation Rogers, Co.nn. 06263 (203) 774-9605 
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IMPROVED-DESIGN 
HEAT SINKS 

We fabricate heat 
sinks to your speci
fications. Write for 
NEW CATALOG. 

COMPLETE LINE OF 
FORCED AIR 

" COMPLETE LINE OF 
NATURAL AIR 

tran.:tec 
CORPORATION 

P.O. Box 1022 - Columbus, Nebr. 68601 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 71 
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You say you want a 
low-profile snap-in-mount
ing push button switch or 
matching indicator that is 
interchangeable with most 
4-lamp displays ... available 
in a full range of cap colors 
... with a choice of bezels 
with or without barriers in 
black, gray, dark gray or 
white. 

anda 
legend presentation that's 
positive (like this one) or 
negative (like the one below) 
or just plain (like the one 
above) ... one that's white 
when "off" and red, green, 
yellow (amber), blue or light 
yellow when "on" .. . or 
colored both "on" and " off." 

anda 
highly reliable switch proven _ 
in thousands of installations 
. . . available in momentary 
or alternate action .. . N.O., 
N.C. or two circuit (one N.O., 
one N.C.) ... that accommo
dates a T-1 3.4 bulb with 
midget flanged base, incan
descent, in a range of volt
ages from 6-28V. 

etc. 
etc. 
etc. 
Now, for the first time 
Oialight gives you 
custom panel designing 
with a standard line of 
push~ button switches and 
matching indicators 

Dialight offers a broader range of switch and 
indicator possibilities than you'll find 

anywhere in a standard single-lamp line. 
Sizes:%" x 1", %"and%" square and round. 

Send today for our new catalog. 

DIAL/GI-IT 
Dial ight Corporalion, SO Stewart Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.11237 DT-125 
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Tung-Sol single phase and 
three phase bridge recti
fiers come in standard size 
packages. It's their current 
ratings and forward surge 
ratings that are larger. 
They give you added per
formance reliability - and 
at no additional cost! 

DC rating- 30A @ 55°C. 
Forward surge rating-400A 
@ rated load. B-10 series 
replace similar bridges rated 
from 8 to 25A and from 50 
to 1,000 PRY per leg. 

DC rating- 35A @ 55°C. 
Forward surge rating-400A 
@ rated load. B-20 series 
replace similar bridges rated 
up to 25A and from 50 to 
1,000 PRY per leg. 

SILICON POWER RECTIFIERS 
Tung-Sol makes a complete 
line of high reliability silicon 
power rectifiers in the D0-4, 
5, 8, 9 and 21 configurations. 

WRITE FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
SPECIFY BRIDGES, OR POWER RECTIFIERS 

SILICON PRODUCTS SECTION 
TUNG-SOL DIVISION 
WAGNER ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

630 West Mt. Pleasant Ave. Livingston. N.J 07039 

TWX: 710-994-4865 PHONE : (201) 992-1100 
(212) 732-5426 

Trademark TUNG-SOL Reg. U. S Pat Off and 
Marcas Registradas 
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PACKAGING & MATERIALS 

Component platforms 
come in DIP styles 

Component Mfg. Service, Inc., 1 
Component Pcirk, W. Bridgewater, 
Mass. Phone: (617) 588-0163. 
P&A: 62¢ for 14-pin platform with 
cover (500 quantities); stock to 4 
wks. 

Versatile low-cost platforms al
low mounting of discrete compo
nents and constructing electronic 
circuits. The new units are avai l
able in 14 and 16-pin DIP configur
ations and feature U-shaped solder 
terminals with round or flat tails 
that plug into DIP sockets and 
packaging panels. Snap-on covers 
are available in five heights and 
permit encapsulation. 

CIRCLE NO. 293 

Transition connector 
interfaces backplanes 

SAE Advanced Packaging, Inc., 
2165 S. Grand Ave., Santa Ana, 
Calif. Phone: (714) 540-9256. 

The 2501-24 series multi-pur
pose transition connector is de
signed to interface with backplanes. 
Pin-to-pin compatible with IBM 
equipment, it can be used as a 
board-mounting receptacle or as an 
input-output, cable-end or test
point connector. The connector en
gages on the third level of 0.025-
in. Wire-Wrap pins with conven
tional 0.125 by 0.25-in. spacing. 

CIRCLE NO. 294 

A FREE new Hayden Service for 
you-see card inside front cover. 

(Advertisement) 

NEW PRODUCTS FROM EDC 
ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

REFERENCE SOURCE FOR PROCESS CON
TROL APPLICATIONS •.. LOW PRICE. A 
new DC Voltage calibrator, offered by EDC, is 
specifically optimized for process control. The 
E I 00 C is a calibrator for A/D converterS, a 
computer reference, and a simulator represent
ing transducers such as strain gages, thermo-
couples, pressure transducers and other analog 
signal sources. The EDC model E I 00 C is very 
lightweight and inexpensive so that other "on 
location° applications may include: production 
line, design lab, QC inspection, and field 
service. The model E I 00 C provides two out
put voltage ranges:± lOV and± IOOmV, plus 
l 0% over range. Resolution on the IOV range is 
I 00µ V, and on the I OOm V range the re
solution is Iµ V. Output current on the 1 OV 
range, with an output impedance of 30 milli
ohms. The ± 0.01 % accuracy is defined by the 
0 limit of error .. method which is truly the 
"worst case.. specification. The stability is 
better than ±0.0025%. The company is of
fering instruments for customer evaluation. The 
weight just 8 pounds. The E 100 C is priced at 
$525. Available from stock. 

Circle# 238 

. ...... . 
·~ --

DIGITALLY PROGRAMABLE D.C. CALI
BRATORS. This series is true digital 
programing. BCD 8421 or other codes. Pro
gramed from TTL or DTL logic (I.SY logic 
level swing). Up to 28V logic level swing also 
available. Programable constant DC current 
sources and DC Voltage sources. lout fiom 
l.OµA to IOOmA. Eout from l.OµV to IOOV, 
plus over-ranging using "illegal codes". Output 
accuracies 0.01% to 0.02% (using the "Limit of 
Error" or "Worst Case" concept). Options avail
able to conform to budget as well as 
engineering requirements. Options: current & 
voltage compliance, operation, remote sensing, 
added resolution, binary programing, parallel or 
serial input programming, and remote control 
console. Shown here : EDC Model MY 100 PSJ 
with remote control RCM-2. Prices from $1120 
to $1420. F.O.B. Boston. Delivery: Stock to 30 
days. 

Circle# 239 

Instruments available for n<>-charge engineering 
evaluation. 

II 
Electronic Development Corporation 
II Hamlin Street• Boston, Mass. 02127 
(617) 268-9696 
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Adapter plug assemblies 
use snap-open covers 

Augat, Inc., 33 Perry Ave., Attle
boro, Mass. Phone: (617) 222-2202. 
P&A: 10¢ to 50¢; stock to 2 wks. 

New inexpensive plug may be 
used as module bases with open
top snap covers for potJting. They 
are available in 14 and 16-contact 
configurations with polarization 
notch and numbers for identifica
tion and plug into standard 8136 
series IC packaging panels . Plugs 
and covers are available separately 
in glass-filled nylon material and 
gold-over-nickel-plated slotted brass 
contacts . 

CI RCLE NO. 29 5 

Connector-cables stack 
on 0.1-in. centers 

Ansley Electronics Corp., 4100 N. 
Figue1'0a St., Los Angeles, Calif. 
Phone: (213) 223-2333. P1·ice: 
$7 .5 0 ( 100 quantities of 12-in. 
cable). 

New flat Flex-Strip connector
cable assemblies can be stacked 
row-to-row on 0.1-in. centers. They 
can easi ly be plugged into either 
side of back-panel wiring systems, 
to pins mounted on circuit boards, 
to N AFI type hardware and to 
ends of other cables. Three types 
of contacts a re available. 

CIRCLE NO. 296 
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MECANORMA Symbols. 
Because thinner layouts 
print better circuits. 

Most electronic symbols used in 
preparing printed circuit layouts are 
die-cut from crepe paper and mounted 
on large sheets or rolls. 

Now K&E offers you something new 
and measurably better. 

The MECANORMA System. Symbols 
that are printed on transparent strips of 
carrier film , only 20 microns thin. So 
thin you can barely feel the film with 
your finger, once you press it on the 
layout. So thin there's no parallax, no 
distortion, no rough edges-just a 
sharp, opaque symbol that's ready for 
the camera. Unaffected by the heat of 
your copying equipment. And accurate 
to within 1/1000 of an inch! 

The convenient size of MECANORMA'S 
carrier strips, and their transparency, 
allow rapid, precise positioning, 
application and correction (with 
adhesive tape or blade) ... a remarkable 
40 to 50% more rapid than other 
methods! There are more than 800 
symbols available, and packaged so 
you order only those you need. Others 
can be printed to your specifications. 

Why not write us today 
for free samples and our catalog : 
Keuffel & Esser Co., 20 Whippany Road, 

Morristown, N.J. 07960. 

- KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. 
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Double 
Balaneed 
Mixer 
price slashed to 

s 95 

DC-SOOMHz 
6d B conversion loss 

. 40 dB isolation 
EMI shielded case 

Mini-Circuits Laboratory now offers its 
model SRA· l double balanced mixer at 
an unprecedented low price . .... 
$7.95 each in 500 quantity and only 
$9.95 each in 6-49 quantities. 

Ruggedness and durability are built 
into the SRA-1. Packaged within an 
EMI shielded metal enclosure and her· 
metically sealed header. This new unit 
uses well matched hot-carrier diodes 
and un iquely designed transmission 
l ine transformers . 

In today 's tough competitive market 
can you afford not to use these re 
markably low priced and high per
formance un its? 

For ordering and techn ical information 
call (212) 252-5253. 

Mini-Circuits 
LabQratory 

106 

A Division Scientific 
Components Corp. 

2913 Quentin: Rd. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11229 
(212) 252-5252 

European Representative: S .C.l.E .. 31 . 
rue George-Sand, Palaiseau -91, France 
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MICROWAVES & LASERS 

Opto-hybrid devices 
contain sensors/ amps 

Centrnlab Semiconductor, 4501 N. 
Arden Dr., El Monte, Calif. Phone: 
( 213) 686-0567. Availability: 4 to 
6 wks . 

A new series of standard 1, 9 
and 12-position IC chip opto-hybrid 
devices utilize monolithic IC chip 
amplifier/ digit izers with DTL/ 
TTL-compatible out puts. With 
built -in light sensors, they prnvide 
a complete sub-system with plu g
in-and-use convenience for applica
tions of light sensing at precise 
levels. 
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Porcelain capacitors 
work up to 12 GHz 

Ame1'ican Technical Ce1'amics, 1 
No1'den Lane, Huntington Station, 
N.Y. Phone: ( 516 ) 271-9600. P&A: 
from 46(' ( 1000 quantities) ; 2 wks. 

The ATC150 series of porcelain 
microwa\'C chip capacitors has low 
insertion loss to 12 GHz in capaci
tance values from 0.1 to 100 pF. 
The capacitors come in case sizes 
only 50 mils cube. Their termina
tion material is palladium-si lver. 
Features include power handling 
of 15 W, 50 WV de, a TC of +90 
± 20 ppm and operating tempera
ture of - 55 to +125 °C. 

CIRCLE NO. 298 

Announcing REQUESTED DATA 
DELIVERY, it's free-see card in
side front cover. 

3 Technical 
Tools 

~DIGITAL 

Di9~n DESIGN 
~ [)e5l9 By R. K. Richards, 
~ tw""~ • ~ 11 • • , Engineering 
t --~,. • j Consultant 
~ t Jr' A practical aid in 

1-..-•':; the design of real 
•:;;.•', , machines, Digital 
• ~--" • Design discusses 

Z ._..,. the "logical" or 
"switching" design of electronic 
computers and other digital equip
ment. Including material not previ
ously available in book form, the 
volume covers all aspects of the 
subject from basic Boolean notation 
and component minimization proce
dures to arithmetic implementation 
methods and complete digital sys
tem considerations. 

1971 577 pages 
134 illus. $22.50 

SEMICONDUCTOR 

MEMORIES 
Edited by Jerry Eimbinder, 
EEE Magazine 
Compiled to help the system de· 
signer choose the optimum semi
conductor approach for his applica 
tion, this book describes every type 
of semiconductor memory in use as 
well as those currently being devel · 
oped . In twenty articles, some of 
the outstanding experts in the field 
of electronics discuss the differences 
between semiconductor memories 
in terms of performance, economics, 
and ease of use. 

1971 214 pages 
154 illus. $11.95 

MICROPOWER 

CIRCUITS 
By James D. Meindl, 
Stanford University 
A comprehensive introduction to 
micropower circuit design, this book 
deals with the problem of achieving 
a given electronic circuit function 
with the minimum possible expendi 
ture of energy. The author shows 
that the power drain of virtually all 
basic types of transistor and inte
grated circuits can be reduced by 
an order of magnitude or more if 
appropriate novel micropower de
sign techniques are employed . 

1969 260 pages 
illus. $11.50 

Hlill!Y 
WILEY -INTERSCIENCE 
a division of JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc. 
605 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016 
In Canada: 
22 Worcester Road, Rexdale, Ontario 
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V-band power sources 
deliver up to 75 mW 

H ughes Aircraft Co., Electron Dy
namics Div., 3100 W. Lomita Blvd., 
T orrance, Calif . Phone: (213) 
534-2121. P&A: $4750, $4000, 
$3000, $2500; 60 days. 

A series of V-band 50-to-75-GHz 
power sources feature up to 75-mW 
output power and both mechanical 
and electrical tuning capabilities . 
Model numbers 44050H, 44051H, 
44052H, and 44053H have 75, 50, 
25 and 10-mW outputs at 3%, 2%, 
1 % and 0.5 % effi ciencies, r espec
tively. All models have 0.5-GHz 
minimum mechanical tuning, ex
cept for the model 44050H which 
has a fixed frequency. 
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Fast photo control unit 
has 3.5-µ s rise time 

Europ ean El ec t?·onic Products 
Corp., 10150 W. J efferson Blvd., 
Culver City, Calif. Phone: (213) 
838-1912. Price : $5.77 ( 100 quan
tities). 

High sensitivity and large angle 
of opening are featured in a new 
si licon photo-electronic control uni t 
which contains a si li con photo ele
ment, a silicon npn trans istor and 
two si li con diodes. Su itable for di
rect r elay driving, t he EPX28 is 
fast-it has a r ise time of 3.5 µ,s. 
It operates from a collector-emi tter 
voltage of 45 V. 

CIRCLE NO. 300 
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Only IR guarantees minimum 
dv/dt of 50V /JJsec. at 110°C 

(10°C higher than others) 
that eliminates any chance 

of erratic "turn-on". 
Now you don 't have to trade-off reliable performance 
for price in your economy SCR applications. Interna
tional Rectifier's new IR122 series gives you all the 
advantages you wouldn 't expect at such low prices. 
For example, they have the highest minimum dv/dt 
available (nobody else even specs a minimum), at a 
full 10°C greater than competitive units. Their char
acteristics remain stable, even under severe long
term operating conditions, due to IR's advanced pas
sivation techniques. They have round, easily bent 
leads to simplify mounting. And, you don't have to be 
concerned about die breakage so often encountered 
when using the center-mounting-hole packages of
fered by other suppliers. 

They're available now-in 50V, 100V, 200V, 300V and 
400V versions-from IR industrial distributors. Con
tact our local sales office or call factory for details. 

INTERNATIONAL I IOR I 
RECTIFIER ...... 

Semiconductor Div., 233 Kansas St., El Segundo, CA 90245 • (213) 678-6281 
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COMPONENTS 

Ceramic capacitors 
come with radial leads 

~itramon, Inc., Box 544, Brii),ge
purt, Gunn. Phone: ( 203 ) 268-6261. 

Two new series of low-cost VK 
dipped-ceramic capacitors feature 
radial-lead configurations and 0.1-
in. lead spacing. The NPO type BA 
series is offered in five oody sizes 
and capacitance values ranging 
from 1 pF to 0.047 µF at T Cs of 
0 to ± 30 ppm/° C. Designers seek
ing higher volumetric efficiency 
can obtain the general-purpose type 
BY series which is offered in four 
body sizes and capacitance values 
ranging from 10 pF to 0.47 µ,F 
at TCs of 15%. 

C.IRCLE NO. 301 

Compact plug-in relays 
feature 5-A capacity 

Guardian Electric Mfg. Co., 1550 
W. CarroU Ave., Chicago, JU. 
Phone: (312) 243-1100. 

A space-saving new dpdt series 
of enclosed plug-in miniature re
lays feature 5-A control capacity. 
Series 1330 relays measure 1.1 by 
0.744 by 0.894 in. and feature rug
ged construction with mechanical 
life of 100 million operations de 
and 50 million ac. They are avai l
able with a choice of plug-in and 
printed-circuit terminations. 

CIRCLE NO. 302 
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Thermal ribbon sensors 
sense -328 to +500°F 
MINCO Products, Inc., 7300 Com
merce Lane, Minneapolis, Minn. 
Phone: (612) 786-3121. Availabili 
ty: stock. 

Thermal-ribbon temperature sen
sors are available to provide fast 
and accurate sensing of air, gas, 
liquid or solid surface temperatures 
from - 328 to +500 °F. Two basic 
sensor types are available to match 
either new or existing instrumenta
tion: P latinum or nickel-iron ele
ment resistance thermometers and 
thermocouples. Thermal-ribbon tem
perature sensors can be used in 
various industrial, commercial and 
aerospace applications. 

CIRCLE NO. 303 

High-speed TV camera 
tubes widen video band 
ITT Electron Tub e Div . of ITT 
Corp., 3700 E. Pontiac St., Fort 
Wayne, Ind. Phone: (219) 7 43-
7571. 

Two high-speed Vidissector TV 
camera tubes, the F4077 and 
F4087, are available for modulated
carrier laser tracking and high-in
formation-rate scanning systems 
where wide video bandwidths (745 
MHz) are required. Both have 
focused, high-speed electron multi
pliers. In addition, the F4087 has 
an evaporated image-section wall 
electrode that reduces high-scan
speed eddy current losses. Various 
input windows and photocathode 
spectral sensitivities can be pro
vided to cover the UV, visible, and 
near-IR spectral regions. 

CIRCLE NO. 30 4 

Time-delay relay 
includes bezel mount 
PottPr & Brumfield, 1200 E. Broad
way, Princeton, Ind. Phone: (812) 
385-5251. Price: $36 to $50. 

A new bezel-mount solid-state 
time-delay relay designated the PT 
series is available. The PT relay is 
an improved design over the usual 
motor-driven timers that require 
mechanical speed reduction. It is 
engineered for easy front-panel 
mounting and time-adjustment ac
cessab ility. A large knurled knob 
and an easy-to-read time selector 
dial allows convenient time-setting 
changes. 

CIRCLE NO. 305 
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4-pole monolithic filter 
fits on a T0-5 holder 

McCoy Electronics Co., Mount Hol
ly Springs, Pa. Phone : (717) 486-
3411 . 

Ideal for miniature receivers and 
paging systems, two two-pole mono
lithic units are contained within 
one T0-5 holder to yield a four
pole design. The resultant four-pole 
filter has a center frequency of 20 
MHz, minimum 3-dB bandwidth of 
16 kHz and insertion loss of 3-1/2 
dB maximum. Its ripple is 0.5 dB. 

CI RCLE NO. 306 

14-mil lithium cores 
increase memory speeds 

0 0 
0 

~00 0 
00 0 0 

0 00 
0 0 

Data Products Corp., 6219 D esoto 
Ave., Woodland H i Us, Calif. Phone: 
(213) 887-8246. 

New 14-mil lithium memory 
cores are available to offer memory 
peaking speeds of 50 ns and switch
ing times of 100 ns. The fast
switching cores, designated MT-
1401, can make possible a 4K-word 
by 18-bit memory system with an 
access time under 235 ns and a 
cycle time of less than 500 ns. Such 
a system is also very compact-it 
can be readily fabricated on a 4-
in .2 circuit board. 

CIRCLE NO. 307 

Have you filled out your free RE
QUESTED DATA DELIVERY enroll
ment form? See card inside front 
cover. 
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~ . 
LOGIC PANELS 
Now from EECO, logic hardware and low-cost come together, all you need is 

your design and you've got it made. 
KITS••. Take advant_age of new low-cost (S186 up) PANELS • •. World's largest selection of sockets, 
• breadboard kits - every thing you need includ· panels, drawers and special assemblies -
ing modular socket boards with more location flexibility everything to implement your IC logic design. Low-cost, 

from 14, 16, and 28 pin IC assemblies. We' ll send you high density, socket modularity and fast delivery, all 

frames, boards, plu gs, cl ips, terminals and enough wire to combined to give the ultimate in design flexibility. If you 

wrnp up the job. Even a wire wrapping tool and power w;;mt more help from us than th'1t, \lsk about our 

supply , if you like. And EECO provides an advanced power compu ter-aided-design and wire wrap service - from logic 

distribution system to knock out high speed swi tching diagram to wired hardware in 4 weeks. If you're thinking 

transients. so you maintain full noise immunity . logic design, EECO's thinking of you . 
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Send for the latest kit information in the new hardware supplement. 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING COMPANY of Cal ifornia 
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS DIVIS ION • 1441 E. Chestnut Avenue • Santa Ana, C<1tiforn1a • Phone 17 141 547 565 1 

TWX 9 t0·595·1550 Telex 67 8420 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 81 

There are holes in the type bar. 
A phototransistor unit detects code holes in each type 
bar to provide photoelectric readout. This is a unique 
sensing method and enables you to make: 
• Parity checking right from the source • Type bar 
velocity check • Echo check 
There is further interesting information on the new Facit 
3851 in this publication. ~ 

Facit 3851- the conventional typewriter - . 
with input/output 

For further information, contact 
in US: Facit-Odhner Inc ., 501 Winsor Drive, SECAUCUS, New Jersey 
outs ide US: Fac it AB, Albygatan 102, 171 84 Solna, Sweden 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 82 

evaluation 
samples 

Higt:l-voltage connector 
A new high-voltage single-circuit 

connector with 0.093 in.-dia. termi
nals is designed for 5000-V use. 
Plug and receptacle model 1951 in 
the 03-09 connector series was de
signed as a focus connector for 
solid-state color TV sets. It is also 
adaptable for any single-circuit 
high-voltage use within specifica
tions. Standard 0.093-in. crimp
type terminals are housed in t he 
connector. The female plug is de
s igned with a 7 / 16-in.-dia collar 
that is 7 / 8-in. long over the termi
nal connecting length. Plug diam
eter is 15/ 16 in. for the balance of 
the connector's length of 2-1 / 4-in. 
The mating receptacle has a 5/ 16-
in . outs ide dia and is 1-55/ 64-in. 
long. Detailed engi neerin g specifi
cations and a free sample are 
avai lable. Molex Inc., Downers 
Grove, Ill. 

CIRCLE NO. 340 

Aluminum-foil nameplates 
A new aluminum foil mylar

laminated nameplate is designed to 
substantially reduce the overall cost 
of making and attaching serial 
nameplates. The nameplate with 
Pres-a-ply self-adhes ive backing of
fers several unique advantages 
over rigid stamped metal types. It 
eliminates die-setting and can be 
embossed on a standard Deinnison 
dial-set printer-in-plant and on
line-at the rate of 165 plates/ 
minute. The new nameplate ad
heres easi ly and permanently and 
eliminates t he need for screws and 
rivets. Thi s reduces the cost of 
preparation and the time-consum
ing labor involved in attaching 
metal nameplates. Free samples are 
available. Dennison l\Ifg. Co., 
l\Iarking & Attachin g Systems 
Div., Framingham, Mass. 

CIRCLE NO . 341 
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application 
notes 

\ • 
The time-delay handbook 

Magnecraft Electric has just 
come out with its revised fourth
edition of the "Designers' Hand
book & Catalog of Time-Delay 
Relays." This handy 92-page refer
ence is divided into two main sec
tions-a handbook section and a 
catalog section . The handbook sec
tion offers a glossary on time-delay 
terms, discusses their styles, char
acteristics, principles of operation 
and application and design cons id
erations. A comparison is made be
tween electromechanical and solid
state time-delay relays. The booklet 
also shows designers how to speci
fy time-delay relays and details 
various test ing procedures. Magne
craft Electric Co., Chicago, Ill. 

CIRCLE NO. 342 

Logic design 
An application note shows how 

the circuit designer, faced with 
solving logic noise problems, can 
quickly overcome these problems 
with a f ew simple design tech
niques. The note discusses indus
trial applications of high-noise-im
munity logic to r eplace sw itches, 
latching and stepping relays and 
mechanica l co unters. Teledyne 
Semiconductor, Mountain View, 
Calif. 

CIRCLE NO. 343 
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"PLASTIC" PHOTOCELLS 

I 
VT 800 

700 

Twice actual size, priced as low as .25 each (± 33% tolerance) in 7 0,000 
quantities. 
EVEN LOWER FOR ±50% TOLERANCE 

low Cost Way to Meet Most Photocell Requirements 
Here is a complete line made with the same quality characteristics and 
precise tolerances by the originator of the first stable plastic coated 
cell. Six different thin -film materials of CdS and CdSe deposited on 
ceramic substrates. A VACTEC development with almost 10 years of 
production experience. When others said it couldn 't be done - we were 
doing it! NOW improved passivation processes make them better than 
ever. Why experiment - buy where the experience is. The proof -they 
have been used in millions of cameras all over the world! 

The newest addition is the VT 800/2 series, a dual element cell with 
bifilar type electrode for two-cell controls from a single light source. The 
expanded line also includes the epoxy encapsulated VT 700E series for 
protection against humidity and salt spray. 

Costing less than ~ of hermetically sealed cells, they have excellent 
resistance to humidity, eliminating need for hermetic cells in most 
applications. VACTEC "plastic" photocells are conveniently controlled 
by ambient light or from closely coupled low voltage lamps. Industrial 
and commercial applications, like controlling relays in line voltage cir 
cuits; switching SCR's on or off; phase control and proportional circuits; 
audio controls; and feedback elements for motor speed controls 
consumer appliances. 

Series Type 

VT 100 
VT 700 and VT 700E 
VT 800 and VT 800/2 
VT 900 

Substitutes 
for hermetic type 

T0-8 
T0-8 
T0 -5 
T0 -18 

Write for Bulletin PCD-6, PCD-41, 57, 58, and 59. Ask about our 
new Photometer which measures light as low as .0002 fc. 

Priced less than $300.00. 

VACTEC, INC. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 83 
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SOLID-LITE 

Gallium Phosphide 
LED's .. 

THE HIGH-EFFICIENCY DIODES 
FOR BRIGHT LIGHT 
AT LOW CURRENT. 

OPCOA 
INFORMATION RETRI EVAL NUMBER 84 
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(new literature) 

A new linear IC brochure de
scribes Texas Instruments' com
plete line of linear ICs. The six
page bulletin covers differential 
video amplifiers, op amps, commu
nications circuits, voltage com
paratorn, line drivers and receivers, 
peripheral drivers, sense amplifiers 
and memory drivers. A full page is 
devoted to 16 recently announced 
computer systems interface cir
cuits . Texas Instruments Inc., Dal
las, Tex. 

CIRCLE NO. 34 4 

Transistor sockets 
A new eight-page catalog supple

ment introduces a broad line of 
standardized transistor sockets and 
allied mica insulators and mount
ing hardware for use with T0-3,, 
110-66, npn/ pnp plastic silicon and 
hybrid power transistors. Keystone 
E lectronics Corp., New York, N.Y. 

CIRCLE NO. 345 

NBS time standard 
A brochure is available explain

ing the NBS's current experiment 
which utilizes a geostationary 
satellite to broadcast standard time 
and frequency information and en
courages interested parties to 
participate in the experiment. In
cluded in the brochure is a block 
diagram and explanation of a typi
cal receiver system and its require
ments . Previous experiments with 
other satellites are also described. 
U.S. Dept. of Commerce, National 
Bureau of Standards, Boulder, 
Colo. 

CIRCLE NO. 346 

C4t"l00 

. 
-~ 

Miniature HV supplies 
Miniature high-voltage power 

supplies are comprehensively de
scribed in a 30-page catalog. The 
booklet contains complete specifica
tions and descriptions of many 
high-voltage units designed for use 
with photomultiplier, CRT image
intensifier and night-vision gating 
systems. Background data and a 
capabilities index are included for 
ready reference. Venus Scientific 
Inc., Farmingdale, N . Y. 

CIRCLE NO. 347 

Stepper motors 
A four-page bulletin describes a 

series of high-energy permanent
magnet stepper motors. A. W. Hay
don Co., Waterbury, Conn. 

CIRCLE NO. 348 

Terminal boards 
A booklet provides technical data 

on a wide variety of insulated feed
through terminal boards. Ku lka 
Electric Corp., Mount Vernon, N.Y. 

CIRCLE NO. 34 9 

Motor starters 
A handy guide simplifies selec

tion of three-phase solid-state 
motor starters. Fractional 2, 5 and 
10-hp motor ratings are included. 
Hamlin Electronics, Inc., Lake 
Mills, Wis. 

CIRCLE NO. 3 50 

Chip capacitors 
A new four-page brochure de

scribes and illustrates a series of 
monolithic ceramic chip capacitors . 
Gulton Industries, Inc., Metuchen, 
N.J. 

CI RCLE NO. 3 51 
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Radio Shack catalog 
Radio Shack's new 1972 elec

tronic equipment catalog features 
four-channel quadraphonic stereo 
equipment as well as a complete 
line of conventional audio compo
nents. The 92-page full-color ca ta
log includes Radio Shack's All ied 
and Realistic brand radios, phonos, 
shortwave rece ivers, police band 
monitors, home and auto tape play
ers and intercoms. Radio Shack, a 
Tandy Corp., Fort Worth, Tex. 

CIRCLE NO. 352 

Adhesives selector 
To make a designer's job a lit

tle easier, Emerson & Cuming, Inc., 
offers a newly revised Eccobond ad
hesive selector chart in the form of 
a folder suitable for notebook or 
wall mounting. The folder describes 
17 non-conducting and 9 electrical
ly conductive adhesives. Emerson & 
Cuming, Inc., Canton, l\Iass. 

CIRCLE NO. 353 

Power supplies 
A 27-page catalog lists over 1000 

models of de-to-de power supplies 
with single, dual, triple and quad
ruple outputs up to 20 W. l\Iil 
E lectronics, Inc., Lowell, Mass. 

CIRCLE NO. 354 

Thick-film pastes 
A four-page brochure contains 

information on thick-film pastes for 
hybrid ICs, ceramic packaging, 
digital displays and micrncircuit 
applications. Electro-Science Labo
ratories, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. 

CIRCLE NO. 355 

GaAs lasers/IR diodes 
A cotalog describes GaAs mJec

tion lasers and IR-emitting diodes. 
RCA Solid State Div., Somerville, 
N.J. 

CIRCLE NO. 356 

Potentiometers/trimmers 
An easy-to-use short-form refer

ence cata log features quick access 
to a diverse line of trimmers, 
potentiometers, pres ure transduc
ers and switches and turns-count
ing dials. Amphenol Contrnls Div. 
of Bunker Ramo Corp., Janesville, 
Wis. 

CIRCLE NO. 357 
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CORNERSTONE 
Regardless of your specialty, you can build your own calculating 

system using the Wang 600 as the cornerstone. 

When you start with the basic 600, you have a calculator with the 
best price/performance ratio in its class. It has sixteen special keys 
whose functions you determine. And you don't have to give up any 
functions: you always have trig keys, stat keys, and push-button 
programming with full decisions and five-level subroutines. 

55 storage registers or 312 program steps are standard, but you can 
build your 600 all the way up to 247 registers or 1848 program steps. 
Because you can swap registers and steps, you can find the exact 
combination to solve your problems. 

Now you can build on this foundation with an almost endless 
variety and combination of peripheral modules. You can select alpha
numeric printers and plotters, on-line interfaces and off-line paper 
tape readers, and many more. And you can add on whenever you're 
ready, right in your office. 

Custom-building your own calculating system is easy and in
expensive - when you start with the correct cornerstone. Call Mr. 
Courtney, collect, at 617-851-7211, for our complete list of building 
supplies. 

''IT ANG LABORATORIES, INC. Dept.ED-12 

yy .tt 836 NORTH STREET, TEWKSBURY, MASSACHUSETTS 01876 

TEL. (617) 851 ·7311 , TWX 710 343-6769, TELEX 94-7421 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 85 
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Acfrer1iseme111 

new products 

~ WH.-: 
NEW 10-BIT ADC 
Model ZD 471 offers 10-Bit resolution 
and 30 µs conversion time with 0. 1 % 
accuracy. Features include: TTL/DTL; 
±lOV, ±5V, and 0 to +lOV operation 
over 0° to 70°C; adjustable FSR and 
zero offset; built-in reference stability 
- 100µV/30 days; and bake-in at 85°C 
for 16 hours for optimum reliability 
and stability. Data output is NRZ 
serial or parallel binary bits. Package is 
only 0.4 inches high and fits standard 
dip sockets. Availability : Stock 
Price ( 1-9) - $99 CIRCLE NO. 111 

1 µV/°C FET AMPLIFIER 
New model ZA903M2 features ultra
low voltage drift of 1µV/°C which is 
independent of zero offset adjust
ments. Other features include: lOpA 
input current, 4MHz frequency re
sponse and 100 KHz full power out
put. Package is low profile ( 1X1 X0.4 
high). Economy Model ZA903M1 fea
tures 3µVfC . Availability : Stock 
Price (OEM) - $39 CIRCLE NO. 112 

LOW COST 
INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER 
Model ZA703M1 offers FET input 
stage and gain range of 1-1000 selected 
with only one external resistor. Input 
current is 3pA with gain non-linearity 
of 0.02%. Package is only 0.4 inches 
high. Model ZA702M1 (bipolar input) 
also available. Availability : Stock 
Price ( 1-9) - $29 CIRCLE NO. 113 

114 

Call, TWX, or write today! 

TEL: (415)686-6660 
TWX: 910-481-9477 

[i)eltexlNC. 

A SUBSIDIARY OF REDCOR CORP. 
1000 Chalomar Road Concord, California 94520 

NEW LITERATURE 

.~ ... ~ /.,,. "'"- '"'' 

~·· ~ 
..,,,. "'Ir' 

Clean-room tools 
A 20-page catalog of hand tools 

for production and laboratory ac
tiv.ities features ultra-clean-room 
tools which can be used with mini
mum contribution to over-all con
tamination levels. The stock tools 
are nickel-chromium plated and 
can be completely degreased prior 
to use. Atsing Assembly Materials, 
Inc., Big Flats, N.Y. 

CIRCLE NO. 358 

Buss interconnections 
A 32-page catalog covers a com

plete product line of laminated buss 
bars, solderless clip-on busses for 
various types of terminals, circuit
board busses and special buss-in
terconnect devices. Bussco Engi
neering, Inc., El Segundo, Calif. 

CIRCLE NO. 359 

Portable digital VOM 
A two-page data sheet describes 

a small new portable 2-3/ 4-digit 
VOM. Triplett Corp., Bluffton, 
Ohio. 

CIRCLE NO. 360 

Ac dielectric testers 
A 16-page brochure is available 

on a line of ac dielectric/ insu lation 
test equipment. Hipotronics, Inc., 
Brewster, N.Y. 

CIRCLE NO. 361 

Hardware 
Three new catalogs list complete 

lines of security hardware for in
dustrial, institutional, transporta
tion and marine fi elds. The hard
ware includes a wide range of cam 
and pawl locks and latches , pad
locks, hasps, seal-type door latches, 
lock handles, truck safes, trailer 
king pin locks and many other 
items. AIMSCO Inc., Seattle, Was!!. 

CIRCLE NO. 362 

Serles 3100 

Put quality 
on your panel 
for under $5 
Accuracy, readability, response 
and ruggedness need not be 
sacrificed for low cost: these 
International Instruments Series 
3000 and 3100 meters will meet 
your design goals at costs as low 
as $4.15 (in 100-piece quanti
ties), for a 1 Vz" square DC 
milliameter. Jeweled D'Arsonval 
movements, in ranges down to 
50 µ.a, provide response time to 
2 sec. max. and initial accuracy 
to± 2% DC(± 3% AC), meet 
shock and vibration requirements 
of ANS C39.1. Repeatability is 
maintained over the life of 
the meter. 

Both Series available in 1 Vz, 
2, 2Vz, 3Y2 and 4 inch sizes, in 61 
standard ranges from 50 DC µ.a 
to 5000 AC volts. Clear acrylic 
crystals, sweep scales and red 
bar-type pointers enhance read
ability and random-size compati
bility. Custom dials carrying your 
trademark and special colored 
shrouds available at moderate 
additional cost. For data and 
quotes, send requirements to: 

~ INTERNATIONAL 
~® INSTRUMENTS 
DIVISION OF SIGMA INSTRUMENTS, INC. 

88 MARSH HILL RD. , ORANGE, CONN . 06477 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 87 
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bulletin 
board 

Westinghouse Electric Corp. has 
announced 'a major advance in 
TV CRTs that increases both the 
brightness and contrast of the 
pictures displayed on home TV 
receivers. Westinghouse says that 
the improvement results from a 
new method of color tube manu
facture developed at the com
pany's Electronic Tube Div., in 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

CIRCLE NO. 363 

General Computer Systems, Inc., 
Dallas, Tex., has announced sev
eral additional standard software 
features now available at no ex
tra cost on its System 2100 key
disc-tape data entry systems. A 
new re-entry capability allows an 
operator to interrupt the entry 
of a data batch for any reason 
and continue that same batch 
from the point of interruption. 

CIRCLE NO. 364 

Prices of Hewlett-Packard's se
ries 5082-7100 of alph1anumeric 
GaAsP LED displ1ays have been 
cut for the second time since they 
were introduced early in 1970. 
This latest price reduction cuts 
nearly 50 % off recent prices. For 
example, in quantities of 1000, 
prices per character have been re
duced from $20 to $11. Compar
able price cuts were also an
nounced for lesser quantities. 

CIRCLE NO. 365 

The Cyphernetics Corp. of Ann 
Arbor, Mich., has announced op
erational software support for the 
recently announced Textronix 
4010 graphic terminal. 

CIRCLE NO. 366 

Fairchild Semiconductor has ex
panded its line of 9500 series 
temperature-compensated ECL 
ICs with the addition of 15 new 
devices. Four of the new cir
cuits are MSI devices. Fairchild's 
latest additions include the 95L 
series of low-power and high
speed gates (2 ns at 20 mW) . 

CIRCLE NO. 367 
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Design Data from Manufacturers 
Advertisements of booklets, brochures, catalogs and data sheets. To order use Reader-Service Card. 

(Advertisement) 

Free Nomograph Simplifies PSD Calibration 

CALIBRATION 
NOMOGRAPH 

A new unique tool, Federal Scientific's Nomo
graph provides a fast means of calibrating a real
time power spectral density system in terms of 
PSD level using a sine wave calibration signal. It 
makes it possible for the user of a Ubiquitous® 
Spectrum Analysis System to easily scale the 
output da.ta in terms of g2 /Hz and V2 /Hz. Printed 
on 8112 x 11 heavy glossy stock for durability, it 
is useful for all those who analyze random data 
such as noise, vibration, or underwater acoustic 
signals. It applies expressly to Federal's Ubiqui
tous series of Real-Time Spectrum Analyzers with 
200, 400, 500, 1000, or 2000-line resolution. It 
allows a non-technical operator to take into ac
count the bandwidth of analyzers and gain settings 
of the system when performing calibration. Write 
to Federal for your copy. CIRCLE NO. 111 

Federal Scientific Corporation 
a subsidiary of Elgin National Industries, Inc. 
615 West 131st Street, New York, N. Y. 10027 

PC Drafting Aids Catalog 

;.) BVBUK 
Thousands of time saving, cost saving artwork 
ideas are found in the By-Buk P-50 catalog of 
pressure sensitive printed circuit drafting aids. 
With the most practical artwork patterns for: TO 
cans, multi-pads, dual-inlines and flat packs fea
tured. Donuts, connector strips, teardrops, ovals, 
tapes, tees, elbows, etc., by the hundreds are in
cluded in the most comprehensive list of sizes. 
Opaque black, transparent red and transparent 
blue materials for one and two-sided board de
signs. For a free copy and samples, write today. 

By-Buk Company 
Subsidiary of Webtek Corp. 

4326 W. Pico Blvd. 

CIRCLE NO. 172 

Los Angeles, California 90019 
(213) 937-3511 

1972 Electronic Components Drafting Aids Catalog 
Free Catalog! Free Samples! Exciting innovations 
in pressure-sensitive electronic component draft
ing aids and methods are detailed in the new 1972 
edition of the combined Bishop Techni_cal Manual 
and Catalog 105. 
84 illustrated pages of over 15,000 multi-pad 
configurations, symbols, tapes, sequential refer
ence designations plus hundreds of time-and
money saving hints in making artwork for PC 
boards. Includes instructions for using the in
dustry's only red and blue tape system for making 
two-sided boards in perfect registration. 
Send now for free Catalog 105 and free samples. 

Bishop Graphics, Inc. 
7300 Radford Avenue 

North Hollywood, California 91605 
(213) 982-2000 Telex: 674672 

CIRCLE NO. 173 
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Electronic Design 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN'S function is: 

• To aid progress in the electronics 
manufacturing industry by promoting 
good design. 
• To give the electronics design engi
neer concepts and ideas that make his 
job easier and more productive. 
• To provide a central source of timely 
electronics information. 
• To promote two-way communication 
between manufacturer and engineer. 

Want a subscription? ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN is sent free to qualified engineers 
and engineering managers doing de
sign work, supervising design or set
ting standards in the United States 
and Western Europe. For a free sub
scription, use the postfree application 
form inside the back cover. If none is 
included, write to us direct for an ap
plication form. 

If you do not qualify, you may take 
out a paid subscription for $25 a year 
in the U.S.A., $35 a year elsewhere. 
Single copies are $1.50 each. 

If you change your address, send us an 
old mailing label and your new ad
dress; there is generally a prepaid 
postcard for this inside the back cover. 
You will have to requalify to continue 
receiving ELECTRONIC DESIGN free. 

The accuracy policy of ELECTRONIC 
DESIGN is: 
• To make reasonable efforts to ensure 
the accuracy of editorial matter. 
• To publish prompt corrections when
ever inaccuracies are brought to our 
attention. Corrections appear at the 
end of the Letters column. 
• To encourage our readers as respon
sible members of our business commu
nity to report to us misleading or 
fraudulent advertising. 
• To refuse any advertisement deemed 
to be misleading or fraudulent. 

Microfilm copies are available of 
complete volumes of ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN at $19.00 per volume, beginning 
with Volume 9, 1961. Work is now 
in process to complete the microfilm 
edition of Volumes 1-8. Reprints of 
individual articles may be obtained 
for $2.00 each, prepaid ($.50 for 
each additional copy of the same 
article) no matter how long the 
article. For further details and to 
place orders, contact the Customer 
Services Department, University Mi
crofilms, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan 48106; telephone 
( 313) 761-4700. 

Want to contact us? If you have any 
comments or wish to submit a manu
script or article outline, address your 
correspondence to: 
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Editor 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN 

50 Es$eX Street 
Rochelle Park, N.J. 07662 

Design Data from 

Plastic Parts 
CUSTOM production to your specs from patented , 
low-cost tooling. Any size, any quantity in Nylon , 
Delrin, other thermoplastics. Let us quote. We 
have 20 years experience. 
STANDARD gears, racks, bearings, sprockets, 
pulleys, washers, insulators, many other com· 
ponents available quickly from stock tools . Over 
2 ,500 items described in our 48-page catalogue. 
Write today for a free copy. 

CIRCLE NO. 174 

Nylomatic 
11 Nolan Ave., Morrisville, Pa. 19067 
A DIVISION OF WEHCO PLASTICS INC. 

DI A Converters - 25 New Models 

DAC 371-8 
$9.95 

Twenty-five new D/A converters are described in 

the file folder brochure. Al I specifications, per

formance data, and applications are listed. Some 

of the new units are: DAC 371 low cost miniature 

converters; DAC 372 series, a family of low cost 

D /A converters featuring hermetically sealed 

active components, thin film resistors; and DAC 

390-10, ultra-fast settling multiplying D/A con-

verter. CIRCLE NO. 175 

Hybrid Systems Corporation 
87 Second Ave., Northwest Industrial Park 
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803 
Tel: 617-272-1522 

Revised Digital Computer Brochure 
UniComp's 16-page fully illustrated brochure has been com
pletely revised to describe UniComp's FAST FOURIER TRANS
FORM PROCESSOR that reduces FFT Computation Time by more 
than 100 times over software, as well as the increased power 
of their COMP-16 and COMP-18 Minicomputers, and the ex
panded Command list. 
The revised brochure contains a general description of Uni
Comp's ruggedized Digital Minicomputers, as well as photo
graphs, illustrations, specifications and engineering drawings. 
A full page is devoted to the COMP-18 and its interface modules 
available to augment the CPU for specific applications. 

UniComp, Incorporated 
subsidiary of Hoffman Electronics Corporation 

18219 Parthenia Street, Northridge, California 91324 
(213) 886-7722 

CIRCLE NO. 176 
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V.Canuf acturers 
lt·c•rt isements of booklets, bTOchures, cata log.• and data sheets. T o order 11se Reader-ServiceC:ard 

(Advert isement) 

Minimizing Capacitance Changes 

Electrocube, Inc. 

Causes of capacitance value changes in wound · 
dielectric capacitors are treated in an Electrocube 
technical bulletin to aid designers in selecting and 
using capacitors. Graphs and formulas are used to 
illustrate the straight-forward discussion and to com
pare performance of various dielectrics with changes 
in operating and environmental conditions. Also avail
able are bulletins treating the sometimes confusing 
considerations of capacitor dissipation factor and in · 
sulation resistance, as part of a continuing series of 
two and four page technical discussions by Fred L. 
Johnson. CIRCLE NO. 177 

1710 South Del Mar Avenue 
San Gabriel, California 91776 

Economical High Performance Electrometers 
Ml11.TI·KANGF. 

F.l.U.IROMl-:Tl:ll~ 

p 
A 

, R 
New P.A.R. electrometers ofter superior perform
ance at low cost. Model 134, with wide range 
and high stability, is priced at $615; Model 135, 
with self-contained battery power supply, $675; 
and Model 136 with digital display and BCD out
put , $1125. Drift, offset and noise figures are 
lowest available in this price range. Other fea
tures include guarded input circuits and fast 
recovery from large overloads. Full line of acces
sories available. Request new brochure, demon
stration or applications assistance. 

CIRCLE NO. 178 

Princeton Applied Research Corporation 
Box 565, Princeton, New Jersey 08540 - (609) 452-2111 

"Zoom In" on Any Portion of the 
Spectrum During Real-Time Analysis 

90307 Low fllOUINCYTUNtUTOI: Closely spaced harmonics in a frequency spec
trum can be clearly separated, analyzed and dis
played in real time by combining the SD307 Low 
Frequency Translator with any SD301-series Real 
Time Analyzer. In effect, it expands a given spec
trum band like a zoom lens, to enable detailed 
examination . Resolution can be increased by as 
much as 1000 to 1. The combination is espe
cially valuable for detecting very low level pe
riodic signals normally buried in noise. The 
SD307 selects any one of four "windows": 50 
Hz, 100 Hz, 500 Hz and 1 kHz, providing detailed 

srttru1.o-~11J11orSA11111!1i8 narrowband analysis of 0.15 Hz, 0 .3 Hz, 1.5 Hz 
~ and 3 Hz, respectively. Send for data . 

Spectral Dynamics Corporation c1RcLE No. 119 

P.O. Box 671. San Diego CA 92112 
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The 
"no maintenance" 
PUNCHED TAPE 

READER 

No edge guides 
No capstans, pinch 

rolls or brakes 
No lenses 
No lubrication 
No adjustments 

You may have to 
replace this bulb 
after 25,000 hours. 

New DECITEK Punched Tape Readers 
give greater accuracy, freedom from 
maintenance and longer tape life. 
With 20% to 30% fewer parts than 
units of comparable performance, 
they start, stop and hold tape ac
curately through a stepping motor/ 
dual sprocket bi-directional drive. 
Tests at 300 cps for more than a 
quarter-million cycles showed insig
nificant sproc.ket hole wear. 
DECITEK Readers interchangeably 
read 5, 6, 7 or 8-level paper, paper
polyester or metallized polyester 
tapes at 60 to 600 cps. Fiber optic 
elements illuminated by a single, 
easily replaced bulb eliminate cross
talk and partial or bit failure. Photo
transistor sensing delivers high 
signal-to-nois·e ratio outputs. Input- . 
outputs are TTL or DTL compatible. 
For technical brochure, write 
DECITEK, 16 Sagamore Rd., 
Worcester, Mass. 01605. Call (617) 
757-4577. 

ID)JE ~TIVJrJE TIK 
A DIVISION OF JAMESBURY CORP. 
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quickad1 

Pro gr a m all fusible·link program· 
mable ROMs man u a 11 y with the 
Model 300. Designed with a 4096 
bit (512 words x 8 bits) capacity. 
Both 115 VAC and 220 VAC versions 
available. Spectrum Dynamics, Inc., 
2300 East Oakland Park Boulevard, 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida . Phone (305) 
566-4467 or 566-2547. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 181 

Treating materials according to 
their function, these design aids 
combine essential background with 
immediately workable data and 
techniques. Series in Materials for 
Electrical and Electronics Design , 
Edited by Alex. E. Javitz. Hayden 
Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y. 
10011. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 183 

The Successful Engineer-Manager, 
Edited By R. C. Haavind and R. L. 
Turmail . Depth discussion and in
sights of the experts isolate the 
fine points of management: career, 
decisions, people, projects, fi
nances, communications . Hayden 
Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y. 
10011. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 185 

New and current products 
for the electronic designer 
presented by their manufacturers. 

Create your own special power sup
plies with TOM & TDMD modules 
bolted to a single 51,1,i" panel. No 
costly cabling, racks or accessories. 
Outputs 0 -305VDC, .06-60A. Mod
ules feature front panel voltage & 
current limit adj ., test points, ind. 
lamps. OV crowbar protection. 
Transistor Devices, Inc., Cedar 
Knolls, N. J. 07927. 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 182 

Scott-T-Transformers - 30 arc sec
onds accuracy, 90 volts or 11.8 line 
to line synchro inputs at 60 or 400 
Hz sine & cosine outputs. Standard 
units resolver to synchro available. 
In quantity $19.00 each. Magnetico 
Inc., East Northport, N. Y. (516) 
261 -4502. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 184 
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High performance pulse ~enerator 
provides simultaneous pos1t1ve and 
negative pulses with < 5 ns rise -
fall times at rates from 10 Hz to 50 
MHz. Front panel switches select ex
ternal or manual trigger and double 
pulse operation. 2 outputs (50:ohm 
source impedance) are short-c1rcu 1t 
protected. $425. Monsanto Instru 
ments, West Caldwell , N. J. 07006. 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 186 

Advertisers wishing to re

serve Quick Ad units 

should note the following 

mechanical requirements: 

Specs-Supply glo ssy 

photo of product and ap

proximately 40 words 

which will set no more 

than 10 lines of 34 char

acters each. AFTER 

SUBMISSIO N N O CO P Y 

CHA NGE S CAN BE AC

CEPTED. Quick A ds cost 

only $300 per insertion, 

less for frequency adver

tisers . 

RATES: 

lx 
$300 

lx 
$280 

13x 
$255 

19x 
$250 

26x 
$245 

39x 
$240 

52x 
$235 

104x 
$230 



A NEW FIELD-OF-ONE 
IN LIGHTED PUSHBUTTON 

SWITCHES. 
Switchcraft's "PUSH-LITE" 
switch offers reliable 
leafspring switching in 
a neat little package. 

This whole new field of 
compact (l" x l J{/ ' x 1 %") 
pushbutton switches reduces 
the size of your control panels, 
consoles-and cost, too! Our 
new field -of-one consists of 
6 series-including non
illuminated and illuminated 
single and twin-lamp units 
in two housing colors (black 
or grey). Up to 4PDT switching 
in momentary and push-lock/ 
push-release functions. 
Ratings range from dry circuit 
switching, up to 3 amps., A.C., 
non-inductive load. 

A rugged molded housing 
encloses the highly reliable 
leafspring switching and 
protects against dust , dirt 
and mishandling. 

Pick from flange or barrier 
mounting-individually or in 
matrix configurations. Series 
PL "PUSH-LITE" switches 
mount from front of panel with 
clamp brackets , simply and 
quickly. No mounting screws 
show! 

Design with up to two lamps 
and either full or split display 
screens-vertically or 
horizontally. Full display 
provides up to 3 lines of 6 
characters each. Virtually 
unlimited lighting versatility 

COLOR 

ACTUAL SIZE 

provided by 7 different colors 
of pushbuttons, insert filters 
and silicone bopts. 

For additional information, 
contact a Switchcraft 
Representative or write for 
Catalog S-345. SWITCHCRAFT, INC. 
5529 N. Elston Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60630 
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Do you face a make or buy decision on power supplies? 

BUY 
THE NEW LAMBDA 

LY SERIES 
>50°/o efficient, 20 KHz switching, 

50mV P-P ripple, 0.1°/o line or load regulation 

SINGLE OUTPUT DUAL OUTPUT TRIPLE OUTPUT 

$300 $380 $395 
5 VOLTS 30 AMPS :!:15 TO ±12 VOLTS 5 VOLTS 18AMPS 

WITH OVERVOLTAGE 8.5 AMPS EACH OUTPUT DUAL :!:15 TO :!:12 VOLTS 
PROTECTION IUILT·IN 2AMPS EACH OUTPUT 

AC input: 105-132 VAC, 47-440 Hz 

DC input: 145 VDC ±10% 

11 standard models in single, dual, triple or quadruple out
puts in new "5" package. Triple and quadruple output models 
incorporote lambda Power Hybrid Voltage Regulator. 

ALL CARRY LAMBDA'S 5-YEAR GUARANTEE. 

ALL IN STOCK FOR l·DAY DELIVERY. 

QUADRUPLE OUTPUT 

$450 
5VOLTS 16AMPS 

DUAL ±15 TO :!:12 VOLTS 

1.5 AMPS EACH OUTPUT 

24 TO 28 VOLTS 1.0 AMPS 

WHETHER 
YOU MAKE 
OR BUY ••• 

&LAMBDA 
ELECTRONICS CORP. 

A <B company . . ............. .............................................. ........................................ 
MELVILLE, NEW YORK 11746 515 Brood Hollow Rood Tel. 516-694-4200 ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, (CHICAGO} ILL. 60005 2420 Eost Ookton St., Un it Q Te l. 312-593-2550 

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91605 7316 Vorno Ave. Tel. 213-875-2744 MONTREAL, QUEBEC lOOC Hvmus Blvd ., Pointe-Cloire, Quebec-730 Tel. 514-697-6520 
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RCA extends triac capabilities again 
with this exclusive new 80-amp series. 

You can hold down design costs for 
high power lighting and heating con
trols, welders, induction motors and 
other applications, because these new 
triacs simplify circuitry and heat sink
ing. 

And you save on device costs be
cause the triacs utilize the RCA low 
cost package with compression seal. 
Available in press-fit and stud pack-

ages. Four modes of gate control add 
design flexibility. All this means more 
amps per dollar. 

That's why the new 80-amp triac is 
another example of cost effective sim
plification from RCA. 

Unit prices are $25 to $45 in small 
quantities. Call your RCA Represen
tative or RCA Distributor. For new RCA 
catalog write RCA Commercial Engi
neering, Section 57L9/UR12, Harrison, 
N.J. 07029. International: RCA, Sun-

bury-on-Thames, U. K., or P. 0. Box 
112,Hong Kong. RCA Limited, St. Anne 
deBellevue, 810 Quebec, Canada. 

Repetitive Peak Off-State Voltage V DROM 

PACKAGE 200V 400V 600V 
Press Fit TA7752 TA7753 TA7754 
Stud TA7755 TA7756 TA7757 
Isolated Stud TA7937 TA7938 TA7939 

All types are available with flexible lead 
attachments . 

RClll 
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